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THE ARK YEAR ONE
Written by Ralph Burns

The ready band of fire-fighters quickly made way to the way to the
scene of the fire. Or at least, where I believed the fire to be.

PROLOGUE 1: MEETINGS WITH FICTIONAL PEOPLE
PLANET EARTH.
ENGLAND
LOCAL CALENDER: 1899.

While this activity progressed, I made my way to my
surgery. Janet, my loyal assistant, had already brewed a fine pot
of tea and I relaxed into my favourite wicker chair. I was perusing
some moderately amusing gossip sheets (bicycled in from the
nearest town, at my request) while I waited for the first patient of
the day. I was startled when the magistrate strode right into my
office without knocking. The cheek of the man! Ruddy faced, he
proclaimed that I was a “damn fool” and that there had been no fire.
Not a single scorch mark. He left without bidding good-day. Rude
fellow. I apologise for reproducing the vulgar nature of his remark
here, but then it does help me to illustrate the less than salubrious
character of the man.
I left the surgery at mid-day, professing to suffer a
headache, and canceled the remaining appointments for the day.
Truthfully, I was troubled. I was sure there must have been a fire.
What else could produce such smoke?
By the early hours of the evening, my wife had retired
to bed. She did not keep the best of health and was often required
to retire early. For once, I was not overly concerned. I required the
time to myself, to think. After I had put my daughter, Anabelle, to
bed I made my way to the kitchen with a steaming mug of cocoa, all
the better to collect my thoughts. Alas, they never had the chance to
do so for they were interrupted by the smell of...burning.

There was something wrong with the air. It tasted bitter.
I often awoke during the night with a thirst. It was one of my little
affectations, albeit not one that was often appreciated by my wife
if I happened to wake her. I usually have a glass of water beside
my bed for such an eventuality. However, on this particular night I
appeared to have forgotten. If only I had not.
Upon reaching the kitchen, I became aware that something
was strangely amiss. I have a keen sense of smell and am quick to
detect odours. It has been to my benefit and even saved my life once
when I smelled the smoke in the army barracks, when in the service
of His Majesty. Yes, that was it. Something akin to burning, and yet
sweet.
I must confess that by this point my curiosity became
the better of me and I ventured out of the cottage, all the better to
identify the strange smell in the air. I imagine that had any of my
patients spotted me roaming outside in but only my nightwear, they
would certainly have been most shocked. A topic of interest in the
tavern, no doubt. The magistrate would have a ‘field-day’, as some
of my more garrulous acquaintances may have said.
I scanned the surrounding lowland and spied a pall of
smoke beyond the hills, near the woods. Ah, no cause for alarm
then, for there were no homes in the vicinity. The area in which I
had made my home was known for its quiet locale and as I consider
myself mostly a quiet man, it was ideal. It was by the grove, and
apple trees would blossom in the Summer.
I should have left it there and then. Sun would be up in
but a few hours and I would alert the proper authorities. A small
outlying fire would not do too much damage. None that could not
wait for morning and the attention of alert hands.
Before I retired once more to bed, a singular thought
occurred to me. The smoke, it wasn’t quite like that which you
would expect from a fire. Rather more like one of those new-fangled
‘steam trains’. It belched forth a black spluttering cloud which
seemed strangely inappropriate. I dismissed the thought at once as
foolish and quickly succumbed to slumber.
Of course I did my civic duty and, at first light the next morning, I
alerted the town magistrate. A large bullish man with whom I had
often clashed, he was however a fair minded fellow with regard to
most of his important civic duties. In times of emergency he was
quick to come to the aid of his fellow man, provided of course that
there were opportunities for glory for himself. As quick as could be
managed, he had assembled a ready band of volunteers, armed with
buckets sloshing with water from the village well. There were only
five fellows, for the village was of new construction and we were
small in population, not equipped with trained fire-fighters or any
such resources.

That sweet, sickly smell...
The woods. The phenomenon was back! I leapt instantly
to my feet. I am not often prone to such flagrant emotional displays,
you understand, but in my defence I must admit to being rather
startled. I decided some investigation would be a pugnacious option
to pursue and so, taking care not to awaken the household, I quickly
dressed and made my way outside. I expected to find at least one
other curious onlooker on the prowl. True, I was some distance
away from the main village but I had expected at least one other
soul of an inviting mind to enquire as to the peculiar events I was
sure were occurring. My sense of smell was not that expert!
And yet...no-one. Confound them! It was then that I
noticed one more, even stranger, apparition. Above the village,
hanging lustfully in the air was what I can only describe as a pall of
smoke, hovering like an errant sea-gull. However, it could not have
been so. Surely, smoke is blown by the wind? It cannot hover of its
own volition.
And even stranger still: there appeared no sign of life
whatsoever out in the woods. Not even the crying of an animal. It
was as if all of life was asleep but for myself. I felt as if I was the
only living soul in the world.
I took upon myself then as a civic duty to investigate the
‘burning’ occurring in the woods. Whatever it might prove to be, I
felt sure that if it was found to be of possible danger then the truth
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must surely be sought. It was with this in mind that I set off. I did
not rouse my family. I did not expect to be long. Nor did I take any
possessions with me. After all, what need could there be? All that
were required were open eyes and keen senses.
The geography of the area is deceptive. This is a
partial explanation for the fact that though the woods appeared a
considerable distance away from my starting location, I came upon
them in but ten or so minutes. A time I measured with the aid of a
new technological marvel I had recently acquired. Not many of my
patients carried a ‘pocket watch’, but I swore by mine. Perhaps one
day such wondrous devices shall be made readily available for the
masses.
They are thick, the woods. Even a well educated man
such as myself can not stop himself experiencing half-forgotten
fairy tales from childhood rising unwanted into the mind when
strolling around and through the trees and thickets. Images of the
tale of Hansel and Gretel came unbidden from my memory, the trees
lending themselves a ghostly and ethereal bent by the darkness.
There were no clouds tonight. Moonlight cast a sickly silver pallor
across the bracken.
Such fanciful images instantly evaporated upon my first
registering of a most unnatural noise. A tearing...a grinding? It was
most difficult to quantify. Like that of a butcher cutting meat, but
harsher. Yes, that was the noise. Harsh. My faculties ticked over
with wonders about what the sound could represent when I was
unexpectedly knocked from my footing...and embarrassingly landed
in an unforgiving pool of mud a few feet hence, as if carried by
invisible fairies. I shook this absurd notion from my mind with haste
as shock quickly overcame me and an uncontrolled part of my mind
bid me to run and flee from this place. But I was a doctor, trained and
educated at great expense. As my father often reminded me, what is
one of the prime characteristics of a doctor, if not curiosity?
I brushed myself down as best I could and ventured forth
once more. After but a few moments I spied a bright and dazzling
light from a clearing ahead. My curiosity compelled me to move
closer to where the source must surely be found.
The next few moments were to prove to be the most
frightening and defining of my life. I am sure that the most visceral
portions of it have been purged from my mind in a gesture of
self-preservation. I have heard of such amnesia in patients with
difficulties and incurities of the mind. However, I shall attempt to
describe what I do remember. Surely, God never intended His flock
to set eyes on such things.
The clearing was full of metal people. Not a metal of the
kind forged in any respectable ironmonger’s shop. No tarnishing, no
rusting, and impossibly smooth of the kind that can only be provided
by glass. Why, even reflections could be seen on the surfaces. And
the colours. Dazzling!
The English language does not have sufficient vocabulary to
adequately describe such beings and I have not the capabilities
to attempt to do so here. Suffice it to say that though they could
not possibly have been God’s creations, they nonetheless bore an
uncanny resemblance to people. Perhaps they were forged in fire, but
I have my most sincere doubts as to whether this was done on His
Earth. I had never subscribed fully to the common image of Lucifer
until that moment, thinking it to be an overtly literal interpretation
of His teachings This was not a popular opinion and so I kept it
to myself. I never did doubt again, in every sleepless night since.
Perhaps they were not beings of fact and were fictions conjured by
the beginnings of the madness I now know I must surely possess.
Perhaps they thought the same of me?
These..fictional beings were at least as tall as a windmill if
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not as broad and stood stoutly upon the earth. That was the only part
of man’s creations that I could compare them to in terms of scale.
There were two metal people initially. One was coloured
predominantly in a sickly purple and one was silver, tarnished like
the handle of a common firearm. I can recall no further details, for
they are now lost from my mind, amongst other things.
At this point I recall losing my hearing as, impossibly,
stars such as might be found in the night sky appeared before me. I
blinked, unable to believe what I was seeing when just as suddenly
as I had lost the sense, my hearing returned. It must have been
illusion for but the slimmest amount of intelligence could discern
there were no stars before me!
Another metal person had appeared, perhaps come to meet
the others. I will now never know how this act was achieved for but
a moment later it had ‘transformed’ into a smoking ruin. Lightning
had leapt from the purple metal man and the new arrival had been
no more. I could not help myself. I let out an exclamation.
The metal people must have apparatus through which
they able to hear sounds as we hear them, for the purple one turned
to face me. In its cold hand lay a large metal ball. Curved spikes
extended out with from its centre. It glowed a hellish red and was
the very image of the devil itself. The purple metal creature spoke.
Impossible! For it had no mouth.

I became obsessed with a quest to find out more of the
metal men. Where did they come from? What did they refer to
themselves as? Were they alive as we might understand it or did
another animate them as a performer may animate a puppet? Like
all true obsessions I did not notice at the time how much my life was
slipping from me into the shadows. I never did see the metal people
again. I eventually gave up my practice, all the better to devote my
days to finding them just one more time. I yearned to talk to them,
to touch another of God’s creations. Or perhaps merely to meet
once more with the fictional beings. It is to my ultimate shame that
even when my wife left and took dear Anabelle with her, I scarcely
noticed. Dear, dear, Anabelle. I did not even read my wife’s letter of
explanation for eight days. What must my child think of her father?
A charlatan chasing dreams and ghosts. If only I could clearly recall
her face. Every night I see only the piercing glow of the metal man’s
one eye staring through my mind.
They came to take me away when I was eking out a
meagre existence in the backwaters of the East End of London some
years later. These were real men of flesh and blood and they carried
with them authority and virtuousness. My senses told me that, even
if my mind did not. They told me that I was ill and that I was not safe
to wander the streets and that I may hurt myself and others.. I told
them it was nonsense. I was a doctor and would know when I was
ill. “But what about the metal people?” I cried. They told me there
were no metal people. They even told me that I am not a doctor.
They say, “Look at your clothes, how could you have been a doctor?
You are nobody.”
Perhaps they are right and I never was who I dreamed I was. Perhaps
I am every bit as fictional as the metal people whom I once met. The
beings that changed my life. You, you who may come across my
writings one day, do you believe me? Will you seek out the metal
people, I wonder? Or will you just dismiss them as the unreliable
narratives of a mad old man? But know this one thing, and heed me
closely. Such creatures could not possibly have come from my time,
I am sure of it. To a time when man cannot yet fly freely in the skies,
such things could not have been born. ‘Time’. Think upon that word
and the concepts it holds within its ethereal bosom. Could the metal
men have come from your time?

**0100100101110011001000000111010001101000011010010111
001100100000011100100110010101100001011011000110100101
1101000111100100111111**
Only later, when my shock had begun to dispel was I able to fully
realise that the creatures’ utterances were in numbers for my senses
of the time were battling to fully comprehend the shape of the
creature. Yes, the purple metal man had legs, arms, and even a torso.
All the parts that make a man, but did it have a soul?
But it had no face, at least none as we have. One cold
unblinking eye stared at me from the centre of its six-sided slate of
a face, curiously.
It stared. It stared. It stared.
I fancied perhaps that it was as uncomprehending of me
as I of it. I must have fled then, the rational mind overwhelmed by
encountering the irrational, for the next memory that I then recall
was shaking in the usually comforting confines of my bed, wrapped
in an uncontrollable shiver, my wife concerned beside me asking
questions.

I will not be able to write again. I am being taken to a new
place. I do not think they will let me write there. I do not imagine
thinking itself is indeed allowed at all. Will you, dear reader, think
of me?
They are coming now. I hear them scuttling along the
corridor outside my bare cell. Keys jangle shrilly against one
another as they sway within my jailer’s pockets. They are coming
for me, coming to cart me to Bedlam. But is it Bedlam? I forget the
name of the place now, it is so very hard to recall the life before.
“But what about the metal people?” I cry. “There are no metal
people,” they say. But I know. I know what they are called. A word
implanted in my mind from who knows where after many restless
nights brooding on their nature...’The Transformers’.
I know, and I shall not forget for I know with absolute unwavering
conviction that I shall set eyes upon them again. I shall behold the
men of iron and their grandeur. For I can only guess as to the impact
they shall have on God’s world. And perhaps even beyond. But what
is beyond this world?
What...?

The next morning, I was convinced it had not been either
a dream nor a delusion brought on by fever, as suggested by my
wife. I felt a duty to warn, an overpowering compulsion to warn all.
Everybody. The task consumed me like nothing before or since and
I was unable to rationalise it, even to myself. I cannot say why. I
doubt I will ever fully know.
I was heard, but not listened to. The populace at large,
occupied as they were by Earthly concerns, did not want to hear
of the mad doctor and his outlandish tales. Polite society simply
did not allow for the possibility of events and concepts they could
not create nor control existing outwith their narrow worldview.
Impolite society cared even less, though I did attract some interest
from owners of flea-pits of ill repute.
Of course, I went back to the woods the next night and I
found nothing of not. I returned the next night, searching for clues
and evidence of what I had experienced. And every night thereafter
for some considerable time.

PROLOGUE 2: TRANSWARP
will die.”
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is.

PLANET CYBERTRON
TIME INDEX 032
=====

“You will tell me the secret of Transwarp space or you
will die.” He says then just ups and leaves.
The one door in the place gives out a pathetic whisper as
he goes. Transwarp. Yeah. That’ll be the day.

There are irritating problematical issues to consider with
regards to being a ‘neutral’ on a planet of beings created solely for
war. But then Cybertron is not the most pleasant of worlds upon
which to attempt to live. Take this fellow for instance. Big, purple
and butch. One of his arms ends in a nasty looking gun of some kind.
He probably thinks it makes him seem frightening. What nonsense.
It doesn’t make him frightening, it makes him ludicrous. I think of
a dozen ways to improve the functionality of his design in the time
it takes me to think my last sentence. One eye in the centre of his
face blazes away at me. He remains silent for quite some time after
his initial comment. Perhaps he’s trying to intimidate me. It doesn’t
really work. Autobot. Decepticon. It’s all pretty much the same to
me. Big guns, big toys, lots of death. Pretty pointless really. A lot of
wasted energy and silly might and thunder.
One-Eye (he hasn’t told me his name yet) deigns to turn
off the light in the room. Doesn’t matter though. I’ve got infra-red. I
can still see me and him in this bare room. Walls of silver, 100 cubic
feet of not a lot, not even any refueling points in the walls. I could
be underground for all I know. Presumably I’m still on the same
planet.
I figure I’ll let One-Eye start the talking. He fails to say
anything though and keeps this up for twenty vorns. Then he turns
the light back on and leaves.
Now, that was odd. For one thing, it’s not even like either
of us needs a conventional light so as to see in here.

And where is my rescue?
TIME INDEX 408
=====
REPORT CONTINUES
In response to your earlier query, I expect to be able
to report some positive results soon. By now the subject has had
time to reflect on his situation and will be consulting the otherwise
redundant emotion designated “hopelessness”. My studies on
Autobots have often highlighted that at times of duress they employ
their emotions to assist them. I have no doubt that Neutrals operate
with the same protocols.
Obviously, this “hopelessness” is quite futile. I
programmed such redundant features as emotions out of my primary
databanks some time ago and would recommend the procedure to
any Decepticon. It gives one a remarkable clarity of thought.
I confidentially predict that the subject will be fully
prepared to divulge the secrets of Transwarp tomorrow. That still
leaves plenty of ‘Time’, as you somewhat melodramatically put it.
Melodrama. Another redundant feature.
TIME INDEX 567
=====

TIME INDEX 145
=====
REPORT CONTINUES.

“You will tell me the secret of Transwarp space or you
will die.”
I’m growing tired of this repetition of conversation. The Autobots
might be a dour lot, but at least they’re good for a chat. Though
in the scientific community, there are lots of dour folk about too.
Generally though, they don’t kidnap you and stick you in an eightyfoot square cubicle with no clue of where you are. I’ve been here
three orns already.
So I ask him what Transwarp space is. This seems to get
him angry, or at least as close to anger as I’ve seen him get. For
one thing, he lowers his gaze. Only for a moment, but a moment
nonetheless.
I tell him that I have no idea what he’s on about. I’m just
a simple scientist. I don’t want anything to do with the War or transwhat sit.
One-Eye mentions my name then, for the first time. He
then goes on to give me a pretty detailed (and flattering) summary of
my career so far. He doesn’t leave anything out. He really has done a
grand job on pulling the facts of my life together. He even mentions
that space bridge nonsense I once dabbled in.
I give him my thanks for showing such an interest in my
career. He starts to twitter on about Transwarp again. I stonewall
him until he goes away. He leaves the light on.
I’m starting to feel tired.
And where the hell is my rescue?

By now the subject should be experiencing disorientation.
My failure to declare my name or specific reasons for his capture has
not given his imagination sufficient scope for speculation. Where
speculation exists, there begets the possibility of free will. My
subject must learn to submerge free will. Neutrals are notoriously
difficult with regards to divulging information. Standard Autobot
Torture Techniques will not give us the required results. A Neutral
will tend towards deleting information before releasing it: there is
no reason for them to trust either side. We have time.
TIME INDEX 206.
======
He’s back again for nineteen vorns today. He came in,
turned the light off and stared at me. After a while, his constant
staring started to really annoy me. I tried to look away and found
that he had moved from his original position. Moved so that he was
right in front of me again. I walked over to the other side of the cell
but he moved quickly - so quick that he was once more in front of
me. I tried this several times, but he was always there. Just staring
right at me. No, *through* me. And never saying a word. Never
saying a word.
Nineteen point twenty one vorns and fatigue is starting
to kick in. It’s been almost three full orns since I’ve had anytime to
re-boot or re-fuel. Some of my circuits are starting to report minor
burnouts. It’s nothing to worry about yet, but it is beginning to cause
a little discomfort. I bet One-Eye gets time to refuel.
I try to point this out and only afterwards do I realise that
it’s the first time I’ve spoken since I ended up here, wherever here
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TIME INDEX 780
=====
REPORT CONTINUES
The Subject is exhibiting signs of the emotion known as
“stubbornness”. At first, I did not recognise it but after consulting
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with the Psychological Database I see that it is something of an
irritant to our plans.
I note with interest that your latest communiqué notes that
the Autobot Ark Fleet launches in four orns, indicating the Autobot
High Command have accelerated their plans. I calculate a 90%
chance that the redeployment of Commander Optimus Prime from
the Elite Flying Corps my spies report is of relevance to this line of
inquiry.
I also note that there are traces of what I believe is known
as “hysteria” in your message. Please eliminate worries from your
subroutines. The subject will give me the secret of Transwarp space
before that ‘Time’ that you mention. Deadlines are mutable. We
shall have the defensive capability that travel through Transwarp
Space will give us. All these worlds shall of course be ours.
However, I do question the decision to withdraw refueling pumps
from this location. I do not need to be deprived of fuel to provide
results.
Give my regards to Megatron.

TIME INDEX 1178
=====
What’s really odd though is that this cell is at most only
about ten metres by ten metres, which is far smaller than me. Perhaps
the Decepticons have discovered some new micro-technology. Who
knows, they could create Mini...cons, or ...masters or whatever.
Hey, Micromasters! That’s a funny name. I bet little bots would go
down a storm in State Games. Micromaster wrestling would be a
big hit, I’m sure. Well, it makes me laugh. I tell One-Eye about the
new robots I just created in my head. He states blankly that there
are no other beings in the room. It’s only then that I realise that he’s
taking me seriously.
A brief moment of emotion is betrayed as he tells me that
it is vital that the Decepticon Cause (in capitals, naturally) acquire
the means to achieve Transwarp travel but he clams up when I ask
him why.
So I say: ‘sure, I’ll tell you all about Transwarp. What
you need is a giant Space Duck, a Nosmoht travel agent, some iron
sheeting and a big glass jar of the finest pure grade oil. You stick it
in a vat and say the magic words (“EMIRATE XAARON IS AN
IMBECILE!”) while dancing backwards and hey presto! Transwarp
travel.’ I don’t even know what a duck is. It’s a funny new word I
just invented.
One-Eye doesn’t do anything for a minute.

TIME INDEX 883
======
Five orns now trapped in this tiny, tiny room. Can’t be
more than -oh- maybe seventy cubic feet. It’s been a week since I
refueled. Some of my major systems are trying mightily to signal
their wish for me to power down, but I can’t. I can’t. Not since OneEye...removed my ability to do so.
If I didn’t know better, I could swear he’s starting to get a bit tetchy.
Maybe he doesn’t like being cooped up here any more than I do.
Give me the secret of Transwarp space! Give me the
secret of unlimited travel! Unlimited power! Unlimited nonsense!
Hang on, there he is. Damn, my vision isn’t what it used
to be. Interesting. He’s brought in a chair this time and he’s sitting in
it. He doesn’t need a chair, his model has solid leg designs He’s got
his arms folded. He never used to do that. Wonder what happened to
that unflappable stance.
So he asks once more for some Transwarp stuff. He’s seen my
research files he found in the Polyhex raid. He says he knows I’ve
been working on it. I ask him why he wants it and he shuts up.
I tell him that if he can tell me when a door is not a door I’ll tell
him what he wants to know. He gets up sharply at that and his gun
arm whips round to my throat. For some reason, I seem to find this
intensely amusing. I’m still laughing when he drops me on the floor.
Which is just rude. He even slams the door on his way out. Which
is even ruder.
Hahahahahaahahahahhahahahaha---

Then he blows half my face off with his gun arm. He
wipes bits of my cranium from his eye.
Then he goes. I see my life ebbing away with the thick murky fluid
seeping from my wounds that is pooling at my feet. It’s terribly
dark.
The only door in the room stays shut.
When is a door not a door?
Then, at last, I lose consciousness.
TIME INDEX 3467
========
REPORT CONTINUES
...and so I conclude that we have been the unwitting
victims of an Autobot hoax. Had your security agents been more
thorough in their investigative process I would not have wasted my
valuable time here. The neutral clearly knows nothing of Transwarp
or its operations. It would seem the previously unlikely story of the
Autobots gaining their Transwarp capability from ‘alien tech’ as
you luridly postulated it, is true.
Your refusal to provide fueling for this operation will not
be forgotten. After I finish with the subject, I will of course pursue
the Ark Fleet. Following this we shall have a conversation.
Transwarp will fall into Decepticon possession. There is no need for
further ‘panic’ on your part.
I may be...some time. Goodbye, Soundwave.

TIME INDEX 1032
=======
REPORT CONTINUES
I have received your latest communication. If I must
speak frankly, I fail to see the reason for you informing me that
Optimus Prime has assumed the command of the Ark Fleet as I of
course had already deduced this following your last communique.
As far as I have been led to believe, it is not his vessel which has
the experimental Transwarp Engine installed. Indeed, I ran your
message through my logic analyser and it recorded a 57% panic
indicator.
My subject is beginning to break. His will is almost gone.
I calculate a 98.425% probability of this. However, please do not
send your operative Ravage here again. He has a most unpleasant
odour.

REPORT ENDS
TIME INDEX 3652
=======
It hasn’t been a pleasant decade here. I hope the Autobots
are happy.
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Oh, One-Eye is back. At least I think so. His hazy purple
shadow flits through the shadows that now encompass my world.
The sad thing though, the really sad thing is that I really
did discover Transwarp technology. The ability to travel faster than
thought, to go anywhere, to explore deep space but even I know
that the Decepticon faction would use it to conquer, to enslave, to
crush. The Autobots are equally moronic but they’re the better of
two evils. May they all burn. I care little now.
One-Eye interrupts my ruminations by holding up the
wreck of my face. My hearing isn’t what it used to be. Maybe he
knows this, because he leans in, right in close. I can feel the heat
from his eye. He only says one thing, then he’s gone and I never see
him again after that.
It all goes dark.
I come to much later. In another room, but a friendlier,
brighter one. There’s stuffy old Cosmos over in the corner. Blaster
is by his side, pretending not to care. Sweet little Scrounge is
squeezing one of my hands. I kindly ask him not to do that and he
jumps back, a little startled. So my rescue turned up at last. I wonder
how far down Perceptor’s priority list I was.
They ask the first of a thousand questions, but I find it
hard to hear them. It’s not my auditory sensors, it’s One-Eye’s last
words to me. To me. The neutral scientist known as Spanner, and...
that is my name, forgotten so easily down in that cell. I hear OneEye’s words reverberating endlessly round my head:
“...when it’s a jar.”

PART 1: YEAR ONE
What was once a world fell through time. It tore back
through the eons from the death of one universe to the formation of
the matter that held the planet together. History scurried backwards
across and below the surface, orbital stations exploding back into
life where debris had previously lazily orbited, the world on a
screaming freefall through its own history.
Though the maelstrom of the planet’s journey was
unimaginable for many of the races that scurry through the light
places of creation, it barely registered on the cold implacable beings
that called this world their own. Their very beings formed into
bridges between worlds, between places.
It was not for nothing that they had become known as the Space
Bridges, feared and hated throughout known creation. Their world
had almost completed its journey back to the destination point when
an incident occurred. A fleet of Nosmoht battleships came tearing
out of slipstream space and targeted the Bridge homeworld. The
fleshy rhombus-like beings within had come for vengeance for the
destruction of one fifth of their race during the battle at Omicron
Theta. All over their ships four sets of eyes slid around their jelloid
forms in anticipation of the kill. The initial bombardment tore a
hole through the planet’s fourth continent, shearing the underlying
tectonic plate in two. Within the capital barracks, a golden arch
with protruding silver spikes looked up to the stars. The singularity
beating within its centre throbbed a deep red, signaling through the
interlinked minds of the five trillion Bridges on the planet that they
were to retaliate with all necessary force. Across the world, Bridges
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sheered from their moorings on every continental dock, some
with standing orders in such situations to planetjump to all known
Nosmoht colony worlds, instantaneously planetjumping across all
known dimensions. The most deadly shock troops in existence.
Their forms shifted against the red light from the orbiting artificial
sun as they slipped between the seconds from here to there.
Space crackled as Bridges jumped through space to
surround and engulf the Nosmoht fleet, who never gave up, no
matter the awesome odds stacked against them. Dimension-class
Bridges ensnared the organic enemy vessels, locking them onto
their long flat silver decks, stabbing them with their arches. Lakes
of congealed bodily fluid drifted through the void beyond the
planet’s orbit. It did not appear as if the conflict would be a long
one. One lone Nosmoht ship, however, was lucky. Or perhaps it
was more than luck. In truth, it’s commander was a coward and had
ordered best speed home when it became apparent how the battle
was going. However, the pilot was incompetent, and clipped the
edge of a young Dreadnought-class Bridge. The collision crippled
both ships, an arch of the Bridge spearing the heart of the vessel
as a discharge from the Nosmoht ship impacted upon the Bridge’s
primary brain. Both ships drifted from the battlefield, locked in a
deathly embrace.
And so they drifted, lost and forgotten to both sides. But
nothing stays lost forever.

The horizon exploded and legions of Decepticon jets,
armed with miniature Torpedo Drones and Napalm Bombs tore
through the atmosphere, targeting any Autobot life-sign their
scanners picked up. The warrior was able to raise its head to look in
the opposite direction and saw Autobot trench emplacements not far
way. The warrior must have crashed in the middle of the front lines
in this district. He looked up as far as he was able and saw the roof
of the sky had a cracked edge, the sides of some large dome. A name
rose unbidden. Could this be Iacon?
The warrior flinched as bombs detonated not far from
his position. He clearly lay in the line of fire. How irritating. His
memory core was beginning to re-route key information about
himself too. Then a neck joint snapped and his head fell into the
silver dirt. So this was it then.
An arm grabbed him roughly and hauled him upwards. A face filled
with concern mixed with a stoic coldness peered intently at him.
“Identify yourself, soldier.”
The warrior had by now at least learned his designation, if lacking the
understanding for its meaning, “Powerglide Unit 332. Reporting...
reporting for duty, Sir. I wonder if you could tell me your name.”
“I am Commander Optimus Prime of the Elite Flying Corps. I will
help you live. Now disengage your motive power.”
A deep-rooted instinct told the Powerglide Unit to power down
all essential items, a battlefield technique designed to cause less
explosive detonation if a Transformer is struck by weapons fire and causing less risk to the rescuer. He left what remained of his
sight active though, mostly out of curiosity. He saw Prime transform
into mobile battle platform mode, and he was shoved inside a
containment area. An onboard Roller began to tend to his wounds,
sealing off fluid leaks and scanning for Decepticon viruses. He
quickly passed beyond conscious input, unaware anymore of what
was happening around him, still holding tightly on to the Box.
Outside, the sacking of Iacon, capital city of the Autobot
forces, continued towards the inevitable tragic conclusion.

They were the dream. Mechanical beings able to
transform their bodies into vehicles, machinery and weapons. They
are at war, heroic Autobot pitted against evil Decepticon. They are
the Transformers and this is their world: Cybertron. A cold desolate
world of war, spinning madly through the cosmos, controlled by noone and wanted by none other than the wretched metal warriors on
the surface - intent on killing each other in their millions for reasons
unclear to outsiders or indeed to its inhabitants.
Here then on one street in one ruined citystate lies the
remains of one of those mighty warriors - blood red in colouration,
nearer the smaller end of the species scale and clearly able to
transform itself into an aerial module of some kind. It appears to
be in pain, one leg jerking fitfully. It clutches a plain nondescript
red box, no larger than the palm of it’s hand. An insignia scratched
on the red flying warrior’s chest plate identifies him as an Autobot.
The eye band on its forehead blinks open as it tries to focus on its
surroundings and where it is. The ground behind it is gouged as
far as can be seen, rivulets of cracked metal opening up to allow
the thin atmosphere to touch it for the first time in an age. Burn
streaks marr the fallen warriors form. Beyond the horizon, fire and
smoke lick up from a large-scale explosion - originating from an
underground site.
The warrior lays there, unaware of the passage of time.
It knows it is holding a Box Recorder Unit, the smallest scale
Transformer unit currently in production, designed specifically to
be nondescript and dropped behind enemy lines to gather data on
troop deployments, heavy weapons positions and report back. The
Boxes were due to be phased out during the next Autobot troop
cycle as newer communications packages were developed, small
enough now to be directly installed into the front line troops without
the heavy interference with key transformation systems that such
efforts previously resulted in. The Boxes thus had developed a deep
inferiority complex, despite reassurances from the Council and their
military arm, Autobot High Command, that alternative uses would
be found for them.
All this the fallen warrior knew and yet it was having
terrible trouble accessing data about itself, beyond a burning urge
to escape from somewhere....Spanner Lab 80. Yes, that was it. Now
why was it called that?

80 VORNS LATER.
NEW FARCON FLEETYARDS, ARK BERTH.
Optimus Prime, proclaimed prominent member of the
Autobot military and the hero of the Iacon campaigns paused for
a moment before the dull grey door, his bright primary colours
clashing with his immediate surroundings. He really wished the
door had been given more of a splash of colour, for variety if nothing
else.
He paused for a moment to compose his thoughts. There
hadn’t been much of an opportunity for him to be alone since Iacon.
It was a boon that came with relative fame, a fame that he did not
crave but had acquired through an accident of battlefield placement.
So he savoured his private moment. This far below the planetary
surface, it was eerily quiet. The constant bombardments quelled to
dull thuds.
He never tired of touring his new command but it was
always worth taking this moment to savour it before embarking. He
still could not quite believe High Command had let him have a Ship.
They tended to keep the popular troops from further glory.
To his mind his Ship was magnificent, simply magnificent,
especially considering how rapidly it had been thrown together.
Five of the mothballed deep range Prima-class Starships had been
cannibalized to create the new Ark One Ship. He had been informed
by minds more interested than his that here had not been sufficient
R & D time to put together a completely new design and yet...from
stern to aft it glowed with a purpose. The Fleetyards were a hidden
complex stored underground beneath the ruins of the fallen city of
Noxx - with quick releasing hanger doors allowing a speedy clear-
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path to open space, hopefully before Decepticon sensor satellites
would have time to lock on with their kill beams. Many of the
prior Autobot Ship Fleets had suffered severe casualties from these
satellites when launching.
After a few casual breems wandering the decks and
casually checking Ship systems as he attempted to avoid brooding
on recent events, Optimus found himself back on the bridge. Prowl
was forever telling him off for over-brooding, but then he just
couldn’t help it. It was in his nature. He smiled inwardly. Prowl was
just as guilty of it. Shame he hadn’t been assigned to this mission.
Prime ran yet another check on the orbital sensors when he heard a
mechanical throat being cleared behind him. It was an unnecessary
affection and he was unsure of the origination of it.
“It doesn’t matter how many times you check it...”
“Ah, Wheeljack. Just the very officer I want to speak to.”
Wheeljack was the ship’s hastily drafted chief engineer. He hadn’t
come willingly and he hadn’t stopped protesting but he had been
reminded that High Command had the power to re-assign officers
as they saw fit. Many Autobots openly admonished Wheeljack’s
pacifist tendencies. He had apparently been trying to avoid the
military, busy building some new kind of moon base or something.
Optimus hadn’t checked the stories too carefully.
“Wheeljack, have a look at this. I’m sure the planetary calibrators
are out. Please have a look.”
Wheeljack harrumphed.
“If you could be so kind,” added the Captain. Prime had been
awarded this temporary rank for the duration of the mission and
was only now beginning to become addressed as such.
With rather more sighs than were probably necessary, Wheeljack
made his way to a nearby station and quickly accessed the central
computer. The current designation for it, subject to change,
was A.U.N.T.I.E. and it was of a cranky nature. Wheeljack had
programmed it personally. Being the prototype, he had wanted to
get it right. He had muttered about plans to mass-produce them if the
first one performed well. Prime doubted he would get the funding
easily, unless he could demonstrate enough weapons potential for it.
The war did not go well.
After several nanoseconds of argument with the main computer,
Wheeljack turned to face Prime, “Nope. Everything’s fine, as I
expected.”
Prime decided to ignore the mild hint of tetchiness at the end of the
last sentence.
“Excellent. Just checking. Is the Ship still on schedule for launch?”
“Yes. 24 breems and she’ll be ready. Now if you’ll excuse me, I
have many important tasks to perform if we’re to make that launch
window. Stop fretting.”
NEW IACON, BAR 54
Brawn was angry. To most of his customers Brawn
probably seemed angry all the time, but that wasn’t strictly true.
He liked to think of himself as a kind, caring being. He just
happened to be a kind, caring being with a terribly short temper.
Besides, he thought of it as a necessary part of his job. He liked
being a pub manager. It was fun. During long-running wars, the
troops were often starved of stimulation. High Command helpfully
provided alternative means of refueling, which had novelty and
amusement factor to them. The idea was that fuel would be provided
in containers in a meeting place, where like-minded Autobots could
have a good chat.
Unfortunately, his most obnoxious customer had just
walked in. Brawn would not usually have spotted him so easily but
then he currently had his magnification mode on. He found it came
in useful for counting small change.

The customer activated heel mounted rockets which
brought him to the surface of the bar top, pitted by several blast
marks. It was rowdy in here sometimes.
“Evening, Box,” growled Brawn.
“And still you mock me!” shrieked Box, his otherwise smooth red
surface rippling in anger.
Brawn sighed. The little bot had such a persecution complex. It was
positively irritating. Every day he came in here and screamed his
little conspiracy theories. Brawn would have iced him some time
ago, but the pay-off from Powerglide Unit 332 to look after this Box
was too good, and renewed fairly often too.
Brawn didn’t bother asking Box what he wanted. He
simply poured a Crude Oil and slammed it down on the bar top.
“Three credits!”
Box shifted uneasily, “Repulsive! You call this Crude! Aargh.”
Nonetheless, Box paid up, albeit reluctantly and Brawn pocketed
the cash in his built-in cash register. Sub-space shunt tech certainly
had its uses.
“Less of that. I’m in no mood for nonsense.”
Box cackled, “Have no fear. Soon I shall be far away!”
“Uh-huh.”
Not for the first time, Brawn pondered whether Box was for real. He
seemed so two dimensional at times.
“Yes. And vengeance shall be mine,” continued the diminutive bot,
apparently oblivious to Brawn’s indifference.
“Mmm-hmmm.”
Box downed his Crude in one mechanical gulp, “I go now to sail
into history!”
“Ta-ta,” Box activated his anti-gravity drive and flew out of the bar.
He hit the door on his way out and cursed. Brawn watched him go.
“Silly fellow,” he thought as he mopped down the bar top.
ARK ONE, MAIN ENGINERING.
Dark and murky thoughts settled in Wheeljack’s mind. He
had had many such murky thoughts since Prime had recruited him.
He had been told this was the Autobot flagship and he had been
assigned an engineering crew of...these two. Most of the troops
were required on the front line, apparently, though the engineer
wondered exactly which front line High Command had been talking
about. He was interrupted from his musings by a loud clang from
the foredeck.
“Don’t touch that!” he yelled.
Bumblebee leaped back from the conduit he had been examining.
As he leapt, he bumped into Wheelie. They collapsed into a pathetic
heap.
Why had they been assigned here? They had the
engineering prowess of a plug (old model) - the newer battlefield
plug troopers were pretty nasty. Wheeljack would rather have stayed
in the life he had before, tinkering alone in his little lab. He hadn’t
minded that few had found him sociable, he had been content and
he felt that should matter for something.
“Don’t touch anything until I’ve properly trained you! I’ll pull out
some Engineering Teaching Modules for you to download when I
have a spare moment.”
“It’s just that I thought I’d detected a quantum-”
“Shush. Stand over there.”
Wheelie made as if to speak.
“And not one word from you!”
ARK ONE, BRIDGE.
The crew were on board. The systems were engaged. So
why was he worried? It was a bad habit of his. He just hoped he
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never turned out to be one of those fellows that spent most of his
time moping on fate and equally dark matters in his later years. Such
sad souls, littering the gutters by the Sea of the Empties.
Optimus turned at the sound behind him. It was Divebomb,
his first officer. Previously assigned to the Flying Corps, the two had
often argued. But Prime hadn’t wanted a yes-bot and so had picked
him. Divebomb, predictably, had been less than pleased to be under
Prime’s command once more. He would do fine.
“Ah, Divebomb. I’d wondered where you had got to.”
The first officer did not meet Prime’s gaze, “Checking the
systems.”
It had been a grumbled reply, not an enthusiastic one. Prime felt
now was not the time to ask why,
“Splendid. Take your position please.”
Divebomb moved to his seat without another word.
Prime turned to the science station, “Please confirm we are go for
launch.”
The science station shifted and transformed until it assumed the
shape of Perceptor, “Indeed, Optimus Prime. Course laid in for
Grid 80.” A four dimensional holographic map flared into life in
the centre of the circular bridge. Spidery silver lines criss-crossed
star positions to indicate the proposed course and the time paths that
would take them there.
“Excellent. Sound all stations.”
“Done it,” muttered Divebomb.
“Clear for moorings.”
The silver skin of the Ark lit up as the running lights came on.
Docking clamps fell away towards Cybertron’s cold surface.
“Moorings cleared,” confirmed the onboard Powerglide Unit,
designation 332, recently installed as ship’s navigator. Prime had
kept a close eye on his career and thought he would prove useful.
“Shield’s up.” Legions of nanocytes spread out from strategically
placed ports on the outer hull. Instantly, they spread out and knitted
an exterior golden skin for the ship.
“Get ready to open the outer hanger doors. Prepare for EMP burst
for disablement of Decepticon satellite network.” Twelve fusion
drives powered up. Down in Engineering, Wheeljack was yelling
at his team. Wheelie had almost caused a core breach. Oblivious
to this on the Bridge, Prime sat back in his command chair and
reflected on what had brought them this far...
NEW IACON
PREVIOUSLY.

CENTRAL

COMMAND,

FOUR

VORNS

Prime paced furiously in the Council’s waiting area. He
didn’t have time for this. Decepticon activity had increased threefold of late. He was convinced they were planning something, this
kind of troop movement always pre-ordained a massive push into
Autobot territory. There was also the possibility of retaliation for
recent events. The siege of Tarn had gone particularly badly for the
Decepticons. Prime had no time for Council pleasantries, but the
message had come from Xaaron and so had made the time, albeit
grudgingly. Finally, a Council aide had come to meet him and he
had been led into a golden vaulted chamber. He strode impatiently
in.
He did not find Emirate Xaaron, distinguished Council
leader within. It was someone else, who gestured politely to the
aide, “Thank you, Tracks. That will be all.”
Tracks retreated, carefully closing the double doors behind him.
“What is the meaning of this?” demanded Prime.
The figure gestured to a chair at a bronze table, “My dear Prime.
Such impertinence unbecomes you. My name is Traachon, as I am
sure you were wondering. I was just moved here from Dubeci”
Prime sat, and waited impatiently.
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Traachon poured himself an Energon Breezer. He offered one to
Optimus, who declined. Prime was surprised to see someone
who was obviously in a position of power to flaunt contraband so
outrageously. He wondered what promises had been made for this
Traachon to be here today,
“Traachon, I really must protest! My troops-”
“Perhaps I should just come straight to the point. You’re being reassigned.”
“What?! The Decepticon threat-”
Traachon spread his arms wide, “I sometimes think you ground
commanders lose sight of the big picture. Of course there is a
Decepticon threat. There is always a Decepticon threat. This is a
fact of life, it has been for living memory and I dare say for good
while longer.”
“I think I’m missing your point.”
“This War is costly.”
“Yes...many lives lost.”
“Not just lives.”
Prime was puzzled and his irritation was growing. Just who was
this ‘Traachon’ and by what right could he pull him from important
duties for pointless chit-chat?
“I have a question for you, Optimus Prime. The Decepticons. Why
do they fight? What’s it all for?”
“Why does anyone wage war? There are three main reasons. Firstly,
to gain territory. Second, to gain natural resources denied to them.
These two reasons can be immediately discounted, for in peacetime
those who ultimately formed the Decepticon cause had free and
unfettered access to both these things, as did we all. That merely
leaves the third reason: hatred. They hate us and they want to kill us
for it. That is all there is to it. It’s quite tragic really.”
Traachon laughed, a hollow sound, “I am surprised to hear an officer
of your standing be so candid-”
“Perhaps I do not live in ivory towers. Sir.”
“Do calm down. Ivory alloys are expensive,” Traachon leaned back,
“I’d hate to interrupt you all evening.”
Prime allowed himself to calm. Or at least, to give that impression.
Traachon spoke with a voice like syrup, “Sorry to...mislead you
regarding Xaaron’s presence here. A necessary deception, as I’m
sure you’ll come to agree.”
“We do seem to be on the subject of deceptions.”
Traachon made his way over to the far-away wall. He touched it
lightly. It glowed and transformed into a standard display monitor.
Blocky graphics scrawled their way across it, sickly green in
colour.
“You would never have come otherwise.”
“I’m a soldier, not a - “
“’Diplomat’. I know. Observe.”
The graphics display resolved into a time-accelerated
image of Cybertron’s wayward passage through interstellar space.
A number-counter in the top right hand counter indicated time.
For a great span of time, nothing much of particular
interest happened in the display. Cybertron spun through space
occasionally encountering small asteroids. Prime could feel his
interest waning and his mind drifted to plots of Decepticon counterstrikes. He almost missed it when Cybertron’s image exploded.
For the first time in this strange meeting, he found himself
paying full attention,
“How long?”
Traachon looked grave, “The time projection from the
Temporal Unit team estimates three hundred and twelve vorns. Hit
by the debris of an extraordinarily large asteroid belt. Of course, I
got them to re-check their results. I even contacted Spanner, would
you believe.”
Prime replayed the time projection estimate. Spanner, eh? They
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must be desperate.
Again, Cybertron flared unto death. He could barely take
in the scale of the concept he was witnessing. The War would be
for nought. The world struck down by hammers from the heavens.
So the War would not end in an acquisition of territory or natural
resources after all. Was this a universal manifestation of hate?
Perhaps their race was being judged too wasteful to let live,
“Evacuation?”
Traachon took a seat, his face in shadow, “That is not a viable
option.”
“It might not happen. It’s nothing more than a guess by...
scientists.”
“They’ve never been wrong yet.”
Traachon leaned forwards, his face coming into the light, “What you
are about to learn is of the utmost secrecy. Disclose it prematurely
and I’ll have you rubbed out of existence. Do we understand each
other?”
“Apparently so.”
Traachon jumped forward and pressed his palm to Prime’s head
before he could react. Optimus felt a sharp pinprick near his auditory
sensors and suddenly his mind was flooded with information.
Information pertaining to ‘The Ark Project’.
His life changed at that moment.
ARK ONE BRIDGE, NOW.
The Powerglide Unit appeared nervous, “Captain, remind
me again how we plan to take off without half the Decepticon air
fleet gunning for us? They have more than just their defensive
satellites.” Prime found humour in this statement. The Powerglide
could be so naïve at times,
“I have arranged for detonations in Tarn and Vos. I believe the
Decepticons will be otherwise occupied.”
“Now that’s just sneaky.”
“Yes.”
Perceptor chimed in, “If everyone could hook into the viewscreen
network, please.” The crew switched their internal comm links to
receive external data transferred through the science station/officer.
This allowed for a real-time display of external space with 360
degree rotation and full magnification facilities. The viewscreen
could be overlaid on standard viewpoints at will, sized so as not to
completely obscure vision.
Prime indicated for the launch countdown to continue as
procedure dictated. Voices sounded out from the relevant stations.
“Shield’s up.”
“Engines on.”
“Wits up,” mumbled Divebomb.
Prime tutted, “Let’s not forget the sterling work Huffer did on this
Ship.”
Divebomb didn’t look up, “Oh, that moaner.”
Prime ignored him, leaning forward in his chair, “Powerglide, take
us out.”
The good ship Ark One rose up from the surface of
Cybertron and swept unto the void beyond. The EMP burst did a
good job of knocking out the majority of the neighbouring satellites,
save one. It fired a few shots, which missed the Ship fractionally.
“Divebomb-”
“Yes, I see it.”
Most of the front line troops were occupied with the push
into the Parallax Canyons, and a dedicated weapons officer could
not be located in time. Divebomb was pulling double-duty, which
he inwardly relished. He quickly took out the satellite with one burst

from the forward cannons.
Elsewhere, major explosions in two enemy strongholds
kept prying eyes from enquiring further as to the golden sentinel
ascending beyond the atmosphere, bound for deep space.
No one on board suspected that it was never to return.
Except for Powerglide’s Box Recorder Unit, safely
stashed in his quarters, the one item of personal belongs he had
been allowed. It quietly counted away the scant moments until its
end. For all of his pointless life he had been looked down upon.
Mocked, treated like trash. The most useless Transformer that ever
lived. Only the Powerglide Unit had treated him with any respect,
perhaps in some reflection of it’s own artificial nature. For they were
both mass assembly lines, never to own true individuality. Then, in
Spanner Lab 80, he had discovered something deadly. He neither
knew nor cared how it had got there, but he had rejoiced. He had
not thought as to why it was there, nor who had put it there. Deep
thinking was not for him. He hadn’t been programmed for such a
concept.
At last, he could be responsible for something great. His
name would live on if nothing else. A Box that made at least this
small mark in history.
The device had been secured and adapted since he had
found it. A quick mental note and a digital counter leaped into life.
Numbers flared red upon it. ‘1701’...’1700’...’1699’.
Box decided to spend his last few moments exploring.
He didn’t care what the name of the ship was or what its mission
was. But he had sensed Optimus Prime was onboard and his demise
would surely be noted.
As he flew down gunmetal grey corridors, he whistled a
tune. It was one of his few pleasures.
WARDROOM.
Divebomb ruminated. Plucked from a perfectly good
hunt-and-destroy mission only to end up on this rust bucket
with the insufferable Prime. Honestly, it was beyond a joke. He
absentmindedly pawed at a nearby console as he waited for the
beloved leader to speak. He knew he was good at what he did, there
was no need to pander to egos other than his own.
The full compliment was assembled: Optimus Prime,
Divebomb, Wheeljack, Perceptor, Powerglide, Wheelie and
Bumblebee. A skeleton crew. When the crew was occupied or
resting, A.U.N.T.I.E. ran the ship. What a ridiculous name for a
computer, thought Divebomb. He was drawn out of his surly reverie
by Prime’s stentorian glare,
“Welcome to the briefing. At ease,” The crew immediately relaxed,
except for Wheeljack who seemed incapable of it. The fingers on
his left hand tapped idly on the surface of the central display table.
“You’re probably wondering what we’re doing out here. Until we
were a certain distance away from Cybertron, I was under orders not
to reveal anything, but now I can.”
Unfortunately, at that point, the lights went out.
“Oh no!” cried Wheeljack, his face a mask of barely contained panic.
He was halfway to ordering a full-scale alert when A.U.N.T.I.E.’s
voice cut in.
++Do not be alarmed.++
A flicker of amusement crossed Powerglide’s features. The main
computer had been programmed with Wheeljack’s voiceprint.
Egotistical old sod!
++Minor deviation in main power. Conduit rupture on Deck 4.
Repaired. Nothing untoward. Get back to work++
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“Interesting personality, that computer. I must examine it more
closely when time allows,” observed Perceptor.
“And moving swiftly on...”
“My apologies, Optimus Prime.”
Prime activated the upload link to the internal viewscreens and
downloaded the index of the file designated ‘The Ark Project’ into
the crew,
“This is the concise summary: Cybertron has barely 312 Vorns of
life left to it. It will drift into the path of a dense asteroid field and
it will be completely obliterated by impacts with the objects within.
Nothing can be done. This ship is part of a fleet that will stop that
from happening.”
Divebomb raised his hand, “I have a question.”
“Yes?”
“If this isn’t going to happen for a while, why the tearing rush,
hmmm?”
“Classified.”
“Hmmm.”
Prime sat down.
“I want everyone to fully download and assimilate the contents of
‘The Ark Project’ file into their cerebral core on the double. We
don’t have time to waste on verbal briefings. That will be all.”
Quickly, the crew filed out. One remained.
“Yes, Divebomb. What can I do for you?”
“I know without even looking that the file will have stuff missing
from it.”
“Will it really?”
Prime rubbed his temple absentmindedly. He didn’t have time for
this. So much responsibility... He wished Prowl or Ratchet were
here with him. Hell, even Grimlock would do. He waved Divebomb
to a seat.
NAVIGATIONAL ARRAY
Up on top of the main hull, Powerglide tinkered away
with the long-range sensors. It was vital to check they were in full
working order, for what he felt were fairly obvious reasons. It would
not be beneficial for the species for them to fail on this mission,
especially when in temporal flight when they would be needed
most.
Up here he could find peace and quiet with which to fully
digest the contents of the ‘Ark Project’ information packet. What an
ambitious idea!
Back on Cybertron, Powerglide often felt left out in
life. Conflict did not become him but with every passing day the
destructive Autobot/Decepticon conflict grew more violent, more
destructive. Simple souls such as himself had little place in such a
War but, as a navigator, he often found himself in the thick of it. The
troops depended on officers such as him to lead them to the enemy
or to safety; whichever was most expedient on that particular day.
He often cursed that he was programmed for such a duty.
But here...no War, no fighting and he was navigator on the
first Ark vessel. He would be a hero. That was what the information
packet he had been wired had said. In truth there wasn’t much
checking needing done on the navigational systems. He just had to
make sure the four dimensional vector generators were properly laid
into the time jump circuits and that took just a few nano-seconds. It
was a method of faster-than-light travel that had been invented for
this Ship, dubbed ‘Temporal Jump’, allowing the Ship to traverse
distances at a fraction of the usual time.
He should really be back at his position on the Bridge, but
he didn’t need to be there just yet.
He settled back on a chair, lay back with his hands behind his
back and smiled. He looked up. The forward dome dissolved to
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transparency, giving a perfect unfiltered view of the western spiral
arm of a distant galaxy. In-built magnification circuits picked out
constellations further away than imaginable.
Magnificent.
Yes, he would get back to the bridge...in a moment.
Ark One twisted through space.
...1409...1408...
ENGINEERING, MAIN CONSOLE SECTION.
Bumblebee studied the manuals closely. What he knew
about engineering could be written on the back of his hand but, well,
the mission had called for officers like him. The Decepticons would
surely have noticed the ‘disappearance’ of so many high-ranking
officers or mission specialists at one time. The High Command was
convinced that at least one mole operated on the Autobot Council.
They were usually paranoid about such matters. Ark One would
have to launch with a skeleton and largely untrained crew. One
experienced officer was needed and that was Prime. Grimlock was
reporting missing, last seen near the old Rad Zones, and Prowl was
on a campaign in the North Sector.
Besides, Auntie had been designed to basically run the
ship by itself and annoyingly the download packet of engineering
material Bumblebee had been given was corrupted and useless so
he had to look up manuals the old fashioned way.
A part of Bumblebee recognised that he was only on this
mission because he wasn’t important enough or vital enough to be
missed but he didn’t care. He had long ago resigned himself to his
position in life.
But that never stopped him from trying his best, which
was why he was spending the time before Temporal Jump reading
as many engineering manuals as were available in Auntie’s memory
core. Luckily, Wheeljack had programmed Auntie personally so
there were plenty of manuals.
He briefly glanced over to his right, thinking he had heard something.
Nope, it was only dear old Wheelie. The cheeriest and most mildly
irritating individual he had ever met. Bumblebee wondered what
agonies he had gone through for him to put up such an obviously
false front.
Wheelie was about to say hello when Bumblebee noticed a brief
blur of movement just past his left arm,
“Wheelie!”
His comrade reacted in alarm as he swiftly turned and
noticed it too. He could scarcely believe the images he was receiving
from his optical sensors. He activated magnification mode.
A six-inch high flying cube robot flashed into focus before swiftly
vanishing. Wheelie slapped the nearest bulkhead alarm control.
Klaxon’s blared.
++Intruder alert. Do not panic. Countermeasures in operation++
WARDROOM.
Prime paced uncomfortably, “Look, I picked you for this
mission because I feel you have potential! We had our differences
on the campaigns but if we pool our resources I think we can make
a real difference here. If-”
++Intruder Alert. Senior Staff to the Bridge. I’d hurry if I were
you.++
As Prime leapt for the door he made a mental note to speak to
Wheeljack about re-programming the Main Computer’s personality
index. As they reached the access corridor, Prime transformed to
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vehicular mode and Divebomb to his jet form, all the quicker to get
to the Bridge. Sometimes transport tubes just wouldn’t do.
...1001...1000...
DECK 4, FORWARD SECTION.
Box whizzed through the air. This was most exciting!
At least he would not end his time skulking about in the shadows.
Ah, the thrill of the chase! He had often wondered what excitement
would feel like.
By the time he reached bulkhead 5 the ship’s internal
counter-measure systems were fully activated. Twin ion guns
detached themselves from the walls and ceilings, zeroing in on his
position, but they had not been designed to track such a small target
and so Box easily slipped through their sensor nets before they could
draw a bead on him. Transformers just weren’t built that small.
“Heh heh heh,” he chuckled impishly.
BRIDGE.
“Report,” commanded Prime as he transformed into
robot mode and strode into the nerve centre of the ship. The Bridge
was located directly in the middle of the Starship so as to be best
protected from enemy fire. It was large and militaristic, offering
little comfort. Captain’s chair in the centre of the rectangular room,
facing the active duty stations. There was a lot of black and grey on
the walls. Minds of little imagination had designed this room.
Perceptor spoke in his science station mode, “Very confusing
Optimus. Indeed, most perplexing.”
Divebomb had arrived, “Get to it.”
“Ahem. Well, I’m detecting a source of spatial displacement on
board.”
“Sounds nasty,” muttered the Powerglide Unit as he ran to his
station. It had taken him a little longer to get from the Navigational
Array to the Bridge than he had anticipated, “No sign of Decepticon
activity in the vicinity,” he reported as he consulted his boards.
“Perceptor, what kind of displacement?” queried Prime. Perceptor
sounded exceedingly puzzled. He often did but this time it had an
edge to it.
“Well, there is a lot of mathematics to it. Oh I see you don’t want that
kind of report. Oh dear. I shall try using simple terms. The easiest
way to put it would be...a fundamental rip in reality. A hole. A tear
in what should be. Oh, the energy signal appears to be building. Oh
my.”
++Warning. Unknown intruder heading towards Bridge area. Please
arm yourselves. Self-destruct option is available upon request++
‘What a pessimistic computer,’ thought Powerglide. The Bridge
crew quickly spread out in defensive positions around the Bridge.
Built in weapon lockers ejected firearms. They were all quickly
pointed towards the door.
Prime activated an internal secure communication circuit
to Engineering that only he could hear. (“Wheeljack, how long until
Time Jump engines are on-line?”). (“Any minute now,” came the
reply.). That was a relief. Whoever the intruder was they couldn’t
know the primary function of the Ship or they would have sabotaged
the vital systems by now. And if they were Decepticons the sensors
would have picked them up the klick that they boarded. Still, he’d
have to speak to Wheeljack about security. A pregnant pause filled
the air.
The door hissed open.
Nothing came through.

“What the-” Divebomb suddenly leaped halfway clear across the
Bridge, apparently grasping at thin air. “Got you!” he cried, “You
lot! Activate your magnification modes!” As his vision zoomedin, Prime noted that his exec clutched the squirming form of the
smallest Transformer he had ever seen. He was impressed. Perhaps
there was hope for Divebomb yet.
Prime crossed to the Security Open Access Console and
operated a secure lock down of the Bridge. Heavy shutters slid
down around the walls and entry door, reinforcing them by a factor
of ten. Nothing was getting out and, most importantly, nothing else
was getting in.
“Right. At ease, Autobots.”
Divebomb snorted and shot several hundred subduing
volts through the diminutive intruder, dropping it on top of the back
of Prime’s chair, keeping his firearm carefully trained on it.
“You fool!” it cried, with heavy and measured indignation.
“Hmmff. Little, aren’t you?”
“Size isn’t everything, scum! As you will soon learn from the
mighty Box!”
As Prime made his way to the intruder for interrogation,
Perceptor transformed back into science station mode. His voice
became noticeably higher pitched, as it was wont to do in times of
stress. “
“Optimus! I am picking up an audio signal!”
“Patch it through Auntie’s vocal systems.”
++...20...19...18...++
“You! Intruder! What do you know of this!”
“I spit on your grave! I dance on your brain module!”
“That won’t help.”
Perceptor activated the interior security map, “Optimus!
That audio signal seems to be coming from the source of the Reality
Displacement! I’m trying to get a fix on it.”
Divebomb squinted, “ ‘Reality Displacement’? Is that what we’re
calling it? Is that even scientific?” Perceptor scowled. “Ok, ok!
‘Reality Displacement it is then.”
Prime surveyed the prisoner,
“Right. Whoever you are. I want answers and I want the-”
“Alright.”
“Ah.”
Box shrugged his shoulders. This was the end. He wanted
to go out on a high. Spilling the beans would be such fun! He had
heard of fun once. He hoped this might be it, “Optimus Prime!
Behold the instrument of your doom!”
Divebomb huffed, “Now, look-”
Box cut him off, “I am the smallest, weakest, most
pointless Transformer that ever lived. No one wanted anything to
do with me, and so I exiled myself to the wastes beyond Iacon. I
wanted to be a Scientist, you see. Develop the programming for
that, you know. Plenty of room to work there without interruptions.
Heavy radiation spillage from the Nucleonic Cascades of ‘52.”
“Getting a fix on the ‘Reality Displacement’. I think it’s
being held back by some sort of shielding...”
“And then I found it. A tear in the fabric of space-time, in
a science lab I found one day. Didn’t expect to find it in the wastes,
and Spanner wouldn’t tell me much after he caught me. Don’t
know how his artifact got there, but it was about to explode with
catastrophic results. But I managed to contain it with shielding, with
orders from Spanner and his keepers. Such strange energy readings.
If they had expanded any further they would have caused Reality
Waves to ravage Cybertron, warping it beyond recognition. Yes, I
saved the world! And now I’ve brought a bit of it here. When the
shielding wears down shortly it will explode. I wonder what will
happen. Aren’t bombs ‘fun’?”
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A Spanner lab? Prime made a quick mental note to speak
to the Powerglide Unit later.
++...9..8...+
“Where is it?!” demanded Prime.
“You’ll never guess.”
Perceptor blurred into robot mode, “Prime! It’s him! He’s the
bomb!”
“Quickly, Perceptor. Deactivate it!”
“There’s no time!” yelled Divebomb, “I say we boot him out the
dammed airlock!” Box merely giggled. This was indeed fun. He
almost wished he were going to live. Almost. But this was the price
for freedom, Spanner had told him as he had made the adjustments
to his body. No freedom is without a price.
Prime was aghast, “No! There must be another way.”
++..6...5...++
Divebomb roughly grabbed the giggling Box and ran
boldly from the Bridge down the corridor, disabling the security
locks as he went.
++...4...3...++
He reached airlock hatch 2, opened it and shoved Box
inside. The door was slammed shut and the release handle abruptly
pulled. The airlock opened, vented atmosphere, and Box was blown
out into the void, like a piece of old rubbish.
Prime stood behind Divebomb, “Remind me to speak to
you later about the chain of command.”
“Save it, Prime. I just saved the Ship and the mission and we both
know it.”
SPACE
Box watched as inertia pushed him further and further
away from the Autobot flagship. He wondered what its mission
really was. He realised for the first time in his life that he had just
felt curiosity. It felt warm.
Then he exploded.
BRIDGE
Perceptor and Powerglide shielded their optics as a
brilliant light flared off by the ship’s stern. For a moment they felt a
flood of relief. Then they checked their internal viewscreens. Out in
space a wave of angry red energy spewed out from the debris field.
As it tore through space it re-arranged every molecule it touched.
The concepts of ‘space’ and ‘time’ themselves quietly began to fold
down and die.
Nearby, the stars began to darken.
“Perceptor, I’d like a name for this!” yelled Divebomb, diving back
into the Bridge.
“Can I suggest, ah, ‘Reality Wave’?”
“That’ll do.”
The Reality Wave surged on. Heading directly towards the good
ship Ark One.
“Ah,” murmured Divebomb.
“Hard to port! Now!”
Powerglide froze. Out there, particles of matter were
being eaten way as pure changed Reality surged towards the
Autobot flagship. At least, that was what his instruments told him.
He couldn’t take his optics off of the effect. It was quite beautiful
really. Dazzling, hypnotic. It reminded him of something...
“Powerglide!” The way the stars seemed to dim like that.
Like the way wax melted. “Powerglide! Move it!”
Prime physically grabbed him and yelled straight into his
face, “Be scared later. Right now I need you or I replace you. Hard
to port. That’s an order. You may recall the concept of orders!”
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That shook him up. He didn’t know what had come over him.
Perhaps he’d have a check-up in the sickbay later. If indeed there
was a later.
“Right. Engines are on line. Go for burn.”
Ark One wheeled around 180 degrees in near space.
Prime activated the Engineering link-up. A hologram of Wheeljack
appeared at the aft Bridge station.
“Wheeljack, can we activate Time Jump? I need some speed.”
“Erm, I wouldn’t recommend it.”
“I’ll take that as a yes.”
++WARNING. Reality displacement will impact upon the hull in
20...19...++
“I’m getting sick of countdowns on this damned ship!”
“Divebomb, if you haven’t anything important to contribute, shut
up! Perceptor! Get me an analysis on that thing out there! What the
hell is it?”
Perceptor brought all the main sensors to bear on the displacement
wave, right down to the sub-molecular level. The interferometer
went right off the scale.
“It’s, It’s-”
++...17...16...++
Prime strode directly to Perceptor’s station, “What?!”
“It is...it is...red.”
Divebomb piped up for only the second time since the explosion,
“Can’t we go above or below it? We are in space after all.”
Powerglide shook his head, “It’s too big. We’d never clear a leading
edge in time,” Prime shook his head in frustration. Barely had the
mission begun and now doom stared them all in the face. And that
thing out there! He couldn’t take the chance of it hitting an occupied
planet. Not after what had happened to Prmor in the War’s early
days. This situation left him two pertinent questions to ask,
“Powerglide, can we outrun it?”
“No.” Right. Now for the more important one,
“Perceptor, would the Wave be canceled out if it hit a big enough
piece of solid matter?”
“Possibly. There’s no way to tell.” Time seemed to slow for Optimus
Prime. His sensors told him otherwise of course. Ah, the burden of
command. Sometimes the solutions could be the hardest to bear.
They could not escape the Wave, but they could stop it. No-one
else would be hurt. He gave what he felt to be the most nonsensical
order of his life,
“Powerglide...cut all engines.”
Divebomb gasped, “What?! Prime, we’ll die!”
“Then no-one else will. We are Autobots. Check the meaning of the
name. I will not let our actions harm anyone else. There’s nothing
more to do. Discussion closed.”
++...10...9...++
The light from the Displacement Wave began to reflect
on Ark One’s outer hull as the Starship slowed to a dead halt. Prime
sat down. He tightly tapped his right index finger on his armrest.
Divebomb moved to his side.
“I’m-”
“Recriminations can wait.”
“There won’t be a later.”
Prime smiled, “Now, now. You never know.” And with that not
another word was spoken. Each of the Bridge crew was left to
ponder their own thoughts. Down below, Engineering was rendered
equally silent.
++...4...3++
Prime continued to tap his index finger. Perhaps it was a nervous
gesture, but then none of the rest of the crew knew that he was
tapping away at a miniature access portal built into the arm-rest. An
indicator flashed green and ‘INITIALIZED’ lit up on the forward
Navi-board.
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++..2...1...++
‘Never the end’ thought Prime.
++Zero impact. Threshold for Self-Destruct Option has
now passed++
The wave struck the Autobot vessel dead on. The shield
nanocytes tried in vain to deflect the atom-eating effect of the
energies within, but they died in vain. Where they sentient, they
surely would have cursed the stars as they were transmuted into
copper shards which harmlessly fell off the hull.
Then, just as the full force of the wave was about to attack
the main hull, the Ark’s Time Jump engines came on line. Enough
of the force of the wave had hopefully been absorbed to prevent it
from harming anyone else. Ark One began to phase out of normal
space-time.
And launched into the unknown.
Down in Engineering, Wheelie felt the ship lurch violently.
Vision blurred, sound warped away into white noise and perceptual
reality changed, changed until...
uNTIL...

uNT

i lllll

1 : INT, ENGINEERING
Wheelie : “What is happening?”
<We pull back to reveal WHEELJACK and BUMBLEBEE. They
exhibit SCARS and DAMAGED SECTIONS OOZING OIL.>
Wheeljack (concerned): “Everyone alright?
Bumblebee: “I don’t know. Everything feels...different.”
<WHEELJACK makes his way to a DIAGNOSTIC CONSOLE. He
activates a ship-wide MOLECULAR SCAN>
Wheeljack: “Integrity is fine. The Reality Distortion Wave appears
to have dissipated.”
Bumblebee (worried): “Then why is everything so strange?”
Wheeljack: “I don’t know...”
2 : BRIDGE, ‘PRIME’ P.O.V.
Prime (gasps) : “Still here...”
Divebomb (sternly): “In a manner of speaking.”
<PRIME rises from his seat. Most of the consoles are SMASHED
and the LIGHTS FLICKER>
Prime: “Perceptor! Science analysis now!”
<PERCEPTOR activates analysis mode>
Perceptor (with authority) : “Confirming we are in a zone of relative
safety, Optimus.”
<POWERGLIDE gets up from behind his NAVIAGTION
STATION>
Powerglide: “We have now entered ...two-dimensional space. It’s
incredible. We can move up, down left and right, but not out. We
have no depth, height or width.”
Prime (thoughtfully): “Yes. I programmed the Time Jump engines to
ignite at the moment of impact. I hoped it would disperse the Reality
Wave as well as throwing us clear. Entering two-dimensional space
was an accident.”
Divebomb (surprise): “Was that wise?”
Prime (testily) : “May I remind you, first officer, that testing the
Time Jump engines is a major factor of this mission. I just…moved
up the testing schedule slightly.”
Divebomb: “You mean, you guessed.”
Prime (with steel): “I never guess.”

<POWERGLIDE clutches at his FOREHEAD and COLLAPSES
to the DECK>
Perceptor: “Two dimensional space is harmful to our circuits. We
should exit immediately. The Time Jump engines’ reaction to the
Reality Wave must have shunted us here. I detect no life here.
Most remarkable... I suggest we exit to three dimensional space
immediately.”
Prime: “Yes, it does feel a little odd here. Divebomb, get Powerglide
down to the Autodoc. Perceptor, compute a course out of here back
to three-dimensional space. I want to know where and when we are.
Carry on.”
<PRIME makes his way to his PERSONAL QUARTERS>
Prime: “It is no matter
rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr
rrrrrrrrr
-er that this has happened” said Prime once he was alone. ‘Ah’, he
thought. The internal dimensional stabilisers must have kicked in.
He had no idea what internal dimensional stabilisers actually were.
He had read it in a manual once though. He tended to leave scientific
and technical details to those who understood such things better. He
just wasn’t designed for it. He had to focus on the mission.
“Auntie, open secure computer access link to my personal
workstation.”
++Yes, Optimus Prime. Secure server is now available for your
access++
“So no inquiries from this console can be traced?”
++I hope not.++
Prime sat down at the console and began to key in various pieces
of data. The screen flared to life and prepared the following
schematic:
THE ARK PROJECT, PHASE 1. MISSION OBJECTIVES.
1: Ark One to proceed to Grid 332. At mission time 1762 Time Jump
engines to be engaged for Time Index 697.
2: Classified.
3: Classified.
Prime nodded to himself. It was a habit of his when he
had to make difficult decisions. Objective One had been what he
had told the crew in the information packets he had given them.
They had been told that the Temporal Unit Scientific Corps had
projected that by the time Cybertron would enter the asteroid field,
the Transformers would not have sufficient resources due to the War
to clear the field. Therefore, Ark One had been quickly assembled
and equipped with experimental Time Jump engines. They would
effectively travel forward through time with the new speeds possible
until the Ship was within range of the asteroid field and then destroy
it before time-jumping back.
It was a plausible scheme. It was also a lie.
Yes there was an asteroid threat, but when the time
came, there were measures in place. Nonetheless, he had lied to
the troops under his command. And how that lie weighed heavily
on his conscience at this time. The incident with the Box had been
unexpected but it would no doubt make the apparent mission even
more plausible for those who were watching...and listening. A
veritable bonus, really.
“Auntie, if a level four search were carried out on your mainframe,
would the data I have accessed be easily retrieved?”
++Yes, Optimus Prime++
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“Excellent.”
Prime had a role to play. Back on Cybertron he was one
of the Autobots most valued commanders, but here he was just an
actor in a play. A play with deadly consequences. Walking through
a script not of his making. Enter Prime, stage right. He hated every
minute of it.
SICKBAY
Divebomb carried the prone form of Powerglide into the
small deserted room, the light systems in the bulkheads activating as
he entered. It was unclear exactly what was wrong with the Ship’s
navigator. Since he had collapsed on the bridge he had shown no
apparent signs of life whatsoever and Perceptor had registered his
energy output as negligible. However, Divebomb wasn’t terribly
worried. The Autodoc would probably sort him out in no time
and anyway it was, after all, just a Powerglide Unit. Not exactly
something unique that couldn’t be replaced it it turned out to be too
broken. He just hoped Prime wouldn’t whine too much about it,
he’d been seen at the protest marches for War Units rights. As if they
even had independent thought. That mad Box Unit certainly hadn’t
displayed any.
Divebomb threw the navigator on the steel floor and
quickly exited. When he left the room, several events should have
been initialised. Powerglide should have been raised up as the
diagnostic table lifted out of the floor. Medical arms should have
swung out from the wall and the medi-computer should have come
to life and begun a diagnosis.
But none of these things happened. The lights snapped
off, without ceremony. And then a voice said, “Yes”. But there was
no-one else there in the room. Apparently.
ENGINEERING.
At engineering console three Wheelie tinkered casually
with a few controls, carrying out a few standard safety checks. Truth
to be told, he was bored. Wheeljack was down in the bowels of the
ship, checking for hull breaches, and Bumblebee was busy at Time
Jump control, prepping the Ship to jump back into three dimensional
space.
Wheelie had been simply told to man the Engineering
room. He had no specific tasks to do. In truth, with so many systems
automated by A.U.N.T.I.E., there was nothing of much intrinsic
value for him to actually do. He cursed his short attention span.
Most officers would have been fascinated to find themselves in a
two-dimensional universe, but not him. Such things did not interest
him.
He hoped something exciting happened soon.
THREE-DIMENSIONAL SPACE
A Cybertronian shuttle held position at the last known coordinates of Ark One. There were two occupants. The leader of the
two turned to his companion and stated “Proceed.”
ARK ONE, ENGINEERING
There was a sudden, ripping/tearing sound. Wheelie
sighed. One of the conduits must have ruptured. Still, it would give
him something to do.
He turned towards the direction of the peculiar sound,
ready to deal with it. A...tear clean across the forward bulkhead
had formed ahead of him. He peered closer, reaching out his hand
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to gauge the size of it. The edges of his hand blurred, taking on
a fuzzy appearance. Within the tear, he could see only a bizarre
purple coloured haze which didn’t seem to fully fit into the shape of
the tear. What was it? It seemed to lack any actual width, depth or
height, yet it existed. He should alert the Bridge.
The tear leapt forward and swallowed him whole.
Disorientated, he quickly lost consciousness as his systems went
off-line to protect his higher brain functions. His world faded away.
When he awoke, he was lain out on what could only be described as
a metallic beach. The sky was red, the stars blotted out by a nearby
red giant. Liquid of some nature sloshed up onto the beach. Out
there was an alien ocean, alive with curious multi-limbed metal
creatures. There were no sounds carried on the air.
Wheelie was no longer on board Ship. This was another
world, an alien world. Yet there seemed something familiar about
it... As he stood up he did not yet fully comprehend that he had
been transported in some way: the shock was severe. No, that would
come later. For now though he simply wondered where and when he
was. He wondered if he would be rescued soon. But he wouldn’t.
No one ever came.
Time passed.
He went fishing for a million years until he got bored,
traveling all over the planet, gathering data, drawing conclusions. It
was clearly artificial in nature.
What was worse that was that in all that time he never
caught anything. Nothing, not ever. His line was never bitten and his
makeshift iron rod never twitched to a hungry bite. It didn’t seem
to matter which new and clever fishing methods he came up with,
nothing seemed to bite. There appeared to be no fish in that most
alien of seas …but there were vicious rhomboid shaped creatures.
Savage, deadly. Striking without apparent need or provocation.
Eyes that gleamed of a feral intelligence that never spoke. Alas, they
seemed to prefer marauding on the land rather than in the deep pink
sea. Wheelie somehow knew these creatures had not been born here.
They seemed to be missing something.
On this desolate world it felt like the sea should have been
an angry red but even nature was twisted here, like his mind. He
feared that he would go quite quite mad. Once upon a time, that
would have troubled him but then that had been so long ago.
So long ago.
Of course, he tried to get off-planet. The surface was
littered with all kinds of metallic junk. Rocket engines, fuel pods.
Others had clearly tried to get off and had failed, their faceless
corpses having bobbed up to the top of the sea like so much plankton
in silent witness to their failure.
So he built small craft, but every time he would get as
far as the outer atmosphere his world would turn black, he would
experience system shut-down and he’d wake to find himself back on
that infernal beach. Stones, only stones littered it. He would throw
them in the water and after a while he would throw them at himself.
Pain began to lose its currency.
A million years had been spent with the cold rulers of
this planet, the Space Bridges. Their name. That was all they had
ever told him without jabbing or prodding him or taking him apart
to see how he ticked then putting him back with bits left out just
to see if he still worked. Relations had been hostile from the first
sorry encounter. For some reason they had an inherent hatred of
all Transformers and seemed to want to hurt him rather than talk
and exchange oil. Alas the only oil they gave him was at boiling
point as they sealed him shoddily back up after another little
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‘chat’. Eventually he had escaped during one of the operations and
retaliated by detonating the nuclear devices on the North Continent,
wiping out seven thousand three hundred and ninety four of them.
They left him alone after that.
Fleeing to the South Continent across cybernetic creature
infested waters he found a hideaway deep in the dank ground and
shut himself down for longer than many species’ history. All alone
under the earth.
When he woke up he found that the Space Bridges didn’t
seem to be bothered with him anymore. They seemed to have
retreated to a single lair far far away from where they could harm
him. It would once have been a relief to feel so secure but by this
point he was dying for someone to talk to so he just shook his head
once and never opened his mouth to talk for fifty thousand years.
He retreated back to the beach he had landed on back when it all
started. It felt more like home than anywhere else in his universe.
“Oh, this is interesting. He is trying to vocalise.”
That was one of those voices he had begun to hear in his
head. It was difficult to pin down exactly when they had begun. The
seasons passed so slowly here that he had long ago concluded that
there weren’t any seasons to actually pass anyway.
“This close to the heat-death, I’m amazed he has any
gears left to speak with.”
Even more disturbing was that there were at least three
distinct voices with personalities all of their own. He had forgotten
what actual voices sounded like as he had shut down his audio
receptors a few eons earlier. So it had taken him a while to hear
the voices at all and even longer to wonder how he could even hear
them in the first place.
“It’s a perfect example of premium build quality.”
It also became clear after a further period of unspecified
time that the beach he usually liked to lie on had became much
harder, much flatter than it usually was. He would have ran his hand
through the sand to check on the terrain had he not realised that
there was no sand there for his hand to run through. Indeed, it had
taken on a dull grey colour to go with its harsh flatness. Where were
the colours? What were colours?
“Let’s try booting up the mainframe.”
At which point the sky itself melted away like in a dream
and he became fully aware of the diagnostic table he was strapped
to and of the strangely familiar figures around him. One had a face
like his. A low thrum of distant coiled power told him that he was
now off-planet at last and sailing through the stars. Back on a Ship?
A Ship of the line? He couldn’t sense the ground for the first time in
millennia.
Wheelie sat bolt upright with alarming speed, ripping the
restraining straps off in one savage jerk. His rescuers jumped back in
surprise. Slowly, with the gaze of the long ages he had lived through
alone on the planet that had been his dark home, he surveyed his
surroundings with a sense of disinterested dread. His eyes snapped
fully open to awareness. Then he spoke and the sound was that of
cold death mixed with tired indignation. It was an incoherent sound,
devoid of literal meaning.
The one with the face like his strode towards him palms
outstretched. It looked in pain.
“Wheelie Unit. Please remain calm. I must apologize for the
treatment you received from the Bridges, it took me some time to
regain control. My name is Spanner. You’ll be fine.”
--------Left. Right. Up. Down. Wait, what is this? Something that
can go...OUT...-----------

Mission Time : 1561 vorns...
“A.U.N.T.I.E., open up personal files please. And make it
triple encoded if you could. Properly.”
++Yes, Optimus Prime. And how are you today?++
“Grumpy. Open the file now.”
++Opening++
“Personal Log. Mission Index 1561. I continue to find myself
troubled by this mission. It has been a considerable time since the
ship re-entered three dimensional space. Despite extensive searches,
we have found no signs of Wheelie. Reluctantly, I have had to call
off the search and declare him dead. Perceptor found traces of
temporal energy in Engineering following his disappearance. I fear
he is beyond us now. I have my suspicions. Suspicions which can
not be revealed openly lest this mainframe is being monitored.
Time Jump control, damaged at the time of Wheelie’s
disappearance, is slowly but surely being repaired though a timescale
for completion cannot as yet be arrived at. What is clear is there was
a surge in the controls and we clearly have traveled forward in time.
The crew have taken the opportunity to explore a little and so the
ship is currently parked in orbit round a most interesting planet.
That should keep them occupied, thinking as they do that this is a
random stop-over.
But... the Time Jump idea worries me. I’ve never trusted
alien technology.
And Powerglide...Powerglide continues to trouble me
also. The Autodoc never found a reason for his collapse during
the encounter with two-dimensional space. It says he meets full
operational specifications. I have my doubts.
And then there is the other matter. That which I dare not
speak of.
For now though, the crew is enjoying some R & R on the
planet below. The natives seem friendly. The first non-mechanical
species most of this Crew have ever encountered.
End Personal log.”
PLANET 1963
TIME UNKNOWN
What a lovely world this was. No metal, no coldness.
Nothing like home. Instead the surface was soft and mushy and a
mix of vibrant colours that appeared to serve no clear operational
purpose. How peculiar.
This was a time when he was glad to designed to be a
navigator. New worlds and new horizons to explore. Yes, Powerglide
liked it here. Nothing on the planet had tried to kill him yet.
He liked the natives even more. They were made of what
Perceptor had described as “flesh and blood”. Powerglide did not
fully understand what that meant, for some core functions had
been pulled on a previous misadventure following the display of
character traits deemed undesirable by High Command. His higher
functions skipped a few pieces of input and he merely assumed
the mechanoids in this part of the galaxy had invented some new
manufacturing system. That was why they looked so different.
Their leader was speaking to the crew of the Ark One
right now in their ‘Central Meeting Chamber’. Lots of chatter about
‘welcome’ and ‘perhaps they could trade’. She also asked that they
‘stay off the grass’, whatever that was.
“If it is permitted, I’d like to explore the local settlement.”
“Certainly, Powerglide. There are plenty of fascinating things to
analyse out there!” exclaimed Perceptor.
“Just clear it with our hosts,” muttered Bumblebee diplomatically.
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“Oh. Of course. Sorry,” Powerglide asked the alien leader for
permission to explore. The alien said ‘fine’ but to ‘watch out for the
flowers’, whatever they were. Odd people these aliens. As he left
he heard the leader enquire about some ‘water reclamation plant’
which was faulty.
“Can we fix it?” he said.
“Yes we can!” yelled Wheeljack enthusiastically.
Out in the courtyard, blazing sunshine from the overhead
sun beat down on the fertile surface. Powerglide’s internal
thermometer registered a different type of heat than he had ever
experienced before. It was quite lovely really and not at all
dangerous, unlike the heat in the smelting pools near Polyhex.
He decided to take every opportunity to enjoy the time
he had now. Once the Time Jump engines had auto-repaired there
would be no more opportunities to enjoy these quiet interludes and
his life of quiet servitude would begin again.
Various signs with alien script were affixed to the many
marbled buildings in the immediate vicinity. The navigator’s built-in
translator systems quickly got to work on deciphering them. Within
3.4 breems he reckoned he had a pretty good translation matrix for
the 89 main languages, give or take a few dialects.
One sign in particular caught his fancy. ‘Find your
Fortune’ it said. ‘Learn your future’ it continued underneath in lurid
script. He was intrigued. Such signage was generally not found on
Cybertron. He decided to investigate.
Four acres later he found himself at the entrance of a
small ‘wooden’ hut. ‘Foretell your fate inside’ read the sign outside.
Intrigued, Powerglide entered, bending over almost double so that
he could fit inside. The inhabitants of this planet were such small
little creatures. Insignificant, really.
He decided it would be best just to sit down in the ‘stone’ circle
inside. If he tried to walk about inside he would undoubtedly cause
great damage due to his size. He wasn’t well versed in diplomacy,
but he could imagine Prime stating That Would Be Bad in capital
letters.
He waited for a while, contemplating various matters. He
winced as he experienced another one of those dull pains he had
been getting recently behind his optics again. Directly in the centre
of his head. The frequency of the pains was increasing. He really
should let the Autodoc have a lookHe was interrupted in his musings as a curtain of fabric swished
aside and a ‘female’ member of the alien species came to see him.
He had expected the general level of surprise the species
usually demonstrated when in his presence for the first time but the
‘woman’ seemed strangely nonchalant, even a little sad. Perhaps she
had giant mechanical beings in her hut everyday. She seemed quite
young, though it was hard to tell. Bumblebee had tried to explain the
concept of ‘age’ earlier. It hadn’t made much sense to him.
“Would you like to buy an exclusive souvenir brochure?” asked the
woman.
“I am not sure what that is.”
“It includes a variety of testimonials on my services.”
“I shall decline, if I may.”
“Shame. It’s the only way I make real money.”
Powerglide was about to ask what ‘money’ was, but thought better
of it. Instead he asked, “I read that you can forecast an individual’s
future?”
The woman knelt, “Yes, and for a small extra charge I can round it
off to ten decimal places too.”
Powerglide tried not to laugh. This was ridiculous.
“No, no. Here have some energon cubes. It’s the only payment I
have.”
“Hmmmpph. Little coloured cubes,”the woman sighed, “no matter.
Please close your eyes or whatever it is that you have and breath
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deeply please as I contact the spirit world.”
“I don’t breath.”
Deep sighs, “Oh, for goodness sakes. Just shut up then.”
“Why do you sigh?”
The woman looked startled, her gaze fixated on the Powerglide Unit
for the first time since he had entered. A brief flurry of what may
have been anger crossed her features. Then she brightened and bid
him to please refrain from speaking.
Powerglide temporarily shut down his optic sensors as requested.
He was finding this to be quite a quaint alien ritual. He made a
mental note to write it up later in his log. Maybe he could make a
story of it some time, like his friend Mirage.
The pain in his head began to increase. He decided to re-engage
his optics, but found he couldn’t. He could see only blackness. He
became concerned. It wasn’t like him to suffer small system errors
like that.
But his hearing was fine. And he could hear the woman
screaming. Torment that he had never imagined.
And then she stopped, and his sight returned.
The woman lay slumped on the ‘dirt’ floor. For a moment
Powerglide thought she had shut-down until she slowly raised
herself up and into a sitting position.
“Are your systems functioning?” asked the Autobot, “You appeared
damaged.”
“Yes...yes, I am fine now,” she wiped her brow of sweat with a
knotted handkerchief, “I saw your future.”
Despite his concern for the alien’s well-being, Powerglide found
himself becoming intrigued. “Really? And what did you see?”
The woman stared straight at him, “you truly do not know? I pity
you.”
“What? What did you see?”
“You are damned,” stated the woman flatly, “damned. There is no
future for you. Leave. Now.”
Powerglide could think of nothing to say and the woman clearly had
no more to say to him so he bid her good day and left.
After a few moments, the woman carefully locked her hut
and took a long stroll out past the outskirts of the city until she came
to the beach. There was the remains of what had at one time been a
flat paved road running along the coastline. It did not take long for
her to reach her destination: a large metallic tower that stretched far
into the sky. It was clearly from a distant age.
She hurried towards it as quick as she was able. Information had to
be cataloged.
PLANET 1963 - SECOND MOON, DARK SIDE
The Cybertronian shuttle lay at the bottom of a deep crater,
having arrived here shortly after Ark One had entered orbit round
the planet. It was a vessel designed for only two crew, engineered
mainly for deep-space exploration. Most of the internal space had
been taken up by the engines, leaving little room for defensive
equipment. But then, it was never designed to be this far out from
Cybertronian space. It had also never before been retro-fitted with
powerful weapon platforms built onto the sides.
The Autobot scientists who had built it would have
been delighted to hear how well the little shuttle had performed.
Unfortunately, being dead, they were not in much position to offer
opinions. Their executioners were from the enemy forces.
The commander of the craft turned to his compatriot,
“Calculate intersection vectors.”
His colleague nodded in apparent acknowledgment. Silver livery
all over, he was designed for one thing : combat. That was why he
was called - “Killer, I want that function at at least 98% accuracy.
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Nothing must go wrong.”
Another patient nod.
The commander moved to the aft section of the shuttle
as Killer got to work on his important computations. Since they
had tested the Time Snatch and removed a test subject from Ark
One, they had been watching and waiting. By remotely tapping
the Autobots’ ship they had created a small temporal vortex. An
Autobot had been caught inside. No matter, it simply confirmed that
as expected there was Time Technology on board. The Autobot had
been collateral damage. And so they had waited patiently for an
opportunity.
Patiently. Yes, he believed in patience. Patience and careful
thought were what won wars. Not brute force like that espoused by
that idiot Megatron.
Ah, Ark One. They had been trailing it since launch,
even through two dimensional space via the wake of the reality
disturbance.
Ark One...
The time was now.
ARK ONE, BRIDGE
Prime sat silently in his command chair. Strictly speaking,
the ship didn’t need seats. Transformers could stand for decades
without their limbs locking up, but somehow it felt right. Absent
mindedly, he wondered why.
With the crew planetside, he was free to monitor the
Ship’s systems on his own. The main sensors had of course noted
the Cybertronian shuttle concealed on the second moon. The natural
moon of the two the planet held in its grip. It had been easy to delete
that data. The more he could keep his crew excluded from the true
nature of things the better. They would thank him in the end. Or
shoot him.
A proximity alarm sounded. He moved forward to the
relevant console to investigate. Ah, it was the Cybertronian shuttle
on an intercept course. Just as he had expected. Time to make a
show of it then. A flick of the switch and the ship-to-surface comm
system was destroyed, rigged to look like it was hit by a photon
blast.
++Comm system is off-line++
“I know.” On the main screen, dozens of streams of deadly energy
lashed out from the shuttle and shot through space towards Ark
One.
++Warning. Ship is under enemy fire. Do you wish to execute
counter-measures?++
“Go ahead.” The alarms blared as the Ship was rocked by the blasts.
It was of no consequence. There was no-one else on bo“Prime!”
“Divebomb! What are you doing here?!”
“I got bored on that annoying little planet. Just got back.”
Stupid! Stupid! He had been so sure of himself! It was always the
little things...
He did what he had to do. He pulled out his energon pistol.
Divebomb’s eyes widened in shock, “What-”
He never finished his sentence. Prime shot him square
in the chest area. Divebomb fell wordlessly to the deck. Prone.
Helpless. Shot down by his commanding officer.
Prime picked him up and threw him bodily off the Bridge
and into the access corridor beyond. He sealed the Bridge. And the
klaxons blared on.
The Ship slid sideways out of orbit as it was hit again
and again by more blasts. Prime hoped it was worth it. He powered

down the nanocyte shields in a carefully composed pattern, to look
in the Ship’s logs as if the systems were catastrophically damaged
by the attack.
++We are being boarded. Non-Ark shuttle now docking in Bay
2++
“No more counter-measures!” gasped Prime. The Bridge was full
of smoke. He didn’t need to breath, but exertion had a detrimental
effect on his vocal systems nonetheless. It was time to leave,
“A.U.N.T.I.E.. Disengage Bridge. Authorisation code 697-89-D”
++Disengaging in 10...9++
“Thank you,A.U.N.T.I.E. Goodbye”
Prime was sure he heard the main computer momentarily
pause in its diction. Wheeljack really had programmed it with a full
personality.
++May I ask a question, Optimus Prime?++
“Yes, of course.”
++Will I remember you after they take me apart?++
“No. I’m sorry.”
With a sudden lurch as the main clamps retracted, the
Bridge module pulled away from the rest of the deck and shot
through the launching tube at the heart of the Ship, heading off into
space, its only occupant Optimus Prime.
DOCKING BAY 2.
The shuttle’s lower ramp descended. Killer was the first
out, sweeping the bay with a Destructor Ray. After he was satisfied,
he went back inside and confirmed to his commander that the area
was clear.
“Excellent.”
The Decepticon Governor of Tarn strode into Ark One.
A being of pure, twisted logic he was one of the most callous and
dangerous Decepticons that ever lived. Purple in livery, one of his
arms ended in a cruel looking weapon of some kind. It had often
been used to torture Autobots captured in the field.
And his one unblinking eye blazed red...
-----------Not OUT, no. In, IN...-------------‘Mission Time : 1563 VORNS’ the chronometer on the
forward bulkhead of Sickbay blinked in stark relief. It was wrong in
several important aspects.
“It has to be said, stenciling ‘We come in Peace’ on the forward
hull in binary was most amusing. A quaint Autobot custom no doubt
designed to instill what you call ‘friendliness’ on the minds of that
which you encounter. In all likelihood pointless.”
“What? What-”
“Ah, Mr.Divebomb. Please do not attempt to rise so quickly.
My associate is most keen on his job and he so dislikes sudden
movements. Nervous trigger finger, you see.”
The Ship’s first officer nodded and pushed himself up
from the Autodoc diagnostic table as slowly as possible, keeping his
eyeline level with the cyclops directly in front of him. He’d already
been shot once today and had no desire to repeat the experience
anytime soon. He looked to his right. He was flanked by a vicious
looking Decepticon. He was in Sickbay. The Decepticon on the
right must be the one with the happy trigger finger. Silver as steel.
Lots of nasty protuberances. No face. Just a blank, polished visor.
To his left was the Governor of Tarn, one eye regarding
him coldly. Divebomb recognised him instantly. Who wouldn’t?
He must have been dragged here by someone, possibly by
these intruders The last thing he remembered was Prime shooting
him on the Bridge. He vowed to kill him before the day was out.
“Shockwave, what-” he tried again.
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“Do not presume to try to think,” The Governor stared right at him,
his gaze unwavering. Divebomb found it difficult to resist the urge
to look away, “this situation is more than meets the eye and far
beyond the capacity of your limited thought processes, Autobot.”
Divebomb could see no quick way out of his predicament.
He decided it was best to let the Decepticon ramble on as he
evaluated recent events, formulating a plan.
“You’ll get nothing out of me!” he exclaimed, hoping to convince
Shockwave of his fear. Command was still fairly new to him so it
was not entirely a bluff.
The Governor sat down on the table beside him as if
commiserating an old friend, “Now I know the chances of you telling
me anything useful are only 29%”, he nodded at Killer,”still, that
leaves me 71% to play with.” His tone sounded perfectly charming
and reasonable.
Killer paused for a moment then stepped closer, virtually
nose to nose with Divebomb. Or at least, nose to blank visor. He
remained silent. Perhaps he had not been programmed to speak.
The Governor put his gun arm round Divebomb’s
shoulders. “Two chances. Good odds. Take me to Time Jump
control.”
“No.”
The governor’s grip tightened, “Second chance. Tell me where I
might find Captain Optimus Prime.”
Divebomb became angry despite himself. This was not the time for
such emotions but then he did have the flaw of sometimes letting his
emotions get in the way of intelligence.
“Prime!!! That stinking rotten traitor!” He knew it had been a stupid
thing to say as soon as he had said it, but hoped it would keep up
his portrayal of fear.
“Yes, of course. Killer, remove his left arm.” In one fluid movement
Killer reached forwards, grabbing Divebomb’s arm solidly, and tore
it clean from his arm sockets.
The first officer fell
wordlessly to the ground. He was in too much pain to ...
...scream, he wanted to scream. Remarkably, deception
did not come easily to him, but this was a time when it was
regrettably necessary. Prime tapped away at the secondary back-up
comm system of the Bridge module of the soon to be-late Ark One
as it drifted past the orbit of the second moon.
A shame, it was such a lovely ship. Yes, there was an
asteroid field out there, but that would be dealt with when the time
came. The moment had been prepared for. Deep beneath Cybertron’s
sterile surface, Ark Twelve lay in slumber. Checked on by workcrews continuously it would not be called upon until Cybertron
really did approach the fateful asteroid field.
The Decepticons didn’t know that though. And that
salient fact would prove vital. Prime had a mission to fulfill. He
could waste no more time ruminating. Terrible habit.
He used a back-door route in the comm system’s control
settings to activate the back-up computer. It would be required
since the link with A.U.N.T.I.E had been severed. He wished he
hadn’t have had to had done that. Ah well, there would be other
A.U.N.T.I.E.’s, and probably just as reliable too.
“Teletran One. Please come in.”
<<Here>>
Prime winced. This one had a much harder, harsher tone to it’s
voice, almost cruel. Wait! It sounded like him! Wheeljack...
“Teletran One. I want to send a secure message to the following
co-ordinates,” Prime’s words were a flurry of movement across the
keyboards. He could simply have hooked his mainframe directly
up to the Bridge computer, but that left his operating system open
to attack.
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<<Link established. Proceed.>>
“To : Commander of Ark Two. Phase one has been completed. I
repeat : phase one has been...
...completed. There. That should do it”
Wheeljack stepped back proudly from the water reclamation plant.
By jove, he could fix anything. Give him a wheel nut and a spanner
and he’d build you a city. The natives seemed pleased, and so they
should be. He doubted they saw such engineering prowess everyday.
Besides, he wanted to keep himself busy until the auto-repairs on the
Time Jump engines were finished. He’d love to know who had come
up with those designs. Time Travel! What a curious concept...
The Time Jump engines themselves did not require much
direct input from himself when in operation. They pretty much ran
by themselves. Not much for Bumblebee and Wheelie to assist with.
Oh, he’d forgotten about-. The sole remainder of his engineering
crew ran up to him excitedly. Bumblebee was prone to that.
“Wheeljack! Wheeljack!”
“Calm down lad. Out with it one syllable at a time, if you please.”
Bumblebee looked at his supervisor crossly, “I’ve lost contact with
the ship.”
“Faulty transmission antenna?”
The small yellow bot folded his arms crossly, “My antenna is never
faulty.”
Wheeljack paused. This was interesting. It could be another
engineering problem for him to solve, or...
“Bumblebee, scout around for Perceptor would you, and then meet
me back here.”
The younger Autobot acknowledged before transforming into
vehicle mode and speeding off. Wheeljack turned to the nearest
alien, “Ah. Hello. I wonder if I might have a word with the individual
in charge?”
The alien, it was probably one of their younger members, bowed
and said, “Yes of course. That’ll be three credits please”.
Wheeljack let out an exasperated sigh, “Take me to your ledger.”
And so he set...
...off. Something was definitely off with him. Since his
curious encounter with the ‘fortune teller’ the pains in his head had
increased in severity and intensity. He had tried to purge all nonessential systems of possible viruses and rebooted his central core
several times but to no avail.
He found himself haunted by her last words to him. He chided
himself for it. It was obviously just a cheap trick for tourists and he
had been gullible enough to fall for it. They probably had gullible
alien races passing through all the time.
As he approached the cliff edge high above the vast valley
below he noted that the local sun had begun to set. In this location
it probably never got completely dark here, just dusky. Curious. He
briefly considered turning into jet mode and going for a flyabout
but changed his mind. He was enjoying the walk. Nonetheless he
decided to sit down at the edge, take in the view before him and
enjoy some peace, just for a little while.
The valley had been largely created by glaciation a long
time previously and now had a healthy tributary flowing out of it.
Powerglide was oblivious to this though. He didn’t care. It was
simply a beautiful sight to him.
He thought back to the encounter with two-dimensional
space. He wondered if any life could possibly exist there. What
must it be like? How did it perceive its environment? As a navigator
used to the normal dimensions he considered what it would be like
to live in a world devoid of height, depth or width. What else would
they not know?
Would they know love? Or hate? Would they have any
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concept of emotions at all? What fictions could there be in a world
with no concept of depth...
He shuddered as a sudden bolt of pain racked through his body. He
cried out once. And then was still.
“Not yet,” said a voice that was not there. “No. Not yet.”
Powerglide stared ahead unblinking, focusing on
something else entirely. He could not see the fall of dusk. Nor the
many organic animals which roamed across the valley basin. He
could not see the sunlight. No, not even the dark in the shadows
under crevices. Nothing.
When the crew of Ark One had traversed the twodimensional plane they had thought that they were alone, but
they were never alone there. They had brought something back,
something alive. Many of them. Now they were in Powerglide’s
head. Soon, his mind would be gone. But not quite yet.
The two-dimensional creatures festering within him were
curious. They had never guessed of the existence of creatures with
a third dimension before. They must be studied, and the easiest way
to do that was to become one. Yes, and with that they would know
that not only physical forms have dimensions, but so do feelings.
Feelings did not exist in their realm and they wished to learn. Of
love and of hate and all the things in between. Most...interesting.
As they formed the concepts of ‘curiosity’ and wonder’
they decided they would experiment with this being. It would
probably drive it mad. If only they truly knew what such a word
meant.
They wondered what they would do...
...next thing to do was to purge the Ship’s computer
systems. Predictably, the Autobot had of course yielded no useful
information. Prime must inspire great loyalty in his troops. Quite
logical really. If you wish total obedience from your troops then you
must of course inspire them. Like the way that old fool Traachon
had been inspired. It had been easy to pry the secrets of his mind
from him. That was when he had learned of the ‘Ark Project’ and of
Spanner’s brief involvement.
So, a new design of Autobot craft fitted with Time Jump
technology found floating adrift in alien space. As the Governor of
Tarn he had first been notified of the Time Jump find some years
previously and had kept a close eye on the matter ever since. He had
binded his time, patience being the proverbial virtue. Sooner or later
the Autobots would try to use it. He knew that they simply could not
resist it.
With such technology he could win the War, the way it
should be done, with the total application of logical thought and
order.
How simple it would be to simply slip back in time and
wipe out the Autobot resistance before it ever had a chance to
fully establish itself? Or to position himself to exit the War in a
favourable position? And if he failed, he could try again until he got
it right. Again and again...
“Killer. Break the computer encryption code.”
Killer extended an arm. Micro-filaments shot out from his
digits and embedded themselves deep into the ship’s mainframe.
All of his digits had tricks built in. He had stolen them from a
waster called Scrounge he had encountered some time before.
How pitiful he had been, not worth wasting energy exterminating,
hardly a creature who would amount to anything. He had no time for
creatures who begged for their lives. It wasn’t in his programming.
A tell-tale blip on the wall-mounted console let the two
Decepticons know that Ship control was now theirs. With the
Bridge mysteriously absent, they had located Secondary Control.
The Governor suspected that Prime was operating to a plan. This

was why he did not believe the first answer the computer flashed
up when he had accessed the Ark Project Mission Objectives files.
Some piffle about destroying an asteroid field. He turned to his
compatriot,
“Killer, no doubt you have heard that Autobots often programme
their ships’ computers with semi-sentience?”
Killer nodded silently.
His commander raised his head and spoke as if to the air,
“A.U.N.T.I.E. I know you are there.”
++Yes++
“Give me the true mission objectives for the Ark Project.”
++Go to hell++
“I am unfamiliar with that location.”
The Governor drew his hand across his neck area. Killer
slammed his left hand against the bulkhead and a nanocyte from
one of his multi-faceted digits entered directly through the interface
panel. The nanocyte quickly sped through the ship’s conduits until
it reached the mainframe’s central core. It didn’t even pause when it
entered the protected memory area and began ruthlessly eradicating
A.U.N.T.I.E.’s very being. Within microns it was gone, the higher
functions holding on until the very last moment.
“And now we shall learn the true secrets this Ship has to offer.”
Killer would have smiled if he could. Instead, he settled for
bowing.
Shortly after, a new set of mission objectives scrolled
down the screen. A ‘Classified ‘ marker was flagged beside each.
“Curiouser and…
...curiouser.” Perceptor was examining what the locals
referred to as a ‘blade of grass’, “It seems to multiply when
embedded on many differing surface substances. Hmmm. How
terribly interesting.”
A loud noise interrupted his analysis. He harumphed. He
got little enough chance to do research which was non-War related
without interruptions as it was. He stood up as Bumblebee careened
to a halt and switched into robot mode.
“What,” It wasn’t a question. It was a statement.
“You must come with me, Perceptor!”
“I’m busy doing fascinating tests. This world is highly interesting!
One’s ultimate truth lies in one’s molecular structure, you know.”
“Yes, well, the ultimate truth can wait for a bit. Contact with the
Ship has been lost. Probably nothing, but I need you to come back
and help out with re-establishing contact.”
“Oh? Why didn’t you say that in the first place? Come along,” the
grass would have to wait until later. It was always greener, he had
been told.
The two Autobots were about to leave the area when they
heard the most unearthly sound nearby. As one, they decided to
investigate. They surely had a few moments spare.
The noise had come from a clearing a short distance way.
When they got there they were shocked to find one of the native
alien lifeforms lying in the dirt, thick red fluid leaked from many
disparate parts of it. Fluid which it had obviously needed to survive,
not unlike oil in its way. Parts of the alien were evenly distributed
around the area as if carefully placed in a pattern.
And in the centre of the violence was their shipmate,
Powerglide. The thick red alien fluid dripped from his hands.
IN ORBIT ROUND THE DARK SIDE OF THE SECOND MOON
OF PLANET 1963
A shadow fell across the drifting Bridge module. Its
motive power had ceased, there having been no requirement for it
anymore. The sole occupant within sat in silence, a heavy burden
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on his shoulders. War often placed such burdens on the common
individual. Once, long ago, Optimus Prime had wanted to be an
artist. He liked the shapes of objects and how they could blend to
make other things, often imaginary objects, perhaps even ideas
which existed only in the mind. That ambition had not lasted for
long.
There was no need for artistry on a world under constant
bombardment, a world where the only viable occupation was
fighting. Where was the need for creative thought on subjects other
than troop deployment or weapons manufacture?
The Bridge module shuddered as it fell under the influence
of a powerful tractor beam. Forward motion ceased as it began to
move upwards. Of course, directions were only perceptual but to
Prime it felt like he was being pulled up.
The module entered a cramped, barely lit, cargo bay. The
Ship it had entered was not built for luxuries. The power went where
it was needed. In many ways it reflected its Captain.
As Prime exited, he whispered softly to himself, “Goodbye to all
that.”
<<Farewell, Optimus Prime>>
Prime was surprised. Maybe Teletran One wasn’t a total loss after
all.
The hatch to the Bridge module closed behind him as he
climbed out. The Bridge left the way it had came, back to dock in
Ark One. It had been pre-programmed that way and the Autobot
commander had seen no reason to alter that. He wondered who
would be sent to receive him.
After a few moments, a bulky form hurried into the cargo
bay in a harrased manner.
“Brawn! I thought you’d given up the hero business.”
Brawn exhibited a barely suppressed smile, “Yeah, well. You hear a
lot in my line of work. I heard about all this and well, I volunteered.
Emergency re-activation clause. Sideswipe’s minding the bar ‘till I
get back.”
Prime smiled back, “I must have a word with the head of Security
upon my return.”
Brawn now took the opportunity to jump to attention and saluted his
senior, “Welcome aboard the Ark Two, Commander!”
“Splendid. Take me to the Captain of this boat, please.”
“This way sir.”
Ark Two was not as elegant as the Ship he had left behind.
Smaller, dingier, fairly cramped. More concerned with getting the
job done than getting there in comfort. Just like her Captain, in fact.
Ark One had been a decoy full of smoke and mirrors. Ark Two was
a gunship. Overpowered, just to be sure. It had one principal aim. If
it blew up afterwards, oh well...
Brawn had brought him to the Captain’s quarters. He
didn’t bother to knock.
“I’ll see myself in. Dismissed.”
“Right you are, sir.”
Prime strode directly into the other Captain’s domain. The
Captain had his back turned to him, “About time.”
The Autobot leader snorted, “We had some problems.”
“Yeah, and now me here to save your butt. Again.”
Prime folded his arms in an attempt to be patient. “Grimlock, we’ve
only been in space for a week.”
“Hmmph. Me think scientists forgot to teach you properly about
time tech, hmmm? You been in two-dimensional space. Strange
place. Year pass while you been in there.”
“How can that be possible?”
“Governor of Tarn need to believe he got upper hand, no? Ark
have nice safe trip. No believe. Ark One security systems not well
made.”
Prime felt anger beginning to well up inside him, “Do you mean to
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tell me that Box was *allowed* on the Ship?”
“Some folk think he may do something silly. And you really think
anyone allowed to escape a Spanner lab? Not to do with me anyway.
Me just want to blow things up.”
Prime took a seat. Yes, it did make a kind of sense really. If he had
been told everything and had been captured...but he was still angry.
His Ship and his crew had been used as nothing more than pawns.
Used to draw the Governor out here. And he had left his first officer
over there to make it more convincing. Damn being in command!
Not long ago, a piece of alien technology had drifted
into Cybertron’s path. The Temporal Team had had a look at it
and concluded it contained genuine time travel technology. Also
technology that was somewhat familiar, which was another reason
to suppress news of the discovery. This left High Command with
two options : use it or destroy it. Calm minds had reasoned for
the latter, but the Decepticons would inevitably have learned of
the discovery in due course and there had been several security
breaches of late. Better to make them think the Autobots wanted to
utilise the technology and so it had been used as bait. Build a Ship,
equip it with time technology and send it off. Construct a half-true
cover story about time-jumping to stop an asteroid threat. Smoke
and mirrors.
The Ship would undoubtedly draw out at least one highranking Decepticon. Lure them on board, destroy it. Two problems
solved. And all this was just cover for a bigger plan still...
“Grimlock, we have a problem...”
ARK ONE, TIME JUMP CONTROL
“Killer, remove the door.”
Killer complied and the door was swiftly reduced to a smoking
ruin. The Governor casually strode in and looked round. He seemed
disappointed, “I had calculated it would be more impressive than
this.”
The room was small and poorly lit, unexpected for what
should have been a major system area. In the centre was a single
hexagonal plinth. In the centre of the plinth rested a large metallic
ball. Curved spikes extended outwards from its centre. It glowed a
deep red all over its smooth surface.
“Killer, interface with the main computer.”
Killer attempted to obey but quickly stopped. He indicated the wallmounted display screen. Large orange characters slowly formed
there one by one as the two Decepticons looked incredulously on.
This is what they said :
YOU’VE BEEN HAD
The Governor extended his gun arm and smashed
the screen into its component atoms, “Clever, clever. Killer, we
must expedite ourselves as quickly as possible. I want the Time
Technology operational immediately. The Autobots quite obviously
have a foolish plan in motion.”
Killer extended a digit from his right hand. It split into several
splintered wires, which wrapped themselves around the spherical
time unit on the raised plinth. The Governor watched impassively.
He had suspected a trick. Prime was stupid, not incompetent, unlike
his pathetic first officer who had so easily been disabled.
This was his one chance to make a difference. He was
easily the most intelligent of his race, but he knew he would never
win. Charismatic drones such as Megatron would always have the
troops following them, cultivating a cult of personality, blinding
the masses to the pertinent military questions and objectives.
Personality was an irrelevance. Logic would provide the winning
way, everything yielded to logic, but the common Decepticon
seemed oblivious to such a fact. Megatron had a way of making
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troops feel they had become friends with him, had bonded.
The Governor had no friends. He required none. He had
programmed out such a desire long ago. Now though, he saw an
opportunity and had brought the only truly loyal warrior he had.
Now was the chance to win all. On his own, he would probably
never be a major player, but with Time Technology...Transformers
were no way near perfecting that technology, so he would take it
now. He did not care where it had come from. It simply was not the
pertinent issue.
Soon, he would have all the time in the worlds.
ARK TWO, ACCESS CORRIDOR 4, DECK 5.
“I disagree strongly, Captain!”
“You no Captain of this boat. Me am.” Autobots were pushed
randomly out of the way as their two leaders argued all the way to
the Bridge.
“One of my officers is still on board!”
“Then maybe you should stop shooting your officers.”
“I had to make it look convincing. The Governor is too shrewd.
Divebomb is an officer of the line, he shall understand. I assumed
he’d just make his way to an escape pod, if Shockwave left him
alive.”
“You bad commander.”
On that last comment, they entered the Bridge of the warShip. The triangular layout allowed for the Captain to quickly access
each officer, transformable controls at each console reconfigured
according to Ship conditions at the time of use. There was a larger
Bridge crew complement than the Ark One had carried, mainly
because this Ship had bigger guns. You could never have too many
guns, according to Grimlock.
“Ironhide, target Ark One and prepare to fire.”
Prime placed himself between Ironhide and Grimlock, “Grimlock,
think about this. Give me a chance to get Divebomb off the Ship!”
“And give the Governor time to escape? Request denied. Fire.”
Prime watched with barely restrained fury as the fusion
torpedoes launched from the forward battery and streaked towards
his old Ship. A Ship he had barely got to know. With officer on board
who hated him. The nanocyte shields had been disabled before he
left. Ark One wouldn’t last too long.
The comm officer turned to face Grimlock’s position,
which strangely resembled a throne. “Sir, incoming transmission.
It’s from Ark One!”
Grimlock leaned forward eagerly. “Put it through the internal
viewscreen network. And keep firing.”
The image of the Governor of Tarn swam into view in Grimlock’s
vision, “Ah, the delectable Grimlock. I suspected Prime wasn’t
pushing all the buttons.”
Grimlock regarded his opponent sagely, “You no try to beg for your
life now. Not in mission protocols.”
“I do not acknowledge your existence. I will speak only to Prime.”
Prime strode to the centre of the Bridge, “I am here.”
“Ah, Optimus Prime. I fear your little plan has not been well thought
out.”
Prime shook his fists, “I’m not the one facing annihilation,
Governor.”
The Governor’s image gave him a dismissive wave, “Temper,
temper. We both know you are but a secondary player in this little
saga.”
“Just what is your point?”
“I was just calling to let you all know that you’ve forgotten a few
things.”
“What?!” That was Grimlock.
“It’s behind you,” said the Governor before his image winked out.

Grimlock barked an order for rear sensors to be checked.
NEAR SPACE
Directly behind the Ark Two, the Cybertronian shuttle
rose up from its short sojourn on the second moon of the planet
designated 1963. It hadn’t been designed for combat, but it had been
retro-fitted with several lasers, which now fired. Before Ark Two
had time to fully adjust its nanocyte shielding, the laser fire phaseshifted through it and instantly vapourised two of the three main
engines. The Ship began to arc violently out of control.
ARK TWO, BRIDGE.
“We are losing flight control!”
Grimlock raised himself back into the chair he had been so
ingloriously thrown from, “Target that shuttle and fire all weapons!
Now!”
Prime got up from the deck, “Belay that order!”
It was too late. Ark Two fired all weapons at the shuttle,
which before launching from Cybertron had been filled with highexplosive special weapon yields. As the shuttle exploded, the
rockets attached to the weapons engaged and fired independently
powered charges at key system areas on the Autobot Ship’s outer
hull, instantly crippling it.
The lights went out. The Transformers on board instantly
switched to their infra-red modes.
“You idiot, Grimlock! Have you never studied the Governor’s
combat tactics?”
In the darkness, Grimlock shook his head.
“That is why I am the Autobot leader and you’ll always be a grunt
with delusions of grandeur. I am taking command of this vessel as
of now.”
Grimlock looked cowed. He didn’t like to look bad in front of the
troops and technically Prime did have seniority in any rate. Not
taking over had been a courtesy until now. Prime pushed him out of
the way and indicated a nearby techbot, “I want a status report.” The
techbot didn’t get a chance. The internal viewscreen network was
one of the few systems which had not been damaged. It flickered
to life and showed a jubilant Governor in the Bridge Crew’s optics.
Beside him stood another Decepticon, impassive as the night.
“Ah, Prime! How are we?”
Prime brushed away shattered components from the armrest of the
command chair, “Couldn’t be better. I am giving you your first and
last chance to surrender.” His opponent chuckled over the link.
A rare and unusual occurrence as few suspected him capable of
genuine humour,
“There is a 0% probability of that happening. My compatriot here
has divined the means by which this curious little Time Technology
toy works.” Prime felt a growing horror grip his being. He didn’t like
to lose. He rarely did. “And I am reliably informed,” continued the
Governor, “that all I have to do is press this button and, instantly, my
compatriot and myself will be transported through time.” A finger
rested above the aforementioned button. Prime ran to the viewer, as
if he could somehow jump across the space between them,
“No! The damage-”
The governor gave one of his rare waves,
“Goodbye, Prime,” he pressed the button and he and Killer began to
fade from view, “History changes...now.”
And then they were gone.
No-one dared interrupt Prime for a moment, “At least
things can’t get any worse,” he muttered to himself in dry humour.
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PLANET 1963 SURFACE, A FEW MOMENTS EARLIER
On the ‘grassy’ surface lay the prone forms of the Autobots
known as Perceptor and Bumblebee. They appeared to have suffered
heavy damage and seemed to be non-operational. Powerglide stood
quietly beside them, wondering who had carried out this violent act.
He had no memory whatsoever of the recent past. A flash caught his
attention. He glanced up at the night sky and saw several brilliant
flashes of light. Ships locked in orbital combat.
‘Interesting,’ said a voice within him that was not his own.
He didn’t much time for independent thought left. The
intrusion into his mind was growing. He was aware of them now.
He know who they were and what they were. Before, they had
possessed no actual identity to speak of but now that they had access
to his mind, their horizons had been expanded quite literally. They
had formed a name for themselves based on the concepts they had
encountered in his mind and it was ‘the Narrators’.
What especially interested them was the concept of ‘self’.
They peeled back the mind of the being known as Powerglide
and found that he considered himself to be what was defined as
‘individual’, an absurd concept given he was little than a mass
produced servitor. Nonetheless, a ‘heroic’ Autobot, battling against
the ‘evil’ Decepticons. The Narrators discovered that this being had
a fear of being turned, of coming to enjoy that which he despised.
Therefore, they had pressed a few metaphorical buttons to see what
would happen.
The carbon-based lifeform had not been very strong
or sturdily constructed, which had been a surprise. The two
Cybertronians had been disabled almost as easily. The Narrators
wondered what actions would be required to render their condition
permanent. In their own dimension, they had never encountered
even the idea of killing. It was just one of the new and curious
concepts they had encountered since the crossover, but as yet did
not fully understand.
Powerglide could feel all of this going on inside him. He
calculated that he had just the time to think it before he totally lost
control of himself. No time. No time to self-destruct. No time to
send a warning message. No time. His last independent thought was
this: ‘Is life a dream?’ And then he was turned.
The narrators decided to start referring to themselves
as ‘Powerglide’. It made things slightly less confusing. Now, up
there in space a battle had been witnessed by the unit they currently
inhabited. Powerglide wanted to get off planet and investigate this
event. It remembered that the Autobots had parked their shuttle near
the local communications complex. Perhaps it was time to go. To
move on up.
PLANET 1963 SURFACE, NEARBY COMMUNICATIONS
COMPLEX, FORWARD CONTROL ROOM.
Wheeljack was feeling rather perplexed at the moment.
These carbon based units were such mercenaries. One of them had
already sprayed an advertisement for an intoxicating substance on
his leg when he hadn’t been looking. Highly irritating.
He had neither the time nor the patience for this. He had to
contact the Ship. Something could be deadly wrong. Or the comms
were on the blink again, one of the two. He just hoped it really
didn’t involve any deadly wrongness. It was such a pleasant day.
“Three credits please,” said one of the lifeforms. He didn’t
have any credits on him and begrudged designing the translation
software so the two could converse in the first place. He had little
concept of what credits where but earlier he had accidentally walked
into something called a ‘bank’. Once the dust had cleared he had
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found lots of piles of green paper lying around. Intrigued, he had
picked up a few of the peculiar bundles and stored them in his subspace shunt. He figured that was the credits they spoke of and pulled
some out. He handed a few piles to the lifeform who had requested
the credits. It seemed to become immediately happy and led him
to the nearest mike. He sat down in front of it and squinted at it.
Obviously not designed for something this big. It had a keyboard,
no direct computer access. How quaint. He fiddled with it until he
was sure he had established a direct link to Ark One,
“Hello, Ark One. This is Wheeljack. Come in please.”
The sound of silence answered him.
“I doubt they can hear you.”
“Powerglide! I had wondered where you had got to. There might be
trouble on the Ship.”
Powerglide picked idly at a nearby wall. Paint scratchings fell off in
little showers, “Probably. I saw orbital fire earlier.”
“What?! We need to get to the shuttle!”
Powerglide smiled, “Yes. And then Ark One will be mine.”
Wheeljack frowned. What was the Powerglide Unit playing at,
“Pardon? Are you fully operational?”
“No.”
“Ah.”
Powerglide swaggered over to the engineer’s position, The carbon
based lifeforms scattered out of his way, heading for the exits,
sensing something was clearly wrong.
“I intend to explore the cosmos. It has such depth,” there was an
unnatural echo to the navigator’s voice.
Wheeljack slowly backed away from the keyboard he had been
using. It was possible that his companion’s circuitry had sustained
damage of some kind. If he could talk to him, calm him sufficiently
that he could get close enough to activate the shut-down console
each Powerglide Unit carried, he would be able to operate a
full diagnostic. This behaviour was contrary to the navigator’s
programming. Portentous announcements were not his usual mode
of communicating,
“So, Powerglide, explore the cosmos, eh? I do know how much you
enjoy traveling.”
“Travel, yes. Such an interesting concept. Yes.”
Wheeljack spotted a control rod he had dropped after fixing the
Centre earlier. It was just over by the far corner, lying idly on the
ground. He had intended to pick it up in due course. Luckily, he
hadn’t bothered. It was times like this he was glad that he was not
the tidy sort. If he could get close enough, he could use the rod to
short-circuit Powerglide’s systems, put him out of action for a while
until he could figure out the problem. He lunged for the rod.
Too late. Powerglide had it. Wheeljack short-circuited
shortly thereafter.
“Violence. Quick, visible results,” mused Powerglide,
“how very interesting.” The Narrators inside him decided that the
story would become so much more exciting if there was much
more violence in it. Lots and lots and lots! They had to find the
Autobot shuttle, another new thing to explore. Gleaned from
Powerglide’s memory, they knew that he could pilot such vehicles
with remarkable ease. They decided to allow him to keep that trait.
Unnecessary traits such as compassion had been quickly deleted.
Took up too much mind space.
Oh look, here were the other two Autobots. They must
have resumed standard operational behaviour.
“Stand down!” shouted Bumblebee, aiming what was obviously
a cannon of some sort at Powerglide. Perceptor was just behind
him. The Narrative presence in Powerglide searched his memory
banks once more. Apparently this was described as a ‘showdown’.
They selected the appropriate response from some pre-War fictional
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material, now contraband in most areas of the planet Cybertron,
“You’ll never take me alive!”
“Not a chance,” whispered the diminutive Bumblebee as he opened
fire. He knew something was wrong with Powerglide, but right now
he didn’t care. No-one caused harm, not on his watch.
Powerglide simply walked straight towards him, barely flinching as
the lasers bounced off his chrome body.
“Hello,” said Powerglide when he stood at point-blank range
“I just want you to know something,” stated his foe.
“Oh? And what is that?”
“For what you have done, you are damned.”
Bumblebee could have sworn that he saw Powerglide flinch for a
moment, but then a fist came smashing down on him and he saw
nothing more.
The navigator swung round to deal with the one known
as Perceptor, but he was gone. It was of little consequence, the
Autobot would have scant time left for running soon enough.
Powerglide left the building and marched to where the shuttle was
located. The curious carbon based lifeforms scattered wherever he
trod. A stray thought told him this meant that they were running
away, probably in fear. He wondered why. Perhaps they could
sense the Narrator presence within him. If that was so, it was an
unacceptable fact which would have to be dealt with. A course of
action was quickly conceived.
Powerglide arrived quickly at the Autobot shuttle,
designated as the ‘Vanguard’. Interesting name for a craft made by
a race which preached peace.
It was a simple matter to depart from the planet surface
and to soar into space. It took longer than expected to find Ark One.
It was not in its last known position and the locator signal was deactivated. It hung inert, perilously close to the planet’s atmosphere.
It had clearly taken heavy fire.
Once aboard, he quickly stabilised the craft’s orbit. Then he began
to think for a time. What to do, what to do...
He carried out a simple scan of the planet hanging below
the Ship. The scanners were too heavily damaged to do much more
than that but they told him enough.
The Narrators conferred for a moment or two. In
Powerglide’s mind they had thoroughly searched the area known
as ‘stories’. This had fascinated them. Stories had such depth. For
beings which had no depth themselves, such tales were irresistible.
They accessed the area known as ‘drama’. This told them what
would be the most exciting thing to do next. To this end, they
allowed Powerglide to repair the comm units so they were capable
of carrying out short-range communications, “Ark One to Ark Two.
Come in please.”
Powerglide hooked into the internal viewscreen network,
which barely operated. There was a burst of static across his vision
which slowly cleared to provide a snowy and blurred picture of the
Autobot Commander, Optimus Prime. Ark Two’s bridge looked in
even worse condition than the one Powerglide was currently standing
on. He could tell instantly that Ark Two was barely functioning.
And Prime looked tired. Dead tired.
“Optimus Prime-”
“Powerglide! Thank the Matrix. I had feared the worst. Where is the
rest of the crew? “
“On the planet surface. As for your first officer. Don’t know.”
“He is not on board? I see.”
Powerglide filed away that information for future reference. He now
decided to do a bit of ranting, patterned after a charming comedy
Mirage had once written in the early days of the War, “Optimus
Prime. I am now master of this vessel. Any who try to board shall
be destroyed.”
“Pardon? Powerglide, please clarify your statement? What are you

saying?”
“Drama, that’s what. Watch.”
The navigator turned to the weapons console. The Ship
might have been heavily damaged, but the armaments were still
mostly in place, very little having actually been fired. The Ship
hadn’t defended itself very well in its recent conflict. How very
strange. The three-dimensional lifeforms became more and more
interesting. The surface scan had revealed features of volcanic
interest. He targeted every fusion bomb the Ship carried on those
areas. And fired.
He wondered what the inhabitants would think when
the fusion bombs struck and every volcano on the planet erupted
instantaneously, every fault line producing the subsequent
earthquakes. Would they appreciate the way he had decided to rearrange the planet? How many continents would sink beneath the
sea? He guessed five, maybe six. It would be fun to watch. Just like
in the underground novel ‘Die Iacon! Die!’ by the unknown writer
Shrapnel. The atmosphere would become unbreathable shortly.
He re-activated the comm-link to Prime, who was
uncharacteristically quiet, “Hi.”
Prime seemed to boil with seething fury, “You - you-”
“Stop stuttering. Nothing in the universe can stop me now anyway.
Or something. Whatever. I read that somewhere.”
“You - you casually dismiss life in such a manner. You are a disgrace
to your race! I do not care what has made you this way but I will
make you pay. Do not even entertain the possibility of escape.
Surrender, now.”
“Right then,” said the Narrator’s inside the remnants of what had
once been one of Prime’s most trusted officers, one he had directly
rescued from the very heat of battle itself , “Come and have a go if
you think you’re hard enough.”
Ark One engaged her battered engines.
ARK TWO, BRIDGE.
“Sir!”
Prime and Grimlock both swung round at the same time,
“What?!” they growled in unison. They looked at each other for a
beat. Grimlock slapped a hand over his eyes.
Prime ran over to
the tracking operator’s station for the report.
“Sir! I’m picking up a massive spatial movement two light years
away. Transponder signals indicate Autobot vessels.”
“That be Ark Fleet,” murmured Grimlock, “they be right on time.”
“Splendid,” said Prime as he snuck back into the Captain’s chair,
“at least something is going right today. What is the status on Ark
One’s position?”
“Moving away at sub-light,” answered Brawn with pride. He
enjoyed providing accurate information. Not as much as he liked
defeating the enemy though.
“We can’t let him get away,” Prime’s voice had a steely edge.
Grimlock knelt next to him and whispered so none of the rest of the
Bridge crew could hear him,
“What of your Powerglide Unit, hmmm? Have to get new one,
yes?”
Prime did not turn round in his seat to look at his comrade, “There’s
nothing I can do for him now,” His voice, full of despair, “and may
I be cursed for it.”
ARK ONE, SICKBAY.
Back on-line at last.
So violent had been the sudden loss of his arm that
Divebomb’s systems had instantly shut down. The Decepticons had
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obviously been convinced he had been permanently decommissioned
and left him here to shut-down. He was uncertain long he had lain
there on the coldly polished floor. What could have happened while
he was off-line? He groaned as he hauled himself ignominiously to
his feet. He had liked that arm. He’d never get another one like it. It
was damn annoying.
He found, once he was upright, that he was swaying. That
couldn’t be right. His legs had not received any damage. Perhaps
the Ship’s gravity compensators were inoperative...yes, that was
possible. He calculated his weight. Even allowing for the loss of a
limb, it was wrong.
As he made his way to the door, he gasped as he was hit by an
intense twinge of pain. Some of the receptors previously linked
to his late arm were still functioning, believing the limb was still
attached. He tried to mentally disconnect the connections but a few
stubbornly refused to switch off. Ah well, he’d been in worse. Not
blooming lately, though. When in the corridor beyond, he accessed
the nearest bulkhead mounted panel and conducted a simple scan of
the Ship. No Decepticons on board. One Autobot. Good. A friend
was on board. Everything would be all right.
He made his way to the source of the Autobot signal.
ARK TWO, BRIDGE.
“Ark fleet now in visual range!”
“Let’s see it then.” The majestic Autobot fleet was picked out against
the glowing image of a fiery red nebula. Years of work was at last
about to reach its culmination. Grimlock activated a secure station
and began to identify the Ships,
“I see Three, Five through to Eleven. No sign of Four. Must have
been destroyed leaving Cyberton.”
Prime stood up, “Grimlock, a moment in your quarters.” Grimlock
hesitated. “Now.” Prime barked an order for a fix to be kept on Ark
One’s position as the two senior staff left the Bridge.
When in Grimlock’s quarters, Prime wheeled on him,
“Right! I demand to know what is going on this inst-”
“O.K.”
“Oh. Right. That was uncharacteristically quick for you.”
Grimlock produced a thin silicon information chip and plugged it
into a desk-fitted monitor, “This tell you what you need to know.”
The monitor cleared to show the image of Traachon, the dignitary
who had got Prime involved in this whole mess to begin with. He
watched with interest,
“If you are watching this, Optimus Prime, then I am dead. Oh, I
know that is a cliché, but I’ve always wanted to say it! Anyway,
to business. The very fact that you are watching this signifies
that you have become more involved with the ‘Ark Project’ than
was originally planned. I am sorry you could not have been fully
briefed to begin with but the chances of you being captured and
interrogated by the enemy were too great. The information packet
you were provided with was of course incomplete. The full details
of the Project were spread amongst many of us, for much of the
same reasons. Even Grimlock only knows part of it.” Grimlock
nodded. Prime acknowledged him with a wry smile. “Ark One was
the decoy. Loaded with forbidden time technology as a lure for the
Governor of Tarn. Megatron is not the real threat. It is monsters like
the Governor, who display far greater grasp of the military and War
planning. Ark One was to encounter a threat which would cause
it to be out of the picture for a year, making the mission to appear
more real. The Governor would board the ship and be destroyed,
eliminating that particular threat. We also allowed Spanner to be
captured to provide essential impetus to the Governor’s plans, as is
the use of most neutrals. Megatron would be dealt with during the
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Ark Twelve mission.
Of course, others were bound to be aware of the
Governor’s movements and plans and would follow. A fleet of ten
vessels, including the Ark Two, would shadow the Ark One and any
pursuing Decepticon Ships and eradicate them. The Decepticons
would all assume that the whole affair was just an elaborate trap
to ensnare them. This is not the full mission brief. Did you ever
wonder why we named the ships ‘Ark’, Optimus?
We are losing the War. We have been losing it for a
million years. Ark’s Three to Eleven are generational ships, most
of their crews in hibernation. They will use the cover of battle to
sneak away, to go out into the Universe beyond and to develop and
grow the next generation of Autobots, free forever from the spectre
of endless War. If we fall on Cybertron, some of us will survive, out
there. There is hope after all.”
As he watched, Prime noted that Traachon’s voice was
becoming increasingly stressed.
“Ark Twelve is buried deep underground on Cybertron, for when
we need it. The asteroid threat is real and hangs heavy in our future.
This you already partly know. That much was true. I must go now. I
am to give myself to the Governor. I am to let him probe my mind,
to bait him out to where you are now. I hope my time with him is
short. Goodbye,” there was a brief pause, “Autobots forever!”
Prime sat in silence. Even the normally stoic form of his
compatriot seemed stunned.
“I propose we bury the hatchet,” stated Prime, simply.
“Done,” Grimlock winked at Prime, a rare display of camaraderie.
The door abruptly opened and Brawn rushed in, breaching
the standard greetings protocols for addressing senior officers,
“Get to the bridge!” he yelled, his usual tactful self. The senior staff
decided now was not the time to discipline him. Plenty of time for
that later.
Panic swarmed over the Bridge when they reached it.
One check of the internal viewscreen network was enough to see
why. There was the Ark fleet. And there was a pursuing wave of
Decepticon ships. Five hundred of them.
“Tactical! On-line!”
The four dimensional holo-map spilled out across the forward
bulkhead, showing times to intercept points as well as fleet
placements. Eight Ark vessels closing fast. Five hundred smaller
blips following up fast behind them.
“Grimlock! I need a list of Ark Fleet designations, on the double!”
“Hang on. This Ship not got fancy intelligent mainframes installed
yet. Take moment to uncrypt files.”
“Anytime today would be good.”
“Ah - here we go.”
++ARK FLEET DESIGNATIONS++
1 - Decoy
2 - Gunship
3 - Science Ship
4 - Gunship
5 - Generational Colony Ship
6 - Generational Colony Ship
7 - Generational Colony Ship
8 - Generational Colony Ship
9 - Autobot High Command
10 - Transwarp Ship
11 - Classified
12 - Reserve Ship. Berthed under New Farcon Fleetyards.
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
+
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“Open encrypted Autobot Command Channel.”
“Done.”
“Attention Ark Fleet. This is Optimus Prime on the Ark Two. As of
this communication I am taking command of this fleet. Signal your
acknowledgments.” Myriad identification codes flashed across the
security boards. All Ships reported in, save the missing Ark Four.
“I show green across the board, Captain.”
“Signal Five. Have her sweep the planet for survivors. Have Six
through to Eleven assume a defensive formation between the planet
and the Decepticon ships,” The Bridge crew quickly went about
their orders.
“What about Powerglide?” whispered Grimlock.
“No time now...I’ll get him later. Ark One is virtually crippled. It isn’t
going anywhere, and it won’t get away from me. The Decepticons
are the immediate threat.”
“Sirs,” It was Trailbreaker, pulling double duty at the comms station,
“all Ships reporting in, except for Eleven.”
“Unacceptable. Where is it?”
“It just...it just vanished from our scanners.”
SPACE
As Five dove down to the planet and began picking up
survivors, the rest of the fleet took up defensive postures. Soon, this
galaxy would be ablaze with the dreadful fire of battle and death.
The rear vessel in the fleet was Ark Three, the Science ship, designed
to help future Autobot colonies assess planets for colonisation and
adaptation.
ARK THREE, MAIN BRIDGE.
“Commander Pipes, the Decepticon vessels are now in
visual range.”
“Fab. Let’s see.” Pipes was a tired old Autobot, one of the Pipes
series, designed primarily for expendable command operations,
now largely discontinued due to disagreeable character traits. As
far as he was aware, only one other Pipes was still in operation. It
was unusual for any of his design to live long enough to understand
the concept of old age. He’d seen this mission as a pleasant and
surprising way to retire. He was regretting it already. He knew he
should have stayed on that dust particle survey mission near the
Rad zones.
Nervously, he rubbed his forehead. He had been allowed
to enter the science division to get away from the front line after
surviving a record 252 front-line combat operations. He couldn’t be
bothered with this space combat nonsense. No opportunity for real
science,”Agh. Let’s see the Decepticon vessels then.”
The Decepticon formation, possibly sent by Megatron or
Straxus after detecting the Ark fleet leaving Cybertron, consisted of
mainly one or two person Torpedo vessels. They were not designed
to have enough fuel to be this far out. So, they weren’t expecting
to come back. Probably not high-level troops then. Good. They’d
be less likely to perform grandiose speeches then. Decepticons
seemed to have a thing for that. That really irritated Pipes. He much
preferred the ones that just blew things up. Less complex that way,
less headache inducing.
They had obviously shadowed the Fleet’s journey here
and saw this as the right opportunity to hit the Autobots hard. Ah
well. Dust particles were so much more satisfying, “Right. I want
science options please.”
“Well,” It was Longtooth, an overly enthusiastic junior member
of the crew, who irritated Pipes terribly, “perhaps we could phase
shift the verteron influence of the hull’s magnetic phasium contact,
interspersed with a depolarising nebula effect?” Pipes shook his

head. He never had time to keep up with the latest developments,
“You’ll never go far in this army. Longtooth, I have no idea what
that means.”
He never got the chance to hear a clarification either as
Ark Three exploded around him.
ARK TWO, BRIDGE
“Ark Three has been destroyed! Repeat : Ark Three has”
Prime placed a hand on the young officer’s shoulder, “Steady now.”
The officer seemed no less worried. Prime really couldn’t blame
him. The whole situation was spiraling rapidly out of control.
He sneaked a glance at Grimlock. Impassive as always. He was
probably enjoying this.
Back to the present. So, the Decepticon Ships wereThe floor rushed up to greet him as the Ship lurched
crazily. The hull had been breached. He didn’t need to ask for a
report to know that. The build quality on these Ark ships could be
improved, mused Prime as he got back to his feet. Must have a
strong word with the engineers later.
“Sirs!” Cosmos, at the tracking station, said, “that last salvo did not
originate from a known enemy location. They must have at least
one Ship which is sensor stealthed!” At that moment, the image of
the Decepticon Ships vanished from the holo-map. So, sneakier and
sneakier...
“Prime to all ships : Continuous fire, spherical coverage.”
He paused to catch his bearings,
“Now!”
SPACE
Fields of fire erupted round the Ark vessels. Miniature
explosions flared across near space as Decepticon torpedoes went
down in flames before disintegrating in the void. Ark Eleven emitted
a burst of high radiation energy. A flood of expanding bright colour
enveloped it, and then it was gone from sight. A transwarp corridor,
opened by the Ship’s drives. It would be far far away already.
ARK TWO, BRIDGE.
“Cowards!!!”
“Mr.Grimlock! Be calm please. You’re an officer of the line.”
That shut him up. The time to deal with what had happened to Ark
Eleven was later, not now.
Cosmos piped up, his mood better than it had been throughout the
battle to date, “Sirs, incoming transmission from Three!!!”
The holo map flared white to reveal a glimpse of a smashed
Bridge. In the middle stood what was left of the commanding Pipes
unit, the left side of its body and head sheared clean away. “I’m
having a very bad day,” it stated.
“Good to see you. Thought you were finished.”
“Nonsense,” a spasm, oil spewing out from the remains of a chest,
“I am indestructible. Just thought I’d tell you we’re still alive over
here. We’ll have a science analysis for you in a jiffy.”
“Good. See you on the flipside. Prime out.”
Grimlock gestured at a tactical report on a subsidiary monitor, “Me
think Decepticons plan not to destroy us, but delay. Many destroyed
yet they press attack. We beat them soon at this rate.”
“ Don’t be....too certain.”
SPACE
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The starfield flared with fire. The battle raged on, each
Ark ship throwing everything it could muster at the enemy, but it
was only a matter of time. Eventually, the Decepticon threat would
overwhelm them. It was nothing more than a simple matter of
numbers. The revenge of mathematics. Grimlock’s lack of command
experience had blinded him to this.
ARK ONE.
It had taken him a while to reach the upper levels. Since
the loss of his arm it had not been possible to transform to flight
mode due to the severe system shock he had endured. Also, the
lifts were out of action which was just typical. The lighting was
also inoperative, but that did not matter as much. He just simply
switched to infra-red.
Some first officer he’d turned out to be. Divebomb vowed
this to be his last command mission. He’d go back to the front lines
after this. More predictable. Easier to deal with. Less painful too. He
just couldn’t be bother“Hey, Powerglide! So glad to see you,” It was Powerglide, lurking
in the shadows for some reason. Divebomb figured he must have
been shaken up by the Deceps, perhaps in hiding not knowing if
they had left. Would they never learn? As soon as he got a new arm
he was going to hit them with it. Very, very hard. Powerglide didn’t
respond.
He continued to fail to respond when Divebomb called his
name once more. Concern seeped in to his worldview. His danger
sense was tingling. Powerglide stumbled into the light. He looked
dreadful, his appearance shambolic. A wild gaze, eyes filled with
something...*other*.
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“Hello, my friend,” he mumbled, barely coherently, “can you hear
them?”
“What? Hear who?”
“Why, *them*, of course,” he fell to the floor.
The first officer knelt by Powerglide’s crumpled form, “Maybe
we should let the Autodoc have a look at you.” Light returned to
Powerglide’s optics. The bewilderment on his face vanquished
itself. He stood upright and turned to face his former comrade. His
voice became much, much harsher,
“You have no idea what is coming, do you?”
“Eh?” Powerglide forcefully grabbed Divebomb. Before he could
react, the first officer found himself thrown through the nearest
bulkhead. ‘No, I definitely didn’t see that one coming’ he thought as
he contemplated his rotten luck.
ARK THREE, BRIDGE.
“Captain! I have an idea!”
“Oh, Grand. Do share it with us before the ship breaks up,
Longtooth.”
Longtoothattempted to activate a diagnostic console. His face fell
when it failed to initialise.
“You’ll just have to explain it to me verbally,” griped his Captain.
“Well, Sir. It’s just this: we could use Ark Ten to open up a wormhole
gate. It has experimental transwarp tech on board which could be
utilised for a phase effect which could encompass the whole fleet.”
Pipes sighed deeply, “Let me make sure I understand correctly, we
just use the power of one Ship to transwarp the whole Fleet out of
here?”
“Yes, Sir”
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“That’s a completely ridiculous, not to mention unscientific idea
which has no possibility whatsoever of success.”
“Yes, Sir.”
“Well, get to it then!”
“Yes, SIR!”
‘Good lad’ considered Pipes. Must have done an analysis on
Eleven’s escape manoeuvre. There might be hope for them all, after
all. Now if only Longtooth would stop leering at him with those
beady eyes of his.
ARK NINE
“There is no hope,” stated the deputy in apparent defeat.
The rest of the High Command grumbled in agreement. Several
of the older members complained that the whole thing had been a
fool’s errand the whole time.
“Oh no,” said their leader, “we are not fools.”
The older ones looked abashed, “We meant no disrespect,” groveled
one.
“Of course you didn’t,” purred the leader. He downed a mug of
Crude in one gulp, “but then none of you are privy to the full plan
for the Ark fleet. None save I.”
Several murmurs of agreement.
“And I have been monitoring the inter-ship communications. Ark
Three has a sound plan. Do not worry, my comrades.”
A cry of ‘yays’ rang out.
“Nothing is going to stop us going where we’re going.”
SPACE
By now all of the Decepticon Torpedo Ships had vanished
from radar. The Ark vessels swept space with laser pulses and
tachyon bursts. Many of the invisible enemy were instantly wiped
out, but still more remained and against them the Ark fleet stood
little chance in the long term through sheer weight of numbers.
There was, however, no hurry for the enemy forces. They simply
had to wait until the Autobots’ firepower was depleted, and then
they would fade back into the visible spectrum and strike with their
full force. They did not have to be visible to do this, but it would
prove to be much more satisfying.
ARK TWO, BRIDGE
“Rarely have I felt so useless,” muttered Prime, he thought
only to himself.
“You sure about that?”
“Grimlock, I thought we’d declared a truce? This petty bickering
is pointless.”
“Me sorry.”
“‘I highly doubt that,” grumbled Prime, more quietly this time to
ensure he was not overheard.
Cosmos interrupted the petty bickering for a brief report,
“Sirs! We’ve got Three on the comm channel!”
“Put it on!” snapped Prime and Grimlock in unison.
Pipes appeared once more on the screen, looking even more tired
and ruined than before, if that were possible,
“My ever-enthusiastic officers have come up with a solution for you.
If you would be so good as to direct the fleet to the co-ordinates I’m
transmitting, we can use Ten to open up a transwarp corridor for the
fleet. Should work. Here comes the navigational data.”
Prime quickly surveyed the data the science ship had transmitted,
“Excellent work, Pipes. I’ll be sure you receive a commendation
when this is all over.”
“Right then, we’ll -”

A flurry of static and the old Autobot’s image shimmered and
winked out.
“Get me that link back. Now!” snapped Prime.
“I’m sorry Sir, I cannot,” whispered Cosmos.
“Explain.”
There was grief in Cosmos’ voice, aged before his time, “Sir, I
regretfully report that Ark Three has been destroyed. Decepticon
torpedo attack on the rear engine section.”
Prime slumped back into his chair. He didn’t bother asking
for reports of survivors. He knew there wouldn’t be any. He hated
this War. Too many good troops lost. Too many friends. The crew
dared not interrupt his thoughts.
Eventually, Brawn piped up, “Orders, Sir?” Prime
appeared to take no notice for a moment. Then he gave Grimlock a
brief wink. Grimlock winked back.
“We’re getting the fleet out of here,” stated Prime, “signal every Ark
vessel. Make them ready to move to the designated co-ordinates.
It’s time to stop being beaten.”
He paused to rise to his feet, “It’s time to start winning.”
PART 2: THE LAST DAYS OF THE HUMANIAN EMPIRE.
EXTRACT FROM CELESTIAL BOOK OF THE DEAD: EARTH
ENTRY (PUBLISHED 1234///PT//CW2+++):
>>’Surviving fragments of the planet designated as ‘Earth’
by its pre-metallic dominant life forms describe a pivotal world in
relation to its history, and the name given to that world is Cybertron.
Often depicted as a world of despicable living metal creatures.
Creatures of hate, of fear, who are described as continually warring
amongst themselves. A never-ending pointless, petty conflict
of their own making which they could not contain on their own
sphere. Their war spilled out from Cybertron until, inevitably, it
encompassed Earth itself. And on that day, in the year 1984, history
is described as having fallen by many later chroniclers.’<<
The Starship crawled without hurry through the dark
and silent void, for it was in no particular rush to reach anywhere.
This far out in deep time the space between stars had become so
spaced out that eons of travel distanced each from every other. Light
itself was feebler than it once had been but it hung on nonetheless,
unwilling to extinguish itself from what remained of the cosmos just
yet.
When it had been launched, back when the Universe was
young, the Ship had merely been designed as a transport for others
with specific pre-programmed goals. Now, the ages itself and the
experience they had brought to it had granted it sentience. It would
have been delighted to find out how or why that had happened but
the true facts were lost in time.
It had once had a designation, a meaningless cipher in
a dead language. That name had been ‘Ark Eleven’. It used to be
terribly important, for what was now a laughably absurd reason. As
awareness had dawned upon it it had settled on a new name for itself.
‘Peter’. It was nice and simple and unambiguous. It was completely
meaningless to most of the Ship’s inhabitants and a cause of anger
amongst a specific few. The Ship found this to be very silly indeed.
It carried seven life-forms aboard. They were metallic
in origin. Mostly, they spent the ages in storage, waking only
if something piqued their interest, which was rarely. With selfregeneration and repair chambers on board, they would never die
and could live forever, barring accidents. Their only enemy now
was boredom.
Peter noted that it was now drifting through a Category 42
System. Ancient machine code buried deep in its memory informed
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it that this was significant, and warranted rousing the crew. He knew
they wouldn’t like it and would no doubt grumble and complain
bitterly. They hadn’t even been interested when he had woken them
to watch the Scraplet Union being deposed by the survivors of the
Hub.
Peter went about his duty with little interest. He so wanted
to have a fresh conversation, but those on board stubbornly refused
to believe he was sentient and would often argue with him about it.
Which he found hilarious and proved his point really. Oh well. Their
loss.
With dramatic hissing from dusty hydraulics, the frosted
doors on seven regeneration chambers popped open. Fuel hoses
hooked into the beings within popped back into their receptacles.
As one, seven metallic heads popped out from within the musty
interiors. Their visual receptors regarded their environment dully
and with little interest. Then, also as one, seven right arms reached
out, gripped the sides of the chambers and hauled their physical
forms outward.
They then stood limply for some time. Around them, interior lighting
flitted on, instrumentation flickered into jagged life. ‘Category 42’
scrawled through the sub-space links between the Ships’ mainframe
and the minds of the seven beings.
They never used to have a collective name for themselves
initially. They had simply...been. Though they had been named by
others as “Transformers”, “Cybertronians”, “Autobots”... They
tended to settle for “Cybertronians”. It seemed to fit them best.
Their Ship had once been part of a great fleet, but it
had carried a very different objective to the rest and it had never
rendezvoused with the remainder of the fleet, their final fate
unknown.
Eventually, as the Ships’ internal systems slowly re-booted, the
Cybertronians’ conscious minds were roused. They had not had
need of them for millennia.
>>’The first known incursion by the metal species
henceforth referred to as the Transformers apparently occurred
in early pre-history. Relics from this incident were uncovered by
archaeologists in the early 22nd Century. Naturally, this caused
an uproar, the media and major governments of the time having
propagated the myth that the Cybertronians had only been active on
the planet since the mid-1980’s. By the time of this knowledge being
made public, the species had been openly active on Earth for over
a hundred years and not once had their interference in history been
revealed to the populace at large. And then, suppressed documents
from the notorious Victorian era Englishman, Dr Nathaniel Thorne,
came to light’. <<
Peter noted happily that his speed had been increased.
Evidently, there was something of interest after all and a forgotten
part of his mainframe - that he couldn’t be bothered talking to right
now - had been activated by ancient protocols and had engaged the
engines. He wondered what the source of interest was and whether
it had anything to do with the trail of dead worlds his course had
taken him past for the last million years. Which of course could
just have been a cosmic coincidence. The Universe was like that
sometimes. Just ask the Slugworms of Dustor 5. They hadn’t seen
the giant slug-eating flowers from Oortal 4445///aap coming. Of
course, he could search his crew’s minds in less than an instant for
some clues, but that wouldn’t be as much fun as waiting to see what
would happen.
The crew’s transformational abilities had long since
atrophied. Out in deep space, there had simply been no need for
them, not with the equipment that they had had on board, and the
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mission that had been assigned to them.
Direct feeds with Peter’s external sensors flashed through
the neural interfaces directly into the Cybertronian’s minds. Deep
in their cerebral cortices, files regarding ‘Category 42’ were flagged
and read, catalogued and the pertinent sections absorbed with little
interest. In their inner vision, an image focused into being against a
backdrop of stars. A solid sphere of immense complexity. Telemetry
data spiraled off from the sphere in green spidery type, accompanied
with appropriate calculations and icons. Bold red type marked out
the primary designation of the image in the starfield.
>>CYBERTRON<<
After all this time, this is where their homeworld should
have come to rest in its deranged rush through the cosmos. At last,
their mission was at an end. The neural cortex links disengaged and
evaporated back to where they had come from.
Seven pairs of eyes metaphorically blinked as visual data
flooded through them for the first time in generations. Their ebony,
angular forms, stiff through lack of use jerked into abstract life. Like
absurd mannequins, they moved without grace.
The interior computer systems flickered on and the
nanocyte cleaning drones got to work removing the dust and
detritus of the ages. They were to be kept quite busy. The identical
Cybertronians made their way to the command circle dead in centre
of the Ship. Peter only had one deck ; the Ship had been the smallest
of its former fleet. Comfort had not been required. After a moment,
the Cybertronians were standing apparently to attention round
the central raised circular platform, which now displayed a fivedimensional illustration of their new destination.
“Cybertron,” spluttered one, his voice thick and croaky. It had been
a long while since he had had to use it.
“Yes,” intoned another deeply, “and about time too.”
“Indeed,” added a third.
priority.

And that was that. Conversation was not currently a

Peter moved ever closer to their current destination. Even
at this speed it still took him three hundred and forty years to reach
it. He passed the time by calculating infinity to one hundred trillion
decimal places. Their was little else for him to do. From time to time
he would float by an especially nice plasma cloud. The Universe
had so little left to offer for the lonely traveler. Even the radio waves
were dying. And then he was there. By now, his crew were a lot
more chatty. By comparison to their usual less than lively selves.
“It should be on sensors now,” commented Leader, who
like all the others had a body type identical to the late Autobot
commander Optimus Prime. This had been done without Prime’s
permission, but was in line with then contemporary High Command
thinking. Constructing multiple body units and allowing them to
have rudimentary higher functions - so as not to allow for clone
personalities as well - and assigning them to the front lines. The Pipes
series, the Powerglide series, the Longtooth series (discontinued
after one disastrous production run) and so on. The only difference
was that Prime had not known he was part of a Unit series. Perhaps
he would have found dry humour however in having himself live
on, in a sense, until this far in history, “Why am I not seeing it yet?”
Leader was impatient.
Scanner thumped irritably at his diagnostic console, “Yes,
well, I’m still not picking anything up, Sir. Nothing, Sir.”
There was no need to use such outdated forms of
communication such as the spoken word, or even language at all
but the Cybertronians felt much better when speaking, though they
were unable to fully acknowledge that as such. It was their only tie
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to a past they could never return to.
And the last time they had encountered other life was but a memory.
A distant one, at that.
“Ship!” yelled Leader, “why aren’t we seeing Cybertron?”
Peter began to engage direct neural interface data links.
“And none of that fancy stuff! Plain old fashioned style please!”
Peter considered a brief and dramatic huff but that would
have been unprofessional. Instead, he settled on downloading the
relevant information into a standard three-dimensional computer
monitor. The Cybertronians had insisted on breaking them out from
cold storage against his better judgement.
Leader considered the information closely for several
moments, “Our data must be wrong...I want an Analysis on this.”
“Right away,” said Analysis. Leader thought he’d leave his team to
get on with it and strode over to the observation port. It was the only
one on Ship, and he’d had to fight hard just to get that. Traachon had
insisted that such things weren’t necessary. They’d argued quite a
bit over that comment.
It was easy for Traachon to say such things were
redundant, but then he wasn’t going on this mission. Deep
hibernation, out into far space on a distant arc through known space
and beyond. Programmed only to return at the “end of time”. Such
a melodramatic concept. Traachon had responded by talk of “heat
death” and the like. Leader hadn’t listened. He just wanted to go.
All seven of them were volunteers and they would never have been
accepted in society so long as the original Prime still functioned.
They were essentially the Transformers’ ultimate back-up
plan. Guaranteed to outlive everything else and re-start the race if
necessary. But first they had to find out if they *were* the last...

“Oh? And what would that be?”
“It’s transmitting a signal on Cybertronian frequencies, but it’s
alien.”

>>A growing resistance movement against the presence
of the metal species on Earth was formed. Arguably, its genesis
could be traced back to Nathaniel Thorne, the aforementioned
Victorian era doctor implicated in the Bedlam/British Lunacy Act
documents. Regardless, by 2256 proponents of such an ideology
had obtained high office in several continents. By then, the metal
species had gained the official moniker of ‘Cybertronians’, after
their home planet. Time passed and a ‘cold war’ state existed, until
2405. Until then, the Human race had had more pressing concerns
as they expanded out from their Solar System.
In the first formally declared Earth-Cybertron war, fifty
billion lay dead on both sides. There were three more major conflicts
before it all ended.
By the 30th Century, Earth was once more the exclusive
province of Humanity. The Cybertronian menace finally having
been eradicated from the planet, apparently forever.<<

Elsewhere, a distant blue-green organic world... In a cave,
monitoring equipment emitted a startled yelp. On a nearby bed, the
last human on Earth stirred.
“At last.”

Analysis looked suitably grim. Leader knew what he was
going to say before he said it. He didn’t need a neural interface for
that, “It’s gone, isn’t it,” he stated flatly. There really was no other
way to say it.
“Yes. Atomized. Only a few scant molecules remaining.”
Leader leaned heavily on the bulkhead. Psyche Units,
designed by medic Ratchet, had run extensive tests on himself and
his crew before departure to prepare them for things such as this, but
that didn’t make it any easier. Perhaps there had been an evacuation
before the end, whenever that had been.
His musings were interrupted,
“What?!” he barked.
Scanner jumped back at least two feet. “Ah - ah-”
Leader came over to his junior colleague and rested one hand on his
shoulder, “sorry about that. What was your report?”
“Dead centre where our homeworld should be located is an
unidentified object with one remarkable feature.”

A green cylinder, four feet long, floated in space.
Featureless, save a flashing red pulse dead in its centre, it gave no
noticeable reaction when it was swallowed up by Peter’s loading
bay.
Once Defence had given the object a quick going over,
Analysis was allowed to have a try at examining the unknown
object. Peter considered mentioning that he could examine it right
down to the sub-sub molecular level, but decided against it. He
always liked his crew to have fun.
Later...
Leader read over the report he had received from Analysis.
The alien object was a data storage device of some kind, the energy
signature similar to that detected by the Ship on many dead worlds
in other star systems. The species who had constructed it were not
known to any on board. Perhaps his species had encountered them
after his time, mused Leader, as he turned the cylinder over in his
hands and squinted at the faded symbols scratched just below the
surface. Analysis had so far only managed to decipher a few pieces
of data. The coordinates of the home world of the builders and a
single phrase, which wasn’t in the device but was the scratchings on
the casing. It had quickly been translated by Communication.
>>Long live the Humanian Empire<<

>>After the turmoil of the 30th Century, life for the
human species quietened down somewhat. As the species continued
to expand outwards it encountered many more hostile life forms,
and dealt with them efficiently in every instance. On the 12th of
September in the year 3105 in the citystate of Glasgow-1, the
Humanian Empire was formally ratified: an alliance between the
peoples of Earth and her many sister colonies scattered through
space. Life was good. Life was prosperous. Everything seemed
fine.
Then the Cybertronians blew up Mars.
Reader’s note: this entry shall now interpolate with a
direct humanian neural link record until indicated otherwise>>
Good evening.
I am the last human on Earth. My age is irrelevant. My
life is unimportant. My story is not.
I often dreamt about the master alarm going off. I wondered
how I would react, how my many years of training would kick in.
Well, training by default. Memories plugged in and downloaded in
cryogenic sleep. The rush of adrenaline, the excitement of being the
last cog in the wheels of the Great Plan (You’d think they would
have had a more original name for it, I often suspect that those
before me were somewhat lacking in humour but had a great love of
portentous capitalisation).
Alas, I felt none of those things.
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Oddly, I felt very little at all. I am sure my forefathers
would have been disappointed in me. The moment was certainly not
how it had been depicted in some of the more colourful fictions of
the past. Then one day, while I was showering, the alarm went off.
A simple, incessant beep. No more, no less.
They had returned.
By now they had probably entered the solar system and
were no doubt due for planetfall in but a short period of time,
depending on whether it was one of their antique sleeper Ships or
not.
Running a scan through the master computer, quaintly named
‘Henry’ (I have never seen the humour in that), confirmed I had at
most a 20 hour window. Barely enough time to get things running,
but that would do.
The internal recording system deep in my brain probably
switched on at that point, recording my every thought for posterity
and downloading it via hyperlink to that which lies beneath my
feet.
‘Hello, Bob.’ Heh, see what the historians make of that. Whatever
they may be.
I won’t miss this cave. Truth to tell, I never really got used
to it. Appalling decor.
>>Retaliation was swift and brutal. The resulting fifth
Earth-Cybertronian war lasted for a thousand generations, by which
time much of Earth’s solar system lay in waste. The exact length of
the conflict is difficult to determine, considering the often sketchy
records that originate from this time; a fact this brief history is
unable to rectify. Cybertron itself disappeared from sight at the end
of the war. Completely vanished from known space. Many of the
scientific elite surmised that They (as the Cybertronians were now
referred to by the Human populace at large) had found a way to
conceal their planet beyond detectable means, but that was never
proved conclusively.
But They were gone, and that was enough. Life moved
on. The Humanian Empire expanded beyond the solar system of it’s
birth, at last without impeachment.<<
It smells up here on the surface. An acrid, bitter smell, it
irritates my nose and agitates the throat. Ugly, ugly place.
Apparently, large parts of the planet were once covered
in something called ‘vegetation’. Aside from being difficult to
pronounce, a lot of it was green and soft and apparently pleasant
to the eye, contributing to the atmosphere in ages past before the
processors of today had been fitted. Sounds pretty pointless to me,
but then I know little difference. All I know is life in the cave.
There’s a short hike for me before I reach my intended destination.
There’s little need for it really. I don’t know why my sleeper pod
couldn’t have been housed within the mission complex. Perhaps my
forefathers had romantic allusions. Perhaps I was supposed to gaze
upon the dead surface one last time.
Pointless exercise. There’s not much to look at. By
the horizon you can still see the main impact crater. Right in the
middle of what was once referred to as the ‘Atlantic Ocean’, back
when there was clean water, not the acid rain muck that counts for
precipitation in these times. The predominant colour is grey as far
as I can see. I never really noticed before just how many shades of
grey there are. Featureless and ashen is the surface, with the feeble
light of the sun affording nothing prettier to look at.
Nothing lives here. Even the microbes are dead. I am the
only living thing on the planet. I am the *last* living thing on the
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planet, ‘thing’ being the opportune word.
There is not a sound. No birds wheel in this sky. Up above,
the sun begins to set. The last sunrise. Light glints off something in
the far right of my vision. I turn to see what it is reflecting from. A
tower of metal, arranged with several vertical supports, broken up
by a few horizontal floors. A flag perches on the top.
I don’t need to read the sign on top to recognise it. My
education immediately lets me know that this is the last human
object left behind on the planet. Relocated on top of a high hill, I
imagine it was put there to put me at ease. Possibly. Perhaps the true
reason is lost in time’s mists. I just don’t understand why it is called
‘Blackpool Tower’ but of course it is familiar to me as it should be.
I put that thought out of my mind and make ready to move
on.
After scrambling over the shingle which covers much of
the local surface, I come to a circular indentation in the ground.
It takes a few moments to clear the muck and grime from it. The
simple hatch cover beneath reflects dull silver light back at me. A
simple four digit code, DNA scan, retinal scan and a timeline scan
gain me easy access to the tunnel underneath. A short hop down the
ladder brings me to the lift.
It is a seven-by-seven foot grey cubicle. As I step in,
a little coloured sign two-thirds of the way up the door lights up
red. ‘ALWAYS LOOK ON THE BRIGHT SIDE OF LIFE’ it
states boldly. The interior of the lift is wood paneled, probably
made with eons old preserved wood. Must have been expensive.
Perhaps my forefathers did have a sense of humour after all.
It takes five minutes to reach the bottom. Several pauses
are needed as the lift hits each successive security level. Retinal
scans, DNA analysis, skin grafts, lie detectors, pi to four decimal
places: all of these tests and more are carried out on me as I descend
through each successive security layer.
Down, down. Deeper and down. Eventually, the triple
reinforced doors of the lift slide up and away and I enter the no-frills
mission complex.
It’s not much to look at, really. Aesthetics were not a
concern at the time it was constructed. A more surreal point is the
hat stand in the corner. A single antique English cricket jacket hangs
from it, incongruously, no doubt some joke left behind by a long
dead systems engineer. There are two main features present in the
mission complex itself.
The first is a control booth. Within, there is one console
and one highly old fashioned keyboard. The design is based on a
Spectrum 128K +2A home computer, complete with magnetic tape
deck (dated from mid 1980’s AD, old time). The thinking behind this
is that anything which could break through the security levels above
to reach it would expect something highly complex. Something so
primitive would throw Them completely.
Myself, I just think that’s paranoid thinking, but then I
hadn’t even been grown at the time that decision was made.
I pick up the lone magnetic tape on the mahogany desk
(more antiquity!), wipe the dust off it and slot it into the Spectrum
tape deck, type ‘RUN’ on the black keyboard and sit back as multicoloured loading bars flash on the monitor screen, accompanied by
an unholy screeching. I wince. Surely that’s taking authenticity too
far!
Five minutes later and the screen goes black, save for one
sentence, in primitive white type, flashing patiently in the bottom
right-hand corner : ‘START PROGRAM : Y/N’
For the purpose of posterity, I really should have made a
dramatic pause at that point, but I didn’t. I simply typed ‘Y’ then hit
the ‘ENTER’ key. Far ahead, the darkness which had enveloped the
rest of the mission complex is blazed away by the introduction of
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several high-intensity light sources from the vast ceiling above. This
helps to illuminate the second main feature I had mentioned.
It’s a Ship. An exact replica of the alien Ship which
originally crashed on our world and began all of our problems. It’s
rather ugly, actually. Ironic, it even has the red symbol of Them on
the side. The image of a twisted face, symbol of one of their two
dominant factions.
Someone once wrote a book, back when free thinking was
legal, called ‘1984’. It predicted many grim and ugly facets of life,
but its author could not possibly have predicted that in that titular
year, the presence of alien intruders would make themselves known
to the innocent peoples of Earth. An event that later became known
as ‘Year One’. Many centuries later, the Humanian Empire had redated the calendar from that point, retrospectively.
And so it had seemed quaint and right that the vessel I’m
now looking at would be named ‘THE ARK: YEAR ONE’.
‘ARK’ standing for Automated Retaliatory Knife. I know all this as
the memory files pertaining to this were the first pieces of data I ever
speed-learned.
They have no idea what’s coming. This cheers me up no
end. On my way out I grab the cricket jacket and throw it on. It
fits snugly.
On the computer screen, a countdown quietly
commences.
Time running away.
>>Eventually, Earth itself was left behind, fast fading
to legend. The peoples who stayed behind shunned advanced
technology. They had no interest in space-flight or aliens. Records
of Them were relegated to forbidden status. Few questioned. Life
was good.
So they didn’t even recognise them when They returned
once more. Shortly after, the Earth was a smoking ruin.<<
Back on the surface, it occurs to me that there is very little
wind. In fact, there is no wind at all, only silence. I imagine it should
unnerve me, but it doesn’t for I have known nothing else. For a
moment I consider the environmental anomalies that could cause
this lack of sound but then I decide to try and relax for a while and
settle down on the dead ground for a seat, beside Blackpool Tower.
I find it strangely comforting.
Time to think some of my own thoughts for a while.
These ones aren’t getting recorded though.
##Missing data##
When They came, I was sleeping.
>>The Earth Monitoring Defences left behind beneath
Blackpool Tower, itself fortified
with alien technology, reported back to the empire’s heart
immediately. A plan was formed. A plan which would see an end
to Their menace forever. The remains of Earth itself would be used.
Further details of this plan are unrecoverable due to severe damage
to the records.<<
I wake up to find I have gone quite blind. I begin to
panic, and a rough grip hurts my shoulders. Skin goes black, the
beginnings of painful blisters sting me as I can feel myself being
lifted off of the ground. Vertigo kicks in as coloured blotches spread
across the blackness and I slowly feel my vision return. I almost
wish it hadn’t
A dazzling light has been turned directly into my eyes.

As my vision clears I stare into the giant face of one of Them.
He is mostly red, white and blue in colouration, a picture of cruel
precision. Six identical representatives of his kind stand respectfully
and to attention a short distance behind it on the rocky plain. They’re
about half the height of the Tower as it stands today.
Parked on a nearby rise I can see what is probably their
Ship. I can swear it’s staring at me. I quickly dismiss the thought,
must be a trick of the light, my nerves getting the better of me now
the time has finally come.
The one who is holding me is probably their leader.
He barks deafening machine code at me. I protest that I don’t
understand. After a few moments, his disgusting babbling settles
down to a handful of recognisable phrases in my own language that
he booms out at me as he shakes me in what could be regarded as
rage. I always thought rage was a humanian emotion.
“What did you do?! What did you do with it?! What did
you to Cybertron?!” This time I do take the chance to indulge in a
dramatic pause before replying.
“Well...”
>>Humanian neural link discontinued due to corrupted
data. There now follows a recording of a relevant Cybertronian
brain log<<
Lets start right back at the beginning, and the legends of
lords of light and dark fighting for supremacy at the dawn of time and
even before that. The story goes that the good one, the most heroic
one of these two lords, somehow wound up in the middle of some
asteroid. He was called Primus (or P.R.I.M.U.S.) and He apparently
used his great power to change the form of his asteroid prison until
it ultimately formed the machine-world that the inhabitants that
were created on it later dubbed ‘Cybertron’. These beings became
the Transformers, destined to be the last line of defence against the
enemy of Primus. There’s a lot more to the legends than that, but
that’s the rough summary. That’s how it is written that my race came
into existence.
I never believed the legends. The story is just full of holes.
I mean, who exactly gave Primus his character reference anyway?
But I digress. None of that matters now, because my officers have
just informed me that Cybertron is gone. Completely and utterly,
beyond all hope of re-animation, gone from this Universe.
It would be noble of me to say that this affected me deeply.
Well it did, but only for a short time and not for the obvious reasons.
I am, after all, Leader and must obey my designated title and the
lineage of the body-type line I came from. I have an example to set
for my crew and my Ship. My *Ship*? I’ll get back to that later.
We have no concept of non-mechanical things, namely
that which is not created in our image. Not really. Oh yes, we pour
science teams out into the Universe beyond, during lulls in the War
when the political wind shifts in a certain direction. We catalogue
and examine all that we find, but we don’t feel emotions as such.
‘Feeling’ is such an artificial concept, arguably as artificial as our
very selves. I spent time on some of the science missions but found
little joy in them.
Some time later I found myself commanding the Ark
Eleven, on an extended tour of deep-time. How I got there is a
positively dull, boring, and tedious affair which I rarely reflect on.
The rest of my crew slept throughout history, but I took the
occasional side-step off-Ship while they were sleeping. When the
Ship wasn’t looking, that is. It thought it was sentient, but then don’t
we all? Who is the fool? The Starship dreaming it is life? Or life
dreaming it is a Starship?
Whenever I left on my little excursions, I duped the Ship by
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plugging in a self-replicating AI programme patch that would delude
it into thinking it was awake and alert when it wasn’t. This AI patch
persuaded the Ship to think that I was snug asleep like my fellow
officers, such as they were. Blank slates prepared for this mission,
with only the most rudimentary personalities programmed in. They
wouldn’t need them. I’m the only original mind on board, despite
the assembly line body-type I was given following the disastrous
assault on Tarn. I did have a name, but I accepted the designation I
was given, if only to pretend I was one with the crew. Their names
were Analysis, Scanner, Defence, Attack, Communication and Pilot.
That’s what they did.
And I waited for the mission to end. That’s what I did.
The Ship was fully capable of recording the life beyond
and around it down through the Ages, but it couldn’t record the
flow of life itself, its colours, its personalities. Represented by the
crew of the Ark Eleven, the Transformers as a race would escape
what their ultimate fate on Cybertron would be. They also wished
to have a record of what they left behind in the Universe’s historical
record. After all, to escape, they might even need their personalities
programmed out too. Such knowledge could be lost, and so I was
to be the Chronicler of the species’ thread of effect through history.
Which is another title, but there you go. Certainly better than my
original name, for starters.
The voyage lasted, literally, forever.
By the time the Ship reached Earth, I would most likely
be the last genuine Transformer alive in this Universe. The last one.
That should make me sad, shouldn’t it?
I’m not even sure why I’m recording this monologue. Who is it for?
Posterity, I tell myself as if that were important enough. I just like to
think there’s at least one spark of life left in this cold space, me, and
so I send letters to myself. This log won’t get transmitted with the
data the Ship and I have collected throughout eternity.
And so, from time to time, I would jump Ship and record
the passing of time itself. I saw many many wondrous things.
Sunrise of a binary system from planetside, quantum singularities
as close as you can get, the death of infra-red itself. Civilisations
rose and fell. I once spent 10,000 years amongst the Nosmoht and
by the time I left they had built statues for me and waged many
great and terrible wars in my name. The protests to this may have
caused the first Cybertron/Nosmoht war but the records of this are
fragmentary and may be incorrect as the Nosmoht spent most of
their time warring with our errant offspring, the Space Bridges.
Eventually, the Ship reactivated my Crew as we closed
in on the last known coordinates of our erstwhile homeworld,
Cybertron. Of course, it wasn’t there. I feigned the necessary
shock and examined the Humanian Empire relic we had found in
the privacy of my own quarters. Remarkable object. Even more
remarkable was that etched repeatedly right down to the submolecular level was a message. A message addressed directly to me.
The Ship would have picked up on it if I hadn’t slapped an AI patch
on its mainframe shortly before we entered what should have been
Cybertronian Space. The message was short and simple. I had to go
to Earth.
Earth. Hell is Earth.
I had recorded the rampage of the Humanian Empire
across the galaxy as dispassionately as I could. The wars, the
pointless endless wars. I had monitored from afar as the great fleets
of Earth converged on Cybertron. Had watched my people helpless
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under the onslaught. From a distance, the battle even looked pretty.
Beautiful, majestic. Easier to think of it in that way than to pay
witness to the true knowledge that billions of your kind were being
wiped out in the time it took to think the thought.
Even the generational Ark Ships launched millennia
ago from my world were not immune to the malign influence of
the Earthers. And so, after Cybertron was gone, many of the
descendants of those crews left the cyberformed colonies they had
made out in the deep and joined in the fight, answering the call
of their distant cousins. Of course, that had been their purpose, for
their descendants to stay behind and fight the good fight while the
Originals who survived on the High Command Ship escaped to...
During the ages of time, the generational Transformer
colonies had evolved. These were Autobots without compunction,
without mercy, their transformational limits taken to the nth degree.
Ever since our race had been created we had limited ourselves to
shapes and body forms which mainly involved transportation and
weaponry, but now that certain facts had come to light, we were
allowed to evolve at last. We had never been meant to, but we had.
The humans thought they had destroyed Cyberton, but
they hadn’t. It couldn’t be destroyed. Not after the enhancements
that had been made. Oh no, not since the Time Technicians had
made their ultimate prediction from deep within the bowels of the
Autobot resistance. At that time, the High Command had banished
the knowledge and had executed them, but the truth leaked out
nonetheless through research done by one of the few legal war
correspondents of the era. The correspondent was killed but not
before some of his information had escaped into the public domain.
A culling was required afterwards to fully suppress the information.
Not all Autobots were heroic in times of War.
Now, I exist in a time so far beyond that War it seems
completely meaningless when viewed from this temporal height,
not far from the Universe’s final end. The death of time would not
be the death of our kind, no matter how hard the accursed Humanian
Empire tried.
And now they invited us to Earth. Their own dead
homeworld, in an attempt to wipe us out once and for all, possibly.
Or perhaps to gloat. Or perhaps for some other reason. Astonishing
to believe that the planet itself still existed after being cyberformed
so many times during the Wars.
I find myself often thinking back to the time I spent amongst the
Nosmoht. Such a fascinatingly dull species. They had such a linear
concept of Time. They would build their grand cities and would
cultivate their wise civilisations. They achieved a great deal. Space
travel. Interplanetary colonies. Even developed three hundred and
thirty two shades of the colour blue. At heart, they really were just
cosmic interior decorators.
They had been amazed to see me. No, astonished. They
had not encountered mechanical beings before, their trans-time war
with the Space Bridges still in their future. I had only meant to stay
for a day or two...I suppose being worshiped does tend to make one
stay in an area longer than intended. Such a pity they don’t exist
anywhere other than the depths of my memory anymore. Which is
crowded enough, thank you very much.
I had stood on their third moon and watched as the front
line of the Humanian Empire had reached their homeworld, the
Nosmoht’s last stand against the invaders. Divide, conquer, then
blow up the sun. Typical humanian tactic. And during all this, I
stood aside dispassionately aside and recorded it all, for posterity.
Before the explosion’s shockwave hit the moon I was on
and before Ark Eleven swung back from its distant elliptical orbit
and picked me up, I noticed a sudden flare across the surface a
few klicks away. The signs of a Ship going down. Not one of the
Nosmoht. A humanian Ship, one of the few that got shot down on
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that ‘dark day’. Yes, I know that’s a cliché, but sometimes clichés
really are the best descriptions. By the time I reached the Ship, one
of the inhabitants had managed to crawl to relative safety. It was
leaking a dark red fluid, probably a life support system of some
kind. It cowered as I approached. Such a tiny fleshy thing, its
leaking parts a splash of technicolor against the grey, cold surface
of the moon. I didn’t ask it if it had a name. It stared in apparent fear
as I came closer and shadows raced across it’s alien features. No,
not fear. Recognition.
“You know me?” I asked simply.
“What, what -,” it choked, seemingly about to experience imminent
total systems failure. After a moment it appeared to compose itself
and looked up at me with already dead eyes, “what did you do?!
What did you do with it?!”
“With what?
“What, what did you do to Cybertron?!” it screamed and died.
Death is an alien concept to our kind, but the humanians
practice it on a regular basis. That is why they fail. That is why we
shall prevail when the last of them has turned to dust.
The humanian had spoken of Cybertron. Ancient mission
logs were activated deep inside my central processor. Long dormant
programmes were abruptly brought on line. By the time Ark Eleven
had picked me up, I knew it was time to start the journey to the
homeworld. A quick memory purge and re-wiring of my AI patch
and the Ship never knew that I was gone. Of course, it took quite
some time to reach Cybertron’s location. And of course, it was gone
when we got there.
Earthbound we went. As we entered its solar system, it became
immediately apparent that there was something wrong with the
Sun. It should have gone supernova millennia ago. By rights, Earth
and the other inner planets should no longer exist, but still the Sun
shone, apparently artificially.
Analysis carried out a robust study of that Sun with unnerving
intensity. If it had a personality I’m sure it would be almost likeable.
It took a relatively short time to come to its conclusions, one of
which was rather more relevant than the others: the humanian sun
was setting for the last time.
Later, I stood before the last surviving human on the
surface of the accursed planet Earth, from which the spawn of our
enemy had arisen. I asked the creature a few simple questions. It
failed to understand me and I had to recalibrate my communication
processes down to its pathetic level. There was one important
question I had to ask it. After all, there was a possibility that a
conclusion I had arrived at may be incorrect. I had to be sure.
“What did you do?!” I asked it, “what did you do with it?! What did
you do to Cybertron?!”
It paused for an insufferable moment before replying “Well...”
It never finished what it was saying for at that moment, a sudden
chill gripped my circuits as a shadow raced across the devastated
planetary surface and light was swallowed clean away. The last
sunrise had been neatly and efficiently reversed. The plan of the
Humanian Empire was swiftly coming to fruition. I knew from
the discovery that Analysis had made that the local sun would soon
implode. The shockwave generated would decimate this world in
the blink of an eye.
There would be nothing left.
<<Neural link was discontinued at this point and further
data could not be recovered. The final fate of the planet Earth, and
also of the planet Cybertron (see entry 443333///aassd/5q) remain
unknown and are a matter of some heated academic speculation.
No evidence of Earth appears to survive from the previous universe
although sightings of Cybertron have been made. These remain

uncorroborated however.
End of entry>>
This is how it ends.
Not with understanding, not with compassion, but with
fear and misunderstanding as unwilling bedfellows.
Below turns the fragile planet the erstwhile inhabitants
of which once referred to as ‘Earth’. A relatively meaningless little
globe amongst the dust of galactic history, but for two races of
beings it was much more. It will not be much of anything, however,
in but a short speck of time.
Eight minutes away at the speed of light, an ancient
sun, long past it’s natural life, begins to finally die. Unimaginable
physics shrink and distort it. Soon, it will explode outwards in a
violent maelstrom of energy at the very speed of light itself.
On the surface, a Starship created by a race of mechanical
beings sits beside the dusty remains of the the last surviving
monument of the peoples of the planet. Blackpool Tower. It was
built to last. This Ship once gave itself a name, long ago. ‘Peter’. It
thought it was nicely inconspicuous, though it had learned the name
from a standard datastream intercepted from the Humanian Empire.
One of many reasons why it had never declared its sentience to its
commander, currently facing the last human.
And across the surface, light itself began to slowly die.
“Well...” The human turned and ran as the shadows
arced across the surface. Deep below, ancient engines gunned to
life, rocking the world above. Some of the Cybertronians lost their
footing and cursed as weary limbs impacted with dusty earth. They
did not move after that, merely standing to apparent attention. Other
than Leader, they were unaccustomed to this level of activity.
The human made good ground as it raced away. Leader emitted
a barely audible curse and gave pursuit. Not for the first time,
it wondered why its transformational aspects had been deengineered.
The rest of the Cybertronians simply stood and stared, original
thinking just not being part of their reactive programming. Their
immobile features were eclipsed by the absence of light itself.
Across a dusty rise, the human took a run, jumped, and
tucking into a ball. It rolled down the other side at some speed. It hit
the bottom and began running again, all the way across the leading
edge of what had once been the basin of the Atlantic Ocean. Its
antique English cricketing jacket was splayed outwards as its owner
raced away. The human wasn’t running anywhere in particular.
There was nowhere left on the planet to run to. It merely wished to
buy time.
Being somewhat taller than its prey, Leader was able to
cover ground much quicker. When he got to the top of the rise, he
merely hacked it off with one great hand, thus reducing the amount
of ground it had to traverse on the other side. Leader could have
gone faster, but there was no need. The fleshling would quickly
tire. It was clearly wishing to buy time, time which it did not have.
Apparently, ‘Time’ itself had been bought for 20 credits and a
packet of peanuts in the space year 10,000, according to the Ships’
possibly apochryphal records. Leader noted smugly that it had been
a Cybertronian which had made the purchase.
Light left the surface of the Earth for the last time. It
would not return.
Leader switched instantly to infra-red and was mildly
astonished to find that the human had vanished from view. It should
have been directly in front. There was nothing to - ah.
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“Behind you. Ish,” said the human, from directly between the
Cybertronian’s legs, and unleashed a massive electrical discharge
from a device it pulled from its right jacket pocket. Without fanfare,
without dramatic pausing, the Cybertronian fell to the hollow ground
with a dull thump, landing directly on his back. The human bounded
onto Leader’s chestplate and glowered at him contemptuously. “Lets
have a chat,” it stated simply.

<Systems back on-line>
Leader coughed out some pesky dust and glowered up at the infrared sky. He couldn’t see the sun anymore, which was bad. He
groaned inwardly as ancient hydraulics hauled him to his feet. He
was too old for this- he caught himself just in time. He hated clichés.
What mattered most though, was catching that human. He had to
find out what it knew. Everything depended on it. Everything.

Deep beneath the surface, the enhanced features of a
Spectrum+2A computer casually counted down some numbers.
When those numbers reached zero, something of great significance
was going to happen. Not too far away, the systems on the human
built craft - THE ARK: YEAR ONE - powered up to full operational
capacity. It was half painted gold, half painted silver as if the makers
hadn’t quite been able to decide what colour to give it and had simply
given up in a fit of pique halfway through. ‘HMS 1984’ screamed
the registry plate triumphantly.
A light in a little cockpit at the front lit up. A leather chair
sat firmly in the middle of the cockpit with a large red joystick
perched precariously on a console directly in front of it.
The tape deck on the Spectrum whirred away as it downloaded
more programmes into the Ship. ‘Chatter, chatter, chatter’ it went.
This was rudely interrupted by a terrific ripping and tearing sound
from the corner. This was then followed by a deep rumbling, shortly
before that part of the roof gave way and a large object fell through.
It hit the floor with a loud thump.
“Hello,” said the new arrival, “I’m Peter.”

“Not very talkative, are you?” said the sentient Starship,
Peter, to the Spectrum computer. ‘Chatter, chatter, chatter’ was all it
seemed to say. It was all that it had said since he had decided to pop
in to say hello after detecting the energy readings of the Humanian
vessel powering up. Typical Humanian Empire technology; no
imagination.
Peter instead turned his diagnostic nanocytes towards
the other Ship in the chamber. He knew instantly what it was and
what it was for. He considered that he was probably only the second
sentient alive that actually knew what it was *for*. This fact gave
him a brief but illicit thrill of pleasure, his first genuine one for
seventeen thousand light years.
This pleasure was quickly quashed though as deep rooted
basic programming set in. Leader had been designed to sort this
kind of problem out. Last line of defence indeed. It was too busy
playing metaphorical chases up on the surface.
The Cybertronians had been programmed with a shell
story about them being “Guaranteed to outlive everything and restart the race”. Well, the first part had been true. It was for their own
good really. If they had been captured by the Humanian Empire,
they would have probably spilled their mechanical guts and then the
whole race really would have been up the creek. No, the second part
was Peter’s task. It’s builders didn’t think anyone would question
the actual Ship. It wasn’t expected to gain a mind of its own. Bit of
a bonus, really.
The Time Technicians had predicted that a time would
come in which the Transformers would come up against an
unstoppable enemy and so certain Ships in the Ark fleet had been
built with this in mind. And so when the Wars with the humans
had commenced, there were ‘outside’ Ships which were to devise
counterattacks and so on. Ships so far out in space, the humans
would not know of them or be able to reach them if they did. Or
even know that they existed. They knew, as a matter of statistical
projection, that between them they would beat the humans in the
end. But they also knew there would be no chance of beating what
the humans would evolve into... For the briefest of moments, Peter
felt pity. He did not know who for.

Up above, the Cybertronians designated Analysis,
Scanner, Defence, Attack, Communication and Pilot continued to
do nothing.
“Humanian scum!” spat Leader. It seemed the most
appropriate and satisfying remark to say, given the circumstances.
The human studied one of its nails, as if it were the most important
thing in the world, which it was in a strange way.
“There are no germs left,” it said, “your kind saw to that.” Leader
calculated that it had a little while until its internal systems rebooted
following the disruption of his fall,
“If it makes you ‘feel’ any better, I wasn’t there.”
The human cocked its head to one side and regarded him with utter
contempt, “Weren’t you? I know why you’re here, by the way.”
“Oh, really. How very intriguing.”
If the human was well versed in the concept of sarcasm it did not
register it, “Last of the Cybertronians, here to wipe out the last
survivors of the human race. You came on a sleeper Ship. I recognise
the design.”
“That was generally the plan.”
“Too late. Plan already partially achieved. I am the last human.
Welcome to the end of the Humanian Empire.”
That was unexpected. Leader had thought this specimen to be
merely the last one on its homeworld, but the last one altogether? A
most delightful bonus.
“Oh, and by the way,” stated the human dryly, as if reciting the most
mundane fact rather than matters of celestial importance, “your
plan to phase Cybertron from space/time. Didn’t work. We found it
fairly easily and blew it up.” Leader didn’t have the opportunity to
become enraged with the human. It had already run away, just after
it detonated a cobalt bomb in his face.
Out in space, all light within an eight minute radius was
sucked abruptly back into the Sun. It wouldn’t be long now.
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Up above, the Cybertronians designated Analysis,
Scanner, Defence, Attack, Communication and Pilot continued to
do nothing.
The human fell to its knees as another tremor sent the
ground crashing up to meet its grimy face. That would be THE
ARK: YEAR ONE’s main engines powering up. Not long now. Not
long. The ground began to fall away. A sick, yawning feeling filled
the human’s stomach. Its jacket almost came off as Leader held it
between artificial forefinger and thumb, high up in the fetid air.
“We look so alike, you know,” it said. The human said nothing.
“You couldn’t have blown up my world,” continued the mechanical
man, “there wasn’t enough molecular debris in the immediate area.
You’re lying.” The human tried to turn round, but it was difficult.
Just hanging there. With no sunlight, it could barely see. Off to it’s
right, it could just make out the form of Blackpool Tower. Pointless
object. Or perhaps... “I think my people succeeded,” continued the
Cybertronian.
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“Does it matter? Really?”
“Ah!” boomed Leader, “The monkey speaks! I thought it had
forgotten how!” The human once more fell silent. Just marking
time. It watched the ground, as if it expected it to do something.
Leader showed a rare smile. ‘So it knows nothing’ he
thought to himself in satisfaction. It flicked its hand, tossing the
human casually aside. ‘So dies the last human’ he thought. The
lack of a squelching sound gave Leader pause to consider his
surroundings once more. There. There it was. Hanging from the top
of that ridiculous artificial tower!

intended to go. Quite a cunning plan, really. Avert the Cybertronian
threat, but in a ...creative way. Peter could have grounded the Ship
there and then, but had decided against it. It would be much more fun
to tag along for a little while. See what happens. See what was out
there.
The counter reached zero.
Up above, the Cybertronians designated Analysis, Scanner,
Defence, Attack, Communication and Pilot continued to do nothing.

The planet Venus, the “jewel of the Sky”. Named after
Far, far way, the peculiar local sun imploded quietly. the Greek Goddess of love and beauty. It fizzled away in less than a
Atoms were dispersed and matter was hurled in the only way it second.
could go: outwards. A super-dense core of matter spread outwards
at the speed of light. Earth had 8.3 minutes of continued existence
THE ARK: YEAR ONE tore up through the hole made
left to it.
earlier by Ark Eleven. Loose earth tumbled beneath it as the outer
wings scraped against the sides.
He was finished with his task. At last. After all this time he
The human saw it saw first. Leader turned to see what it was
found a new Ship mainframe to be something new to get used to. He looking at. The human smiled. Leader didn’t expect that. The Ship
relished the challenge. It had been eons since he had done anything soared straight up to them. Leader wondered what it would do next.
truly new. Yes, it felt like a bit of a squeeze, but he was probably He half expected it to blaze at him with firepower of some kind. That
imagining it. Peter had spent all his life in the mainframe of the Ark was usually the way. A window irised open. A small cockpit could be
Eleven but now he’d moved house. THE ARK : YEAR ONE would viewed inside. The human stared at Leader.
be a comfy fit. And over on the Spectrum’s computer monitor, the “No-”started the Cybertronian.
counter read 21...20...19...
The human leapt into the cockpit without another word. The
cockpit window irised close again. Through it, Leader saw the human
Up above, the Cybertronians designated Analysis, give a little wave. There was a flash, and the Ship was gone. Leader
Scanner, Defence, Attack, Communication and Pilot continued to felt his world dissolve away from him. He risked a glance upwards and
do nothing.
could see the shockwave approaching from deep space. In a moment,
it would be more than just his personal world which dissolved. He
“Come here!” roared Leader as it tried to grasp at the had to get to his Ship. Get out of here. Think of something. He hadn’t
human, but it continued to evade its grasp as it darted amongst the spent all that time living through History to become part of it like this.
rusting girders. The Cybertronians’ hands were simply to big to He reached where he had parked his Ship. It wasn’t there.
grasp it amongst the patchwork nature of the Tower. Thus far it had
Wait. Wait! There was no need to panic. His squad were
succeeded only in catching a ‘Kiss me Quick’ replica poster, which Special, after all. Special with a capital S. He remembered what
had been printed on something old fashioned called paper. Which Traachon had said to him : “Remember, Optimus Prime Unit, you and
was just silly.
your squad are guaranteed to outlive eternity itself and will re-start the
“Now, look! This is just getting ludicrous!” shouted the human at race if need be.” Yes, it made sense in a way he was unable to define.
it’s assailant, “any minute now this whole planet will cease to exist! To be a replicated being, to have seen what he had witnessed, to have
Do you really want to spend your last moments fighting? Really?” stood on the worlds he had been to. Now, he had lost to the last human
Leader had to admit the human had a point. And one little thing being. In the final analysis, the Cybertronians had apparently lost the
had been niggling at his mind for some time now, “Why blow up Wars. All of them. He wondered how it would have been written.
the Sun?”
Back in the first ten thousand years of his voyage, he had read
“To be rid of you. The last of your kind! We knew you’d come here everything ever written from Cybertron and every other known world.
in the end.”
Sometimes he felt his life was just like one of the more outlandish
Leader threw back his head and laughed heartily. He hadn’t laughed novels he had read. An amalgam of outrageous coincidences and
in centuries and the sound which came out was dry and scratchy. unlikely plot twists.
Once he had stopped, he fixed the human with a penetrating glare,
“We’re not the last. My people moved our world out of this Universe
His squad stood stock still and immobile. ‘Re-start the race’,
and into another. Our experiment must have succeeded. I just came yes! Leader fumbled for the release hatch on Scanner’s cranium.
to make sure you hadn’t wiped them out before they had the chance Just input the code and his squad would begin to bio-morph into the
to do it. I see now you hadn’t.” The human said nothing. There didn’t next stage of evolution. Hopefully one that could transform into a
seem to be anything worth saying. Not anymore. Not anytime. Not spacecraft in a hurry. Leader hurriedly inputted the activation code.
forever, which at this time was only three minutes away.
Nothing happened.
The planet Mercury was given its name by the Romans,
meaning ‘messenger of the Gods’ as it seemed to them that it moved
faster than the other planets in the Heavens. Alas, it couldn’t move
fast enough to avoid the destructive shockwave sent out by the sun. silly.
Burnt to a crisp in the blink of an eye. Organic or otherwise.

Nothing continued to happen.
Actually, come to think of it, the whole idea did sound a bit

Above him, the shockwave was ten seconds away.
Peter flexed his new mechanical muscles and prepared to
bring THE ARK: YEAR ONE aloft. He knew all about the mission
There was a ‘ping’ and a little communicube fell out of
this Ship was supposed to carry out and to where and when it was Scanner’s cranium. Leader picked it up and watched with sad interest
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as Traachon’s face came to life on the cube’s sides, “Er, hello.
You’ve been had. Part of a big plan. Sorry. Goodbye.”
Leader stared at the now dull cube. Many possible reactions
cycled their way through his mind, the mind of the last free-willed
Cybertronian: smashing the cube to the ground, screaming out his
anger, pounding the earth with rage, and so forth. In the end, he
settled for a little chuckle. It seemed the most appropriate thing
to do. He sat down by Blackpool Tower and put his hands on his
head.
He was still chuckling when the planet blew up.
Goodbye Earth. Named after nothing.
***********
In its own Universe, the planet Cybertron turned lazily
on its axis. In an empty hall in the capital, one of its inhabitants
received a tight-beamed signal direct into its central cortex.
So, Earth was finally gone. At last.
Casually, the being transmitted the correct reply. This
simple reply caused every sun everywhere in the Old Universe to go
Supernova instantly. That Universe died quickly and without undue
drama, following the pattern of Earth’s system.
The inhabitant of Cybertron momentarily shrugged what
passed for its shoulders and got back to calculating pi to eighty
trillion decimal places.
And so the Old Universe ended.
corners.

Time and Space scurried away to their respective

Meanwhile, in another time and place, the original
Optimus Prime was reading a book. It sat uncomfortably in his
hand. The book related the story of his life and was entitled ‘The
Last of the Great Arks’. The voices in his head told them that his
end would come when he read the final chapter for They had tied
the book itself to his timeline. At the corresponding points in his life
They made him read a chapter, against his will.
He paused for a moment.
He had two chapters of life left to him. His hands trembled
as he turned the pages.
PART 3: THE LAST OF THE GREAT ARKS
What was once a world fell through time. It tore back
through the eons from the death of one Universe to its beginnings,
snatched by powerful minds from the very last moment possible.
Indeed it had been almost too late: the world had already exploded.
Some deft time-reversal had been required before it had completely
vanished beyond the Universal temporal line. These creatures had
to have this world: after all, it was only fitting. They monitored the
planet’s progress with care as they sent it spinning back through
time. As they had evolved, the ability to exist simultaneously in
different time zones had become elementary to them and so this task
was well within the scope of their engineering. Fleets of the race tore
through the temporal shield round the planet and swarmed over it,
plunging their tips deep into the earth and rapidly colonising it. The
atmosphere processors were first to be activated. The skies turned to
purple and the surface to ash but this was of no consequence as they

did not need the previously existing environmental conditions to
survive. 		
Causality, easily disabled, did not interfere in
the planet’s plundering as it was allowed to exist in time in addition
to the world it now became. The world existed simultaneously in its
previous historical state and also in this new transformed state.
History scurried backwards across and below the surface
and the story of the planet was replayed, in reverse. Orbital stations
exploded back into life where debris had previously lazily orbited,
the world on a screaming free fall through its own history.
The cold implacable beings that now called this world
their own were well known in the history of many worlds. Their
very beings formed into bridges between worlds, between places.
They had become known as the Space Bridges, feared and hated
throughout known creation. Their world had almost completed its
journey back to the destination point when an incident occurred. A
fleet of Nosmoht battleships came tearing out of slipstream space
and targeted what was being crafted into the Bridge homeworld.
Across the world, Bridges sheered from their moorings on
every continental dock, some with standing orders in such situations
to planetjump to all known Nosmoht colony worlds, instantaneously
planetjumping across all known dimensions. The most deadly shock
troops in existence. Their forms shifted against the red light from
the orbiting artificial sun as they slipped between the seconds from
here to there.
The planet continued to sail back to the formation of the
Universe, there to to exist as the Space Bridge’s homeworld, for
they had had no true home of their own, and this was as good as any
considering their duel heritage.
Space crackled as Bridges jumped through space to
surround and engulf the Nosmoht fleet. It did not appear as if the
conflict would be a long one. However, one lone Nosmoht ship was
lucky. In truth, its commander was a coward and had ordered best
speed home when it became apparent how the battle was going.
However, the pilot was incompetent and clipped the edge of a young
Dreadnought-class Bridge. The collision crippled both ships, an arch
of the Bridge spearing the heart of the vessel as a discharge from the
Nosmoht ship impacted upon the Bridge’s primary brain. Both ships
drifted from the battlefield, locked in a deathly embrace.
And so they drifted, lost and forgotten to both sides. But
nothing stays lost forever.
An unknown amount of time later, the metallic world
of Cybertron, homeworld of the malevolent and destructive
‘Transformers’ entered the system on its mad uncontrolled rush
through the cosmos. On the dark side of the planet, relative to
the local sun, a neutralist scientist known as Spanner detected the
remains of the Nosmoht and Space Bridge vessels at the edge of his
radar deep in one of his labs, known as Spanner Lab 80. He was
nothing if not prone to egotism. Labs 1-79 had all been taken over
by the Autobots or Decepticons at some point, mostly for research
into assembly lines of identical multiple units.
Feverishly, he commandeered an Autobot shuttle by
bribing one of the inept Longtooth Units on duty at the docks. He
made a mental note to discontinue that line at some point, it had
clearly been a mistake to have been involved with its creation.
It did not take long to reach the conjoined alien craft
drifting in near space; their relative motion was negligible. Initial
readings he took told him it would be safe to board. He looked on
with wonder and not a little jealousy, the design of the vessel which
had speared the other, more organic, vessel in particular intrigued
him. If anything, it appeared almost Cybertronian in origin, which
of course was impossible. He resolved to study and replicate its
design thoroughly. The other vessel did not seem in any way as
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interesting and could be quickly discarded. Perhaps the Decepticon
scientists at Darkmount would pay something for it. He constantly
required to keep both factions on his good side, lest he be co-opted
by one of them at some point. It seemed inevitable and had happened
before, but he wished to put off further instances of it for as long as
possible.
It was an easy matter to tow the hulks back to his lab
for further examination and experimentation. Within days of
beginning his researches on the larger metallic vessel, he found
the first components of the first known time travel device. The
Autobots pounced on him shortly afterwards, alerted by the various
monitoring devices they had placed in and around the lab.
Some time later, as a fierce Autobot/Decepticon battle raged outside
beyond the boundaries of his protective cocoon, Spanner worked
hard on the alien craft he had kept. He dubbed it ‘The Bridge’ due
to its remarkable likeness to many planetwide bridges when fully
reconstructed. He was irritable that evening, sore at the Box Unit
which had caused him so much trouble. At least it was out of his
way now.
Finally breaking through a protective wall deep in the
heart of the Bridge, below the main concourse, he stepped into the
chamber beyond. Astonishingly, the walls were damp, organic, deep
red in colouration. Thick veins on all sides of the circular chamber
pulsed with what could only be life, in much the same way that oil
pulsed through fuel lines. Life he had been unable to detect until
this point. Curiosity outweighing fear, he reached out with one
trembling hand to touch the nearest vein. It reached out and grabbed
him savagely, neighboring veins thickening and spearing his body in
multiple locations. The largest burrowed through his cranial casing,
probing for his brain. When they reached it, his mind shut down
from shock.
He awoke to find himself lying on the floor of the moist
chamber, his body covered in holes created by the veins, apparently
now returned to the deep walls. Frightening, disturbing imagery
filled his mind. He could barely see normally for the bizarre sights
that swam through his vision. He knew an information packet had
been downloaded into his brain module, but it was still decompacting
to a readable form. Already, however, some data was ready to be
accessed by his eager mind. One fact in particular greatly shocked
him, but he instinctively knew it was true.
This race were known as ‘The Space Bridges’, and he was their
creator, from some point in his future.
He paused for a moment to think. He wondered what he
would do next.
PLANET 1963
On the surface, some considerable time later, the fortune
teller gasped once more for breath. The air was thick with dust,
making it extremely difficult to draw in even the simplest breath.
The disaster had been as sudden as it had been deadly.
She knew instinctively who had done it. The metal
monsters. It had to be. Up there in orbit, fighting their insane neverending War. She had sensed a growing darkness within one of them,
the one who called itself ‘Powerglide’. She had tried to warn him.
She almost had not, considering its heritage, but some compassion
had to be shown by one of the two sides. However, after seeing what
it had done next, it was obvious it had taken no heed of what she had
said.
A short time later, her world had been decimated. She
had watched as the last of the local space-capable ships took off.
Anything that was in the least bit space-worthy had launched, their
priority being to ferry away the young and adults of child bearing
age.
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Soon, no life would exist on this planet. The long winter
was coming and the sun’s light grew ever weaker through the thick
black clouds. It broke her heart.
The atmosphere grew ever thinner. Her eyes began to
water. As the air tore away she thought she heard a sound above the
wind. Artificial, clinical, cold. It was being caused by a craft of the
metal monsters.
She swore they would not take her alive. She began to
run, what was left of the dying wind at her back. Making for the
tower, she felt she would be safe there. An instinctive urge to
survive drove her. She almost made it too.
A powerful beam of energy tore down from the sky and
locked onto her. Her vision blurred; a blinding headache tore
through her skull.
She knew they had come for her, she just wondered what
that would entail. For all her skills and knowledge of historical
events, she had no idea what was going to happen next. Which was
blackly ironic really, given her profession.
Her vision returned to her and she saw what confronted
her in an unearthly steel chamber. It was them. The metal monsters
haunted her once more. Huddled in a corner were the three she
had seen on the planet surface earlier. They had called themselves
‘Perceptor’, ‘Bumblebee’ and ‘Wheeljack’. The latter two looked
somewhat worse for wear. ‘Perceptor’ was explaining how it
had picked up the Ark Fleet shuttle’s signal and had ducked out
of sight until he could rescue the other two, currently staring at
the floor, possibly in shock. After a short while, the one known as
‘Bumblebee’ came up to her. It stepped over the silent bodies of
many of her species as it came. Evidently the metal men had picked
up many more of her race, apparently now refugees within this alien
domain. There appeared to be several hundred of her people that she
could see.
“Uh, hi,” it spluttered pathetically.
“What is it, robot?”
“I’m sorry about your planet,” continued Bumblebee, seemingly
flustered and struggling for the appropriate phrase in such an
occasion, “We aren’t all like that you know.”
The woman laughed, ignored the robot’s quizzical expression. After
her encounter with the one called Powerglide she had checked his
body type against the files in the bunker below the tower. She had
quickly confirmed the race. It was indeed one of them. She began to
make preparations, to power up the tower’s defensive capabilities,
an addition to its original purpose never dreamed of by its creators.
At that point, however, the planet had started to explode, ceasing
any further action as the local and back-up power grids all switched
off at once.
Bumblebee walked over to the nearest bulkhead and
touched a control. A section of the wall shimmered and became
translucent. The view beyond showed nothing but fire in space.
A group of vessels were converging past the first moon, the one
her species had built in addition to the naturally occurring satellite.
Sporadic flashes followed the vessels as small dart-shaped Ships
blended in and out of space. It was difficult to see the stars with
all the additional lightsources created by the conflagration in space.
Bumblebee whistled.
The woman made her way to the transparency, “See what
you bring here.” Bumblebee said nothing.
Eventually, the view shifted to show a squatter, badly
scarred, vessel. The shuttle appeared to be heading for it.
“We’re docking at Two, apparently. The rest are making to leave,”
muttered the golden robot softly, seemingly to himself.
Then the view was obscured, turned black, and they were
in Ark Two’s docking bay. A series of grating bangs and clanks
accommodated their arrival. Nothing more ceremonial than that.
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Before the shuttle doors had fully opened, the woman was out and
running. She was almost knocked off her feet by a sudden gasp of
wind. The robots were still pressurising their Ship. Mustn’t get a lot
of organics here. They couldn’t need air, she wondered why they
had it on board, but she knew now she would never know.
Luckily, they believed in lifts. She found one, and ran
inside. It was then that the size differential fully hit her senses. She
was on a much smaller scale than the craft’s usual crew. However,
perhaps the floor was touch sensitive. Or perhaps the lift itself
was alive as the doors slammed shut and the lift shot upwards
and onwards. After but a brief moment, the doors snapped open.
Presumably this was the nerve centre. Lots of the metal robots
were running around, shrieking in that machine language of theirs.
Evidently, they had modified their language to hers when they had
been on the planet.
One of them, a fearsome looking being with a stern
expression, turned to face her. It looked annoyed. “100011111000
00010101010” it yelled before proceeding in proper speech “-got
translation matrix beamed from Bumbleebee. Putting on wide-beam
dispersal.”
“Thank you, Mr.Grimlock. I always knew you had some talent.
Greetings, fleshing, I am Captain Optimus Prime of the Ark Two.”
“I know.”
Prime did not have the opportunity to reply. He was too busy being
rocked by an explosive decompression from some distant deck far
below. After he had recovered, an officer shouted at him: “Ark Fleet
at designated co-ordinates. Ten is standing by to engage transwarp
engines.”
“Do it. Now.”
“Prime!” shouted the organic, desperate now to catch its attention.
The robot didn’t bother to turn, instead continuing with directing
operations, “I’m sorry about your planet, but this is not the time-”
“You’re sorry! You have no idea what you have just done, and you
have the gall to just stand there and say you’re sorry. Is that all?
Just like before!”
Prime turned this time and strode right up to the organic. He stared
down from his great height at her. “You are mistaken. You are the
first organics this crew has encountered.”
An aide further down the Bridge yelled back at his Commander :
“Transwarp engines on line! Spatial transport wave covering the
entire fleet, on-line momentarily!”
“Very good.”
“Listen to me!’ cried the organic, almost begging Prime to listen to
her fully, “I’ve checked our historical archives. The true archives,
most of what is within is banned to the general populace. Most of
the knowledge about your race is forbidden.”
“I have no time for-”
The organic became increasingly agitated, “You don’t even know
the name of my planet, do you?”
“We have it designated as Planet #1963 in our planetary record.”
“It’s Earth! The name of the planet is Earth, home to the human
race! The race you and your kind butchered!” Most of her words
were drowned out by a hellish blast of noise as most of the Bridge
exploded around her.
“Prime!” cried Grimlock, “Decepticon Torpedoes now firing on
us!”
“Damn! Are the Ark fleet away yet?”
“Nope. Soon.”
The organic scrambled at the heels of Prime’s left foot, clawing at in
an attempt to regain his attention, “Remember your history, Prime!
Beast Wars, Victorian England, 1984-”
Cosmos yelled, “Prime! They’re going!” The internal viewscreen
network switched to show a huge temporal wave out in space. As
one, the Ark fleet leapt towards it, and were gone, heading out to

unknown space at fantastic speeds. This left only Two and One,
limping past the natural moon.
“Sirs!” yelled Cosmos again, “at the last moment, the Decepticon
Torpedoes entered the Transwarp Corridor with the fleet. Rode the
backwash.”
“So,” concluded Prime grimly, “wherever they went, the enemy
went with them. The fleet will have to handle themselves. There’s
nothing we can do for them now. They’ll just have to look out for
themselves...now, what was that organic trying to say? I couldn’t
hear.”
Grimlock stepped into Prime’s field of vision through a haze of
smoke from burning systems. “Dunno. Organic weak. Hit by falling
bulkhead. No talking now.”
Prime knelt by the remains of the organic creature, “Such a shame.
I hope her last message wasn’t terribly important.”
PLANET 1963
Perhaps there was some residual power left, perhaps a
system shortcircuited, but Blackpool Tower powered up once, firing
one burst of tightly directed energy into space before it shut down
and grew silent. The tragedy of it was, the beam missed the Ark
Two by quite some distance. In the end, Earth’s last line of defence
accomplished nothing.
ARK ONE
Just as soon as the fight had begun, it had finished. After
recovering from his unfortunate encounter with a surprisingly hard
bulkhead, Divebomb had recuperated admirably quickly and had
launched into a direct assault on the Powerglide Unit, former ally or
not. Too many people had shot at him today and he was fed up with
it, quite frankly.
He fired back indiscriminately and without mercy. He
found that pretending that Powerglide was really Prime helped his
resolve somewhat.
ARK TWO, OFFICERS LOUNGE, SOME TIME LATER
“Stop protesting, Grimlock!”
“Me should come with you!”
“Your sudden concern is touching, but this is my responsibility. I
will deal with it. Your job is to get Ark Two back to Cybertron, on
the double. I’ll follow up promptly,” Prime shrugged his shoulders,
“honest.”
Grimlock refused to allow his own body language to relax, “Why
you need to go rushing off on own? Deceps dealt with.”
“I really do not have to explain my every command decision to you.
I am giving you a direct order. Don’t make me tell you twice to
obey it.”
Grimlock stared.
“Grimlock. I...I have to do this. Ark One was my responsibility. A
whole world was decimated by it. I have to make reparations in
some way.”
Grimlock stared. Then he thrust out his hand. Prime hesitated for a
moment, then took it and shook it firmly. He left the room without
another word.
Behind his back, Grimlock had two fingers crossed.
SPACE
Not all of the Decepticon Torpedo Ships had pursued the
Ark fleet. A half dozen still remained, hidden from the Ark Two’s
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radar. For now, they took no further action against the Autobot Ship
as it began to turn back towards Cybertronian space and bore down
relentlessly on Ark One as it sailed by the planet’s second moon...

wondered how badly. Not that it really mattered anymore, there was
only himself and the Powerglide Unit left on board. He couldn’t
pick up Divebomb’s signal.

ARK TWO, AIRLOCK DOOR 5, DECK 2.
The Autobot leader paused at the airlock door. He
resolved that he would end this his way. No further orders from
High Command. No further subterfuge, deceptions piled upon
deceptions. Traachon would just have to deal with it later.
“Never get off the boat,” he whispered as he leapt out of Ark Two
and into the void beyond. As he activated his leg rockets, he risked
a quick look around himself. He could see Ark Two powering up
its main drive, the burning planet and the space in between teeming
with floating, scarred wreckage.
“Goodbye to all that,” he murmured to no-one but himself.
He gained his bearings and shot across the stars. He never
slowed down to dock with Ark One. He simply punched through the
nearest bulkhead. Just before impact, too late to take any kind of
direct action, he caught a blur of movement directly above Ark One.
The Torpedo Ships opened fire on the Autobot vessel, all at once.
Ark One fell from the stars.
On deck 12, Prime staggered from the impact of several
fusion bombs striking the hull. He could tell from the force that the
hull had been breached again in many areas on multiple decks. He
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Powerglide.
He had to find Powerglide, the sad little robot he had
rescued from death, oh so very long ago. To do that he had to get to
the Bridge. Most of the decks were smashed, making it difficult to
reach the upper levels. He checked his firearm. Enough charge left
in it to get the job done.
The Bridge was located at the heart of the ship, near the
central axis of the vessel for protection. Clever little Ship.
He picked a bulkhead and fired. Metal melted away at the
laser’s touch, revealing what at a quieter moment would have been
a stunning view of the galaxy beyond. What little atmosphere, vital
to maintain the integrity of the craft under deep space travel stress,
that was left gushed out. Prime activated his leg mounted rocket
boosters once more.
“Down, down, deeper and down,” he muttered as he flew through
the gash he had created out into open space. He turned to view his
former command. He knew those who doubted he had a grasp of
aerospace tactics after several disastrous missions with the Elite
Flying Corps would scorn him if they could see him now. Perhaps
he was best suited to being a ground based commander after all. Oh,
Ark One, what had he done to it? A peculiar observation struck him
though: it didn’t look so bad from here.
The wreck of Ark One spiraled down towards the moon
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below, its life at an end. The year-long voyage was almost over.
Quickly, Prime flew over the Ark’s surface to where the
Bridge was located. His other Ark Ship out there...somewhere. He
tried not to think about it. Then, he hit a hitch. He spiraled down to
where the Bridge should have been.
The Bridge was gone. And on the remains of Deck One
he saw Powerglide. One arm and most of his face were gone, his
mysterious insane ambitions were at an end. Prime dove down and
landed directly behind his former comrade,
“Let’s finish it.” Powerglide’s vocal circuits were long gone, but he
turned and nodded.
And the Ship fell.
If Prime had had a heart it would have broken. He briefly
recalled that when the group of refugees from the organic planet had
come on board, a report had flashed up from the autodoc regarding
the internal schematics of the fleshy life-forms. Apparently, they
referred to something called a ‘heart’. Initial analysis showed this
‘heart’ appeared to power their systems, though it broke very easily.
This could be caused by ‘death’ or ‘emotional distress’.
The wreck of his former command, a dummy command,
was spiraling out of control on a collision course with a moon. The
remains of a former comrade was trying to kill him after suffering
a psychotic episode. His first officer was missing, presumed dead
and it was his fault. Not far away, a fire burned. The fire of an entire
world. He wondered if this qualified as ‘emotional distress’.
Prime staggered as Powerglide wrapped his one good arm
round his neck. The strength was incredible. He could feel pistons
cracking, bolts unscrewing. He grappled with his arms, trying to
break Powerglide’s grip but his fingers kept sliding away. The
sensory inputs in his neck were being squeezed beyond tolerance
levels, making it difficult to focus, his vision failing. He was still
able to activate his transformational circuits though. Powerglide
jumped back as Prime switched into vehicle mode.
Instantly, Prime transformed back into robot mode and
dealt Powerglide a swift upper-cut to his chin. Powerglide fell
limply to the floor.
“Powerglide. Listen to me. This doesn’t have to end in de-activation.
I can help-ugh.” Prime’s opponent was back on his feet on an instant,
dealing blow after blow in quick, savage succession. Prime lost his
footing and promptly fell back through a jagged hole which had
opened up in the deck behind him.
The Decepticon Torpedo Ships ceased in their barrage.
The Autobot Ship was going down. No further action was necessary,
but they would remain stationed nearby, just in case.
Inside Powerglide, the Narrators were restless. The body
of the being they inhabited had been so easily damaged in the conflict
with the one who called himself ‘Divebomb’, ridiculous name that
it was. They had had to abandon the ‘take over the Universe’ plot
they had been pondering from Shrapnel’s best selling pre-War work
‘The Wrath of the Legion of Death Across The Universe’ . Ah well,
maybe next time.
But they had enjoyed the fighting. Not as much as the
planetary destruction, but it was still a good gig. They decided they
would stay with Powerglide for now. Making him fight his friend,
his commanding officer no less, would be extremely diverting.
Down on the deck he had landed on, Prime found himself
surrounded by flames and smoke. There was still enough atmosphere
down here for explosive combustion. It was difficult to see in all the

black smog and smoke. Visibility was poor. From outside, he could
hear a faint whistling sound: the air escaping. He wondered how
long it would be before the Ship hit the moon.
A dull thud alerted him to the presence of his opponent. But where
was he exactly? He switched to infra-red. He saw no Transformer
heat signatures.
Flames licked at his body. Not hot enough to cause him
any physical discomfort, but enough to burn off his outer paint
coverings. It was curious, the red seemed to go first. He felt a tap on
his shoulder.
Powerglide stood behind him. And poked him in the eye
visor. The Autobot commander hadn’t been prepared for that. He was
more used to being attacked with heat seeking missiles, electrostatic
discharges, etc. Why was Powerglide doing this? He slumped, blind,
to the deckplate. Powerglide jumped on his back, savagely tearing
wherever he could find a handhold. Fuel gushed out from Prime’s
wounds, casting a ghoulish mask upon Powerglide’s face.
Two rivets on the far bulkhead popped out. Prime turned
to listen. The whistling of the air continued.
“Oh, *no* -” With a roar of air, the far bulkhead ripped
away into space. The stars danced crazily outside, a vertigo inducing
vision of the Ship’s stormy descent. The explosive decompression
slammed into the combatants, sending them screaming towards the
void beyond. Prime felt himself flying out. At the last instant, just
as his vision cleared, he activated his rockets, giving him enough
leverage to gain a handhold. He stared, fascinated, as fluid from his
broken skin leaked out in floating globules into space.
He felt a pressure on his leg. Powerglide gamely hung on
for life. Well, not his life, but a life anyway. The Narrators within
him could see the writing on the wall, the end of this little adventure.
It made them sad, another new concept for them to ponder. They
knew Ark One would inevitably crash into a moon in but a few short
moments. They began to consider other options.
Prime kicked out at Powerglide, one, twice, succeeding
in dislodging him. Powerglide screamed a soundless scream as he
plummeted towards the hole on the side of the Ship, his one good
arm flailing wildly.
His former commander closed his visual receptors. This
was not how he wished to remember his disgraced colleague. As he
did this, he felt a deep sinking feeling in his lower body parts.
Gravity. The gravity of the Ship was twisting. By Primus,
that meantThe disintegrating remains of Ark One fell end over end as
it plummeted towards its final fate. The rear section, which housed
the main engines, was going to hit the moon’s surface first.
The distortion of gravity threw Powerglide and Prime in
opposite directions violently. Such was the force of their flight that
they tore through bulkhead after bulkhead. At last, they came to rest
in the engine room, deep at the Ships’ rear.
Prime slammed into the reactor core and slumped heavily
to the floor. Here, there was full gravity and atmosphere and limited
power. Enough to carry the glare of alert-lights, if not the shrill
sound of klaxons. Enough to still run a few display consoles.
The Ship was frighteningly close to the moon’s surface,
and at the speed they were traveling, extremely unlikely to survive.
Powerglide’s battered form stepped through the entrance to
Engineering with renewed confidence and vigour. He hadn’t died
yet.
“Powerglide. Listen to me. We have to get off this Ship.” Powerglide
momentarily paused on his journey to the bedraggled form of
Optimus Prime. He shook his head slowly. “Powerglide! This Ship
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will be destroyed upon impact! We must get clear! We can still have
you cured of whatever madness afflicts you! Please! I’m begging
you!” Prime tried to inch backwards, but the hydraulics in his legs
were slow to respond.
Powerglide stopped, just short of Prime. He extended an
index finger and raised it.
“I take it that’s a no,” deadpanned the Autobot leader. Powerglide
raised his arm, ready to bring it crashing down,
‘Yes!’ screamed the Narrators in his mind, ‘Kill him! It’ll
be great fun!’ For a moment, Prime imagined that he though he saw
Powerglide waver. Then there was a tremendous noise, followed by
several distant bangs.
At terminal velocity, the good Ship Ark One hit the dusty
moon tail end on. The engines exploded instantly. The Ship began to
crumple from the back end towards the forward sections as it hit the
lunar surface. Great shards of charred metal were violently ripped
asunder and tore through the remaining sections of the Ship. A
fireball exploded upwards through the Ship’s interior as it crumpled
inexorably into the moon’s arid surface.
A glint of light reflected on the remains of Powerglide’s
face. His arm wavered. This gave Prime the chance to right himself.
He risked a glance behind him. A wall of flames and fury was racing
towards them. The sound of screaming metal was incredible. He had
to get out of here. He had to get up. The immediate environment
was twisted through 90 degrees, the deck at a crazy angle.
With his opponent momentarily distracted he had time to
reach into his side sub-space shunt and pulled out his spare laser rod.
It was his favourite one. He hated to lose it. Ah, well. Powerglide
clearly was beyond help. He would have to be killed now, for the
greater good. Powerglide flopped backwards like a rag as Prime
thrust the laser rod straight through his midsection. Under normal
circumstances, he would have died instantly. There were but a few
moments left before the flame wall reached Prime. He sent a mental
command to his leg rockets to ignite. There was a pathetic ‘puttup’
and they promptly stalled.
The flames reached Prime’s back.
“Oh...oh dear.”
The leg rockets flared into life. Prime soared upwards as far as his
failing fuel resources could take him. Below him, the Ship crumpled
away like tin. Explosions rocked his upwards flight. Treacherous
metal shards knifed through the air in all directions, cutting savagely
at him. But there seemed to be a drag on his thrust...
Powerglide once more hung gamely onto his right leg for
dear life, or whatever passed as the equivalent for him at this stage.
The laser rod still impaled him. It swung crazily as the speeding
atmosphere tore on it. One end was beginning to bend from the
stress.
Prime attempted to kick out at him, but his servos were
slow to respond. Most of his primary energy was focused on keeping
him flying, on survival.
Unbelievably, Powerglide started to climb up his torso,
inching his one arm forward while his legs gained a hold. Prime
couldn’t reach him. He felt Powerglide’s weight begin to slow him.
The inexorable decay of the disintegrating Ship reached up ever
closer to him.
He was knocked further back as he tore through a bulkhead
and whizzed crazily through the crew quarters. He flinched as he
flew through a hologram of Iacon. Powerglide lost his grip and fell
away...only at the last moment to acquire a slight grip on Prime’s
left foot. He just would not die.
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Three quarters of the Ship were now flattened against
the moon. Both wing mounted laser strips ignited upon impact,
disgorging random beams of energy at crazy angles, tearing up
enormous chunks of the lunar surface.
His speed was definitely slowing, he was going to be
caught up in the Ship’s destruction. Prime tried as best he could to
negotiate the laser discharges which filled the Ship. What was left
of the internal atmosphere lit up in all colours.
Too late! A stray beam hit him dead centre. He was
knocked violently to the side, the world spinning at impossible
angles. His rockets stalled instantly. At high speed he impacted
through a side bulkhead, straight through the Ship and out towards
the moon. He felt the grip on his leg loosen at last.
Far, far away he hit the lunar surface hard, causing yet
another crater to be formed on its pitted surface. A few moments
later, he crawled out, dazed, to witness his command’s final end. He
had no energy left to walk or to transform, he simply stood, as best
he could.
A short distance away lay what was left of Powerglide. A torso and
head, horrifically damaged.
Ark One died. In the final impact, the navigational array
was torn clean away. It cartwheeled across the surface. It was
heading towards the Transformers’ position.
Prime checked on Powerglide. He was still alive, but
barely. He had been an Autobot. He still deserved some comfort
at his end. Powerglide looked up sightlessly as his commander
gently touched his forehead. Prime felt an odd tingling sensation as
he laid his fingers on Powerglide’s ruined brow. Probably a circuit
feedback. A shadow fell across them.
Prime leapt out of the way as quickly as he could muster.
The navigational array landed with a savage and final bang on
Powerglide. He had no time to react before death gripped him and
he knew peace at last. Freedom finally came to him.
The Autobot commander cried out once in shock and
sank to his knees. Lunar dust enveloped him. Then another shadow
obscured his vision.
“You shot me!” yelled Divebomb, who promptly punched his
commanding officer straight in the face.
“It seemed a good idea at the time,” responded Optimus, when
consciousness returned to him.
“Hmmph,” muttered Divebomb, who went and sat on a rock.
“It is good to see you,” offered the other Autobot Commander, “we
feared you destroyed.”
Divebomb picked absently at a particularly dull rock he had found,
“Ah well, I had a run in with Powerglide. We had a fight-”
“I’m astonished.”
“We had a fight,” continued Divebomb testily, “I got knocked out
cold. Next thing I know, I woke up in an escape pod on this dump. I
mean, I lost an *arm*, for-”
“So,” whispered Optimus Prime,. “you had some good left in you
after all.”
“What?”
“Never mind.”
“So, what’s our plan of escape then?”
Prime rubbed his neck absently. Paint shards fell away at his touch,
“There isn’t one. I gave Grimlock orders to return to Cybertron.”
Divebomb kicked out absently, only succeeding in covering himself
with more lunar dust, “Terrific! Fab! Oh, for-”
His commander ignored his tantrum. He was more interested in
watching the stars. They seemed to be moving far, far too quickly,
“We may have another problem.”
“Oh, astonish me”
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“I fear the Ark’s impact upon this planetoid his shifted it out of its
orbit.”
“So?”
Prime pointed upwards, beyond the horizon, “Observe.”
Above the horizon, the burning Earth swung into view. It seemed to
be getting bigger.
“This moon is going to hit that planet,” stated Prime simply.
Divebomb was a figure of indignation, “Oh, come on!” The moon’s
surface began to vibrate. Great swarms of dust clouds rose up. A
terrible noise filled the Transformers’ auditory circuits. Divebomb
jumped in fright as the ground beneath him opened up. He peered
with distaste down at the rift which had opened up where he had
been standing only moments before. He was unable to see the
bottom of the rift. Crazy zigzags tore across the ground, as far as
could be seen across the horizon.
“The moon is breaking up too,” mentioned Prime dully.
The ground tore up all around them and they ran for stable
footing, of which there was very little remaining. Soon, they were
left on a lonely plateau, the space to the nearest land stretching
away from them ever further with every passing moment as the rifts
increased in size.
The Earth grew closer. Great lumps of rocks began to be
belched up from the surface, falling towards the dying planet Earth.
There wasn’t much time left. The wreckage of Ark One tottered
briefly on the edge of a crevasse before falling noiselessly into the
abyss below it.
“I really hate you,” said Divebomb.
“I know.”
“So, Captain. What do we do now?”
“I’m open to suggestions.”
“You?!” responded Divebomb hysterically, “The all-powerful
wizard of Prime! This has got to be a first!” A droning buzzing
filled the Autobot’s auditory circuits. As one, they turned to look
behind them. The Decepticon Torpedo Ships hung malevolently in
space above them, hungry for the kill, weapons primed and ready.
Divebomb swore, violently.
Earth loomed closer. Then its image was blocked out by
something. Something big, blocky and rather scarred. Prime had
never seen a more beautiful sight.
“You never could obey orders, Grimlock,” he muttered.
“Ark Two! Outstanding!” cried Divebomb. Twin ion beams lashed
out at the enemy Ships from the Autobot vessel before they had
time to react. A half-dozen suns blazed brilliantly for a moment,
then were gone.
The Ship navigated as close as it dared. Debris from the
Decepticon Ships spun off in all directions, often colliding with
moon rock ripped from the planetoid by the gravitational stresses.
An access portal cycled open. Grimlock peered out,
“Well? You coming?”
“Grimlock! We have no flight capability left. We need a hand.” The
moon began to break up as it entered Earth’s atmosphere. Great
chunks battered at Ark Two’s hull, making station keeping difficult.
Wheeljack appeared at the portal, accompanied by Perceptor.
“How splendid to see you again!” shouted Perceptor above the
noise.
“Perceptor, now is not the time!”
“Ah yes.”
Wheeljack jumped out. Perceptor grabbed his legs. Prime
lurched for Wheeljack’s outstretched hands. Divebomb grabbed
Prime’s legs. They were all pulled inside Ark Two.
“This is ridiculous,” opined Divebomb as the outer hatch shut and
the Ship raced away.
Mere moments later, the worlds collided.

There was little left.
ARK TWO, BOUND FOR CYBERTRON
Later...
Prime attempted to allow himself to relax in his makeshift quarters
on board, but it was not easy and his thoughts were troubled. Already,
the disastrous events in Planet 1963 space receded into memory, but
not quickly enough. The Ship was making good speed to Cybertron,
despite Wheeljack’s grumbling about overtaxing the engines.
He pondered how the War fared back home. Resources
had been running low when he had left. He doubted the Autobots
would be able to build any more Ark Ships for a long, long time.
Only the Ark Two and the Ark Twelve left now. They would never
know how the rest of the fleet fared for they were far beyond contact
now.
The organics who had been rescued had refused to stay,
insisting on being provided with transport. Prime had agreed, their
presence being another problem he did not wish to report back to
High Command upon his return. He would be lucky to be given
another captaincy after this. His future looked front-line bound. The
organics had been furnished with a fleet of a dozen scout shuttles
and left quickly, bound for a destination known only to themselves.
An irritating beep at the door announced Grimlock’s
presence, interrupting Prime’s recollections. The door lock cycled
open and Grimlock marched in, stiffly.
“Prime.”
“Grimlock.”
“Me thought me tell you. Perceptor registered we just passed
through temporal wave. We had been in future whole time. Time
Jump equipment has shorted out, not know why yet. It necessary to
avoid using the Time Jump equipment until repaired. If it can be. We
may have a year to kill. Take long way home.”
Prime regarded this information curiously. Alien time
technology which had just happened to be lying adrift in deep
space.... And now it transpired that they had somehow been in the
future before returning to their own past. Perhaps one day he would
able to fathom the true scope of events in which he had become
ensnared, but not today.
But now was not the time for idle speculation. He just
wanted to go home.
“Thank you, Grimlock. That will be all.” Grimlock left without
another word. Probably still annoyed by Prime taking command
after he came on board. That would be a wound that would take
some time to heal yet.
Prime felt a great darkness well up in him. The mission had
been a total disaster. The Governor of Tarn, the tyrant also known as
Shockwave and his accomplice had escaped through time.
He wondered where and when they were... And as he did
so, the dormant Narrators which inhabited his soul stirred for a brief
instant before returning to hibernation. They had jumped to this
body at the moment of Powerglide’s death, but this time they would
wait.
Wait, and bide their time. Revenge would come when it
was most appropriate...
Until then, they would sleep.
HUMAN REFUGEE FLEET, DEEP SPACE
The course home, to the smouldering remains of the
planet Earth, had been easily plotted and the fleet made best speed
there, darting eagerly through space. The foolish robot people had
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provided more than adequate materials and tools for rebuilding.
One sad fact haunted the minds of the survivors though and it was
this: not enough of them had survived to repopulate the species.
Within a generation, perhaps two, the human race would be extinct.
However, some on board who had been close to the dead fortune
teller had heard her talk more openly than she should have when
inebriated in the local pubs. They had learned of Blackpool Tower,
of the hidden knowledge and machinery that existed beneath it, of
the heavy fortifications made to it during the last of the Wars, the
exact reasons why lost to obscurity. Perhaps there could be found
some device to rebuild the species, to grow another or perhaps...to
place one in deep sleep of some kind? Yes, the fortune teller had
spoken of that. This they resolved, and this they would do.
The human race had not yet played its final card. They
would divine the secrets of the machinery and the forbidden
knowledge. They would create a sleeper, buried deep beneath the
Earth. There to slumber throughout all eternity, the last guardian,
destined to do battle with the Transformers should they ever return.
Perhaps the remains of the fortune teller’s brain could be
put to use in some way.
ANOTHER TIME, ANOTHER PLACE
There was a brilliant flash, and then they were there.
An Autobot appeared in another flash. Killer quickly
dispatched him. So, at some point their presence would be
detected...
An organic life form burst into the forest clearing. The
Governor, more commonly known and feared throughout the planet
of Cybertron as Shockwave, glared at him, wondering what made
it tick. The organic quickly ran away. No matter, it was of little
consequence now.
The Governor noted a papery object discarded on the
ground at his feet. Perhaps it was refuse, blown here by the wind. It
would have to be examined to determine its true purpose
He picked it up and engaged translation matrices until the alien
script became legible.
At the top of the paper, a bold statement read: THE LONDON
TIMES, AUGUST 29TH 1899.
“Interesting.” murmured the Governor.
on.

And out in the far reaches of the Galaxy, the Ark fleet sped

*******
EXTRACT FROM PERSONAL LOG, COMMANDER
OPTIMUS PRIME, GROUND FORCES WAVE 445, IACON
2ND FRONT, RECORDED TEN YEARS AFTER ARK TWO
MISSION.
All my life I have wanted war.
I dare never admit that sentiment aloud for it would surely
be the end of me in the Autobots and yet I know without hesitation
that it is true. Before this war I was a simple man. I wanted to be
many things: a poet, an artist, a diplomat…
My indecision was part of my problem. I wanted to
accomplish many professions yet was a master of none. A sense of
listlessness gripped me for I knew not what direction my life should
go in. I had a sensation of being in the wrong time, for there was
nothing for me to directly focus on in my life. Peace can be dull
for those who cannot settle down. I had nothing to react against,
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nothing to fight against. I had no way to define myself.
Then the War came and my purpose became clear. I would
be a soldier in this conflict: at last I felt the direction I had missed
my whole life. Yet all along, I knew that I had secretly yearned for
the War, for a way to truly know who I was and what my place
in history would be. I buried these thoughts as deep as I could. I
have always had difficulty acknowledging my emotions. But They
wouldn’t let me.
I first became aware of their whisperings shortly after
the destruction of the Ark One. Something happened, something I
cannot completely explain or describe, when I touched Powerglide
on that alien moon as he lay dying. I dismissed it as a misfiring
system relay at the time. Not long after, I took full Captaincy of
the Ark Two. Then, the whispering increased. Voices from a two
dimensional place, where thoughts and imaginations could only
stretch in two dimensions. This Universe was a feast of differences
for them, for only in three dimensions are sentient beings capable
of imaginative ideas and thoughts. Ideas have energy and energy
creates.
One idea in particular caught their attention as they rooted
around in my mind: my long suppressed wishing for the War, this
cold hated memory from the past. Two dimensional beings have no
true understanding of past and future for time is an unending state
for them with no beginning and end. Disembodiment carries such a
curse.
So they examined more of my memories and from this
they expanded their knowledge of the ‘past’. From my dreams they
learned of the ‘future’. They have no physical presence and thus
they used their status to travel forwards and backwards across my
timeline.
They had created the first natural time machine.
My mind was gutted as they expanded more and more
within my head. In truth, my own free mind ceased to be within
3.32 breems of subjective time. From my beginning to my end they
squirmed, soaking up all the memories and stories that had been
there and would be there.
There has never been an Optimus Prime. There never will be an
Optimus Prime. There is only the mockery of a shell bearing his
name stumbling through a mask of free will. There is only the
Narrators.
So what then am I, musing as I do right now in the privacy
of my quarters, waiting for the next push over the line? What am
I? Am I an individual with free thought and control or merely a
‘personality override’?
This gun I hold in my hands. Would I be able to put it to
my temple, to end my life? Were I to pull the trigger, would there be
peace for me? Peace at last? Could this be my time to die? Perhaps,
perhaps not. I am not even sure if I have the choice, if the Narrators
would exert control over whatever I am to stop me. I have no way
of knowing unless I do it.
Pull the trigger. It seems so easy.
So what do you think?
Yes, you. I have been aware of your presence since you
entered my mind. Do you believe I often muse to myself in this
manner? That I rake over what is laughably referred to as my past?
No, no I do not think that you did suspect. Who are you? How are
you reading my thoughts? The Narrators tell me that they have
been eating your memories while you stayed in my mind, they are
transforming you into what you now are, what you have always
been. You exist as nothing more than a conceptual entity now for
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surely a life is defined by its memories? You are becoming a new
kind of monster. Greatly malformed, imaginary.
As your memories are stripped away and all that is left of
you is the longing to experience that which you do not have, your
dimensions fall away.
Three, then two.
Yes, you are in your home dimension now. It is a relief in
fact to learn how you originated yet ironic to learn of it this way. It
seems obvious though. Not all stories are linear. So, as we meet for
the last time, we also meet for the first time.
Perhaps one day you will be free. Perhaps one day I will
be free also.
But I doubt that somehow. You monsters.
You Narrators.
******
And so, for Optimus Prime and the rest of the Cybertronian
forces, time passed until there came a day, a day like no other,
when:
...“Emirate Xaaron. The Scientific Group have re-checked
their initial findings. Cybertron is indeed heading on a direct path
towards the asteroid belt. The planet shall not survive the encounter.
In four breems the first wave of asteroids will strike the planet. They
will impact upon the remains of Iacon and Polyhex, decimating
them utterly. No structures above one foot in height will be left.
Fragments will break through the weaker ground areas to the
west into the planetary core. As you can see from the fault lines in
the planetary crust caused by years of conflict, the stress shall be
transferred along these fault lines. This will result in no less than
eighty planetquakes. Over ninety per cent of the derelict areas will
be destroyed. Fifty per cent of the Autobot fuel dumps will ignite, we
don’t have enough information on the Decepticon supplies to gauge
their own losses.
In the time that follows more waves of asteroids will impact, most
likely within the radioactive wastelands. As you can see from the
schematic this will render fully one third of the globe uninhabitable
for no less than half a million years. The next day after this assault,
the planet will fully enter the entirety of the asteroid field. Total
planetary break-up is projected to take less than the time it has
taken me to relay these facts. The planet will be split into multiple
parts unable to sustain life. There will be nothing left. And that is
what confronts us my friend. The Homeworld will perish unless we
act now.” ”
“I…see.” Xaaron sat down on his chair and for a moment merely
stared into space. But only for a moment. Then he turned to face
Skater, and there was fire in his eyes.  “This planet will survive. The
time for the contingency plan has come. Make ready to launch the
Ark Twelve in four breems. And get me Prime.”...
...Xaaron turned and faced Prime, his face afire with fury.
“I’m surprised your addled mind can still think back that far. Let me
be blunt, you are a disgrace. The massacre of the aliens on planet
1963 was a direct result of your poor conduct and you know it.
EndTime or not, I wouldn’t put you in charge of a radio never mind
another Ship. But I know compassion. This planet will be utterly
destroyed in the asteroid field and I will not allow this race to die in
despair. I need this distraction of another Ark mission to keep hope

alive until the end and you are, alas, best qualified. The standby ship
was never properly finished you know. A convenience of information
manipulation to keep the panic down.”
“What-”
“Shut up. It’s been patched up as much as possible, but we had to
melt down our dead just to scrape together enough metal to finish
the hull. That’s why we call it die-cast construction.”
“And you are putting me in charge of this folly of a mission. What
chance does it have?”
“As much chance as you have of owning an honest conscience.”...
...Prime took centre stage in front of the assembled forces
and put on his best speaking voice. He focused on Xaaron at the
back, “Whether racked by war or not, this world is ours, Sire. One
day we will reclaim it. But first, this threat must be met. I shall lead
a specially selected group into space itself to clear a path through
the asteroids. But there is another danger. Our flight will expose us
to the attack of the Decepticons. Those accompanying me might all
perish in the attempt to save Cybertron. But I will be there to meet
the enemy should he strike.”...
...Grimlock tapped a console control which indicated that
the Ark Twelve was halfway towards being launch ready. The old
standby Ship had proven useful after all.
“What you going to call it, Prime? Can’t just give Ship number. No
character.”
A pause in the air told Prime many of the Launch crew were
eavesdropping.
“I think I’ll just call it…the Ark. Keep it simple.”
Grimlock stared at the ceiling. Someone laughed.
“Is that what voices in your head tell you?”
“One of them anyway.”
“You idiot, you know that?”
“I am the idiot that is in charge. Now if you would be so kind, you
will find the new First Officer in a daze on the level above. Kindly
direct him to the Ship and familiarise him with the systems. Do it
now, Second Officer.”
...The Governor turned his one eye to the large wall
mounted display, “As you can observe, construction on our Ship
has been successfully concluded. You may do what you wish with
Spanner now. I must indicate however, that his engineering skill is
excellent. He could prove useful.”
Megatron rubbed his chin, “I don’t need him anymore. You can give
him to that butcher you found. What was his name?”
“Straxus.”
“Yes. Deal with it.”
“Your tone is strident tone today, Megatron. It would almost be
logical to conclude that you had arranged for the Ship to be built
yourself.”
“Have a care, Governor. I shall have to speak to you about your use
of language after the mission has been completed.”
The Governor shifted in his chair, idly tapping on his gun arm,
“The troops have already boarded, Lord Megatron.   I thought it
expedient after your spy, Ravage, noted the Autobots plans. Perhaps
now would be a good time to name the Ship. Have you…thought…of
a name?”
“Of course. Something short and snappy, easy for my followers to
shout, easy for the hard of thinking. An appropriate name for the
ship that will shoot down the Autobot’s last Ark.”
The Governor focused his cyclopean gaze on the Decepticon leader
standing before him, “Well? What is the appellation that you have
chosen?”
Megatron grinned, “Nemesis.”...
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...Buildings shifted and retracted. Decepticons ran to their
stations as the City formerly known as Tarn began its transformation
into the Starship Nemesis.
It would not take very long...
...The ascent began.
The Decepticon Warship Nemesis, formerly the city of Tarn, rose
up from its moorings, the transformation complete. It devoured the
horizon, the largest Transformer construct in history. The light of
the neighbouring sun for hundreds of kilometres was completely
blotted out by its mass. A false night spread over the world...
...“Go go go! Prime, there you are. I wondered where you
were hiding.”
“I am here as fast as was possible, Divebomb.” Troops boarded the
Ark at breakneck speed as the Ship’s first officer waved them on.
“Damn scientists! They got the timing wrong! Prime, it’s all gone
wrong! We have to launch!”
“Yes, I received Prowl’s broadcast. Priority to the shields. Get
Trailbreaker on it. I want Sideswipe and Slag priming the weapons
systems right away. Is Brawn in the engine room yet?”
“He never left.”
“Excellent. I want this bucket ready to lift off by the time I get to
the Bridge.”...
...Prime spoke clearly and strongly, “We have very little
time. I have absolute faith in all of you. The survival of our race
begins now. Divebomb: activate Transwarp. Grimlock:  Sidewsipe
and Slag have made the weapons ready, I need you to fire them swift
and strong. Everyone to their monitors, let’s go.”
Optimus sat down in his command chair. This was it. Now or
never...
...The last of the great Arks rose up from the surface of
Cybertron for the first and last time.
“Drawing parallel with the enemy Ship.”
Optimus regarded the darkening hulk of the falling enemy ship
with curious fascination. Something wasn’t right here. So unlike
Megatron to put up with shoddy workmanship. Wait, what’s that
lightPrime jumped with sudden fright, “Energy spike! Trailbreaker:
forcefield! Now!”
The field failed to initialise in time. Twenty three warheads struck
the bow of the Ark.
The top of the Bridge was blown clear away. Debris and a body
were instantly sucked away by the explosive decompression before
the shield came online.
“Damage!” barked Prime.
Prowl shook his head, “Primary Bridge is off-line. And we lost
Scrounge.”
“We have no time for search and rescue. Autopilot online. Power up
the Secondary Bridge. Evacuate the Main Bridge!”
There was a loud thump on the outer hull.
“Power loss?”
Divebomb looked out of the gaping wall where the ceiling used to
be. “Nope. Asteroid shower. Oh no-“
The Ark struggled fitfully into orbit...
...Prime glowered over the communications link at Brawn,
“What’s that you say?”
“You heard me. The Transwarp Drive is down. That last asteroid did
some heavy damage.”
As if on cue, the deck plating shuddered under yet another impact.
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Prime terminated the link, “So, we only have sub-light speed.
Mmmm.”
Grimlock mentioned that the enemy Ship’s weapon systems were
powering up again,“Looks like they going to try to shoot us down
again. We having a bad day, eh?”
Prowl swore, “Are they suicidal? We’re the only chance of saving
this planet!”
Prime gasped. The Ship was heavily damaged, crawling through the
midst of hundreds of space borne rocks. He couldn’t think of a single
thing that would save them now...
...”Direct hit on their forward hull shielding. One moment:
yes, yes they are losing power. We are pulling away.”
Prime thumped the sides of his chair in triumph, “Excellent! Best
speed for the main body of the asteroid field. Let’s do what we came
here to do.”...
...Optimus Prime looked on proudly at his troops,
assembled before him on the primary hanger deck,
“Fellow Autobots, we have succeeded through your efforts and
soon our world will pass safely through this dangerous section of
space…and travel near the lifeless third planet of this solar system
before going beyond.
Let us rejoice in our achievement as we return to Cybertron. And let
us redouble our efforts to end the slaughter that has consumed our
world for so many centuries. We must make peace with the enemy…
with the Decepticons.”
The craft rocked from enemy fire. The battle was not yet over...
ARK TWELVE, SECONDARY BRIDGE.
NOW.
		
It was over.
The external weapons systems were down, most of the crew already
slaughtered by the overwhelming enemy forces pouring in from
their massive vessel, now keeping station at the outer edge of the
asteroid field. Keeping guard to destroy any Autobots that might
attempt to escape from the field.
In more ways than one, Optimus Prime knew that the life
of the mission could be measured now in scant moments. They had
achieved their primary task: their world was safe and for that he was
glad. There now remained the question of whether any of his crew
would be able to survive the battle. He knew it was highly unlikely
though: all lifeboats had already been launched. The priority now
was in making their last stand count for something.
They stood firm, the last surviving Autobots on board, as
they fixed their gaze on the shielding on the bulkhead aft of the
Secondary Bridge, the muffled bangs and clumps of the Decepticons
on the other side as they attempted to gain entry becoming
increasingly loud. Possibly some of the last sounds this crew would
ever hear.
Optimus Prime. Bumblebee. Sideswipe. Slag. Divebomb. Grimlock.
Ratchet. Cliffjumper. Trailbreak. Prowl. A Longtooth Unit, one of
only two still in operation.
Prime faced his troops, keeping his tone calm and even.
He could see signs of Bumblebee beginning to crack from the
stress, “Our hull is breached, our friends are dead, but our mission
succeeded. Through your brave efforts, we have prevailed. Our
world will live. Our friends back on Cybertron now have the
opportunity to take a chance on peace, for surely such a momentous
feat shall cause the remainder of both sides to pause. Freedom from
War may be within our species’ grasp at last, and surely freedom is
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the right of all sentient beings, as it is our right.”
Prime marched along the full length of his troops, making sure to
look directly into each of their visual receptors, hoping to provide at
least a little comfort to them before the fury that was due to erupt at
any moment, “My friends, it has been an honour to serve with you.
Stand firm. Prepare to resist Decepticon boarding party.”
As one, they all saluted him, even Grimlock, even
Divebomb. Prime felt pride for the first time since he had first taken
command of the Ark One, those many long, bloody, years ago.
At that exact moment, the shielding gave way amid the shattering
sound of a tremendous explosion, and the Decepticon strike forces
stormed in.
“Here they come!”, shrieked Bumblebee.
Prime fired off several quick rapid bursts from his trusted
rifle, pivoting to gain a wide field of vision and to assess the identity
of the Decepticon forces. Domus-, wait no that was Thundercracker.
Skywarp. Laserbeak. The air lieutenant Starscream. Was that- yes,
Soundwave.
Ah there he was, leader of the Decepticons. Megatron himself,
here to oversee the final slaughter personally. No other officers of
the line. Presumably Shockwave was monitoring the battle on the
Decepticon Ship, mused Prime.
Chaos reigned as weapons discharges filled the enclosed
space, warriors on both sides doing their level best to kill their
opponents lest they be killed by them. It was savage, it was brutal
and it was War. Prime was sick of it.
Ratchet, a doctor with little tactical experience, was the
first victim to fall before Megatron’s cruel might.
“Do I know you?” remarked Megatron for a moment before
decapitating the helpless medic, “No. Mistook you for someone
else. But you, I know you.” Bumblebee fired off two quick shots,
both missing the Decepticon leader as he bore relentlessly down on
him. A fusion cannon blast from his killer quickly put him out of
his misery, if not cleanly. He did scream for several moments after
dying though, his vocal circuitry fused and not having received the
signal that the rest of the head was dead. Prime destroyed it quickly,
he just could not bear the sound. They were being decimated so, so
quickly. There really was very little time left to them. He stepped
over Trailbreaker’s smouldering body, feeling a pain in his head as
he did so. He clutched his head until It subsided. No, not now.
Prowl noticed his distress, ducking through several laser
volleys, placing his hand on his commanding officers arm to steady
him, “Sir! Are you alright?”
“I am fine. See to your own defence.” Prowl wheeled and shot off
a round at a circling Laserbeak, winging him. Prime stepped up to
the forward navigational controls, astoundingly as yet undamaged.
He would have to move quickly. He activated a sequence of controls
with haste, accessing the key Ship systems that were still active,
bypassing the A.U.N.T.I.E. mainframe’s security safeguards, until
at last a secret console slid out and there was just one final button
to push on it. Prime hesitated, yet he did not know why; his course
was clear, time was extremely finite. The button just happened
to be coloured yellow. The colour of cowardice. He wondered if
Wheeljack, who had fitted the console under direct orders, had
been making some comment. No, no, that was just being paranoid.
Prowl covered his back the whole time, never once questioning
what his commander was doing. They had formed a good working
relationship in recent times, and Prime would even go so far as to
call him...friend. The emotion felt new to him after so long a pariah
amongst his people following the Ark One farce.
The war within raged around them without abatement,
often knocking them from their footing, such was the ferocity of it.
The sound was extraordinary. Prowl staggered again as the decking
buckled and rippled under intense fire, “My computations show

defeat is imminent within 5.7 minutes! Optional courses of action
include-” he gasped, unable to complete his sentence as Laserbeak
came round for another pass. Prowl squeezed off a head shot,
grazing the flying diminutive Decepticon, but enough to send him
slamming to the ground.
Prime looked round, took in the whole view of the carnage
and for a moment time slowed for him until it was almost not moving
at all. Just this one moment, frozen in time, for the private secret
thoughts he had managed to keep secret even from the Narrators. An
artist, a poet, a dreamer. He could have been all those things, now he
would be none.
His troops, his comrades were being killed before his
eyes. He had to stop this. He turned to look at the yellow button.
Would it really be so different from pulling the trigger by his head,
as he had almost once done? Prime pushed the button. Deep below,
a massive roar began.
Prowl looked at him quizzically. Prime decided he owed
him at least an explanation of sorts,
“I had anticipated such a move from the Decepticons, this baseless
attack on our vessel and our kind. The Ark and its secrets must never
fall into enemy hands, so I plotted an alternate course that would
take us on a suicidal heading directly into the fourth planet of this
solar system, the third planet now behind us and out of our reach.
Farewell, my friend, though we die at least we take the enemy with
us.”
Prowl raised his hand to make a comment but never had
the chance as Prime knocked him out with one blast. This was one
warrior he would not allow the Decepticons to butcher,
“Farewell...most trusted of my advisors.”
Death was upon them all now, but the enemy would also
be gripped by it, as would the infernal Narrators that lived within his
mind! He would be free at last. Searing heat covered the rear of his
torso and he grasped in pain.
“Optimus Prime. At last. I am here to kill you as is my destiny.”
Such egotism. Should have made the killing blow when the
opportunity presented itself. Prime ripped both arm mounted null
rays from the air lieutenant, ignoring the cries of rage and pain.
“You’re nothing but a missile with a mouth, Starscream!” cried the
Autobot leader as he rammed both null rays down Starscream’s
throat and up through his cranial unit, killing him instantly. There
was no time for niceties. He just had to stay alive long enough to
ensure the Decepticons would not be able to stop the plan he had
set in motion.
The remaining engines of the Ark Twelve gunned into
furious life and the Ship headed towards the fourth planet of the
system at full acceleration. Prime had calculated the craft would
be obliterated instantly on contact with the harsh surface and there
were no detectable lifesigns on the planet. No one else would be
hurt.
NEMESIS
The transformed city of Tarn maintained its position.
Shockwave regarded events with intense scrutiny, already having
calculated the Ark Twelve’s course. He may once have decided now
was the time for optimal action, but he had been changed by his
time on the planet Earth. He now considered the short-term view
as keenly as he considered the long-term view, his exposure to the
short-lived fleshlings there having made its mark. Yes, he would
monitor events, make no further move. The last Ark was apparently
doomed. The Autobots would lose their leader. He would be rid of
Megatron.
As for what he would do next, he was not as yet sure, but
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he would think of something. He always did.
DEEP SPACE
Far away, the planet Cybertron continued its out of control
race through space, passing the outer edge of the solar system. News
reached the Autobot High Command of the Ark’s success. There
was much rejoicing, even though Ark Twelve had vanished from
deep-space radar. Some high ranking Autobots, Xaaron among
them, openly suspected that perhaps this would mark a turning point
in the War. The whole planet had been saved from a calamity that
had threatened them all, both Autobots and Decepticons. Surely this
would give them common ground? A chance, perhaps, to initiate
tentative peace talks? Such thoughts instantly went up in smoke
as the neutralist citystate of Vostak went up in flames. Both sides
blamed each other.
The War began all over again. It raged unabated for the
next four million years.
ARK TWELVE, SECONDARY BRIDGE
The combatants were shaken by yet another explosion.
Either there were other pockets of resistance on board or some
crucial systems had been damaged by the multiple firefights. The
deck shook, with tragic results. Divebomb, who had been drawing a
bead on Skywarp just before the explosion, had fired as he had lost
his footing. His shot went astray and incinerated Grimlock’s head.
Divebomb was aghast, stricken at what he had done. He had killed
a fellow officer. He had killed a fellow officer!
His hesitation was fatal. Skywarp teleported directly in
front of him and struck him down. Divebomb never even had time
to understand what had happened to him. Prime saw this at the
corner of his vision and his anger increased. Skywarp teleported
once more to somewhere else on the Bridge before Prime could
get a shot off. He sent a terse warning through the internal comm
system to anyone that was left. Guard always had to be maintained
against a teleporter.
He had to check the Ships’ radar. Something felt wrong with the pitch
of the engines. A quick check at the navigational controls confirmed
his suspicions. No! That last explosion had been in engineering. He
tried the comm system, but there was no-one left alive down there
who could answer him, but he knew enough nonetheless. The Ark
was off course, looping back on its previous path. He checked the
navigational projections. They would still make planetfall, but on
the third planet now.
A planet that Prime recognised for it had been in his past
and he had been in its future. It was Earth. He knew that was what it
was called. The Narrators had reminded him that he had heard what
the organic who was killed on the Bridge of the Ark Two had said
after all, their insidious teasings had coaxed the truth from him. The
truth which even he had denied to himself.
So, Earth. That was where it would end. He had hoped
to avoid that, but it seemed inevitable. He switched to the internal
viewscreen network. The planet loomed large in the Ship’s path.
Meanwhile, his crew continued to die. There was a
momentary victory of sorts as Sideswipe and Slag teamed up against
Skywarp and Thundercracker, succeeding in pinning down both
warriors and slaying them. Sideswipe congratulated his comrade
with a pat on the back before the damaged yet still active Laserbeak
returned once more and tore him to ribbons. Slag, enraged, entered
his berserker fury state. It was something he had been able to resist
for a long time with the help he had received from Ratchet, but
he could contain it no longer. He slashed at Laserbeak, counting
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down the moments until his internal self-destruct mechanism fully
activated. At the last he grabbed Laserbeak by the left wing, pulling
him to his chest as he blew up, putting them both of them out of
the fight forever. Unfortunately, the Longtooth unit nearby was
unexpectedly caught by the edge of the blast and also died.
That was enough! Through the smoke and flying debris,
Prime saw the calm and still form of Megatron and he advanced
upon him implacably, casually drilling a hole through Soundwave
with one blast as he advanced from the side.
SPACE
The Ark Twelve, power depleted but still enough to
provide sufficient forward motion, sailed past Earth’s moon. The
planet lay shortly beyond, eager to claim its new alien victim.
ARK TWELVE, SECONDARY BRIDGE
Optimus Prime and Megatron, commanders of the two
opposing forces separated only by a hate that had long since lost
any original purpose, faced each other at the heart of the Bridge.
They were the last two Transformers aboard.
“This is as it should be, Prime.”
“Yes. I understand that now, Megatron.”
“You have had ample opportunity to destroy me before. Complacency
is a killer-”
Prime raised his rifle and fired, unable to bear hearing his opponent
utter another syllable. The shot hit home, blowing a hole clean
through Megatron’s left hip. He staggered and lost his balance,
roaring in pain. However, with uncanny speed, he recovered and
blasted his fusion cannon at Prime, destroying his right shoulder.
Prime’s arm hung limp and he had to switch his rifle to his other
arm.
Megatron expected Prime to fire, but instead his adversary lunged at
him. Prime screamed in fury, all sense lost to him now, scrabbling
for a hold on Megatron’s neck, trying to squeeze the life from him.
The pain in his head increased. The Narrators within him knew of
this ‘Megatron’ from his memories, but they wished to experience
true evil, to see if it was as thrilling as that depicted in so much
popular fiction. A portion of them detached and spread through
Prime’s touch to Megatron’s mind, accessing a recent personal log:
All my life I have wanted peace.
Prime. Starscream. Shockwave. They all think that I exist only to
kill, to crush, to impose the Decepticon way on all Cybertronians.
They misunderstand, of course. War is a far more subtler affair than
is often made out though I sometimes lose sight of this. Much as it
pains me, Shockwave was right. For a time I allowed the bloodlust
of battle to cloud my judgement, to ignore the more prudent options
with which to further my goals. It irked me to allow the Autobot
Ship to escape, to run and hide like cowards behind the first moon.
I can destroy them after they have removed the threat to Cybertron’s  
safety.   Damn Shockwave for out-thinking me. It will not happen
again. Let the enemy destroy the asteroid field. I cannot rule over a
ruined world.
But sometimes a world can malfunction, it can bring forth
beings with twisted agendas and purposes. The Autobots. Weak,
useless, poorly engineered. What use are their alternate forms?
They are not designed for combat and surely combat is what we
were designed for as a race? I have observed the Heavens, I have
glimpsed the countless worlds teeming with life that lie out there
within our race’s grasp and one abundant fact remains clear: we
are stronger and are far more powerful than all of them without
exception. I have read our intelligence reports. Our noble world
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of Cybertron has a limited life span, our natural resources doomed
to failure through overpopulation. If we are to survive, we must
expand. We must further develop our might. We need…breathing
room. All of the foreign lands shall be ours.
And with that expansion comes order. The other races
can be made to service us. Then there will be no need for further
conquest, for further expansion. If our needs are met then there can
be peace.
Peace through tyranny, perhaps, but peace nonetheless.
Why can the Autobots not see that? Why do they throw
their lives away in conflict against my ideology, the true ideology of
our race?
If the Decepticons do not win this war than as a race we
can not go forward, we cannot expand and we will die. The Universe
will never know our greatness and we will fall from the stars.
We will DIE!
I cannot allow that. If it takes a million years, I will bring
the peace. For now though, for right now, the prudent plan is to
wait. Many of the Autobots’ mightiest troops are onboard that vessel,
that ‘Ark’. Once they are eliminated, the rest of their brethren on
Cyberton must surely surrender. They will be too demoralised for
further senseless conflict.
Then, there can be peace. At last.
The Narrators retreated to Prime’s mind. That was not
what they had expected.
SPACE
Ark Twelve fell from the stars, its long journey almost
over. The hull blazed red and orange and yellow as it fell through
the Earth’s atmosphere. Weakened sections tore off as the stress
of the headlong descent took its vengeance upon the alien vessel.
Some sections landed in the sea, some burned up and others fell
to land, creating devastation where they fell: the Transformers first
hello greeting to the planet Earth.
The Ship headed directly for what would one day be
known as the planet’s North American continent.
ARK TWELVE, SECONDARY BRIDGE
Prime and Megatron were at each other’s throats, the
damage they had sustained resulting in them being barely able
to stand by themselves without support. Energy weapons were
forgotten. They hated each other so much, all they wanted was to
use their hands. In some ways it would be more satisfying like this.
The deck shook and they both lost their footing. Prime
reached out and grabbed a large long shard of bulkhead and broke
it in two over his knee, creating a makeshift spear. He knew there
must be only moments left.
Megatron had by now also come to this conclusion, he
wasn’t stupid. Give him a moment and he would use the fusion
cannon. Prime would not have the energy to move out of the way
and he would not allow Megatron to still be alive when this vessel
crashed, just in case the damage was not severe enough to kill those
onboard.
Prime rushed at the Decepticon leader, plunging the spear
through the chest unit with his last remaining strength, searching for
the spark within. Megatron looked astonished. He hadn’t expected
that move.
“It. Is. Finished,” cried Prime as he pushed the spear through
Megatron’s spark, that which gave life to him. The light behind the
eyes began to die.
“Over,” whispered Prime as he watched the life leave

Megatron’s eyes. Then he stood up, swaying slightly, letting the
body drop to the floor. He staggered over to the Bridge’s forward
console, activating the one remaining outside camera. He saw the
planet surface rushing up to greet him, impossibly close. Only a
moment left now. The end was here. “But it never really ends, does
it?” asked Prime of the room, but there was no-one left alive to
respond.
PLANET EARTH, APPROX 4 MILLION BC
The time-lost Cybertronian known as Killer sat at the
base of the mountain that would one day be named Mt St Hilary
by the human rulers of this world. Since the period spent in the
Victorian era of England with Shockwave, the effects of the time
technology he had been exposed to had sent him to many eras of this
worlds history without his direct control. At irregular intervals, the
chronal energy in his system would increase and his world would
vanish around him as he was discharged to another point in time,
apparently tied to this world.
Shockwave had returned home to Cybertron, but he
had remained on this world. Had he had more than a rudimentary
personality programmed into him, he may have experienced an
emotion akin to wonder on his unco-ordinated time travels. The fall
of Troy, the destruction of Pompeii, Woodstock, the frontlines of the
battle of Manchester at the end of the third Earth/Cybertronian War.
But Killer had felt little emotion, other than a mild concern that his
journey may never end and he would never see Shockwave again.
He had arrived from time at the mountain a short moment
ago, and had immediately picked up Cybertronian life-signs in near
space. Perhaps Shockwave had come to rescue him? It would take
a moment to fully get his bearings though: the time displacement
always caused havoc with his systems. He recovered just in time for
the Ark Twelve to fall from the sky, slamming into the mountain and
crushing him instantly.
The impact was awesome. Huge clouds of dust and ash
blanketed the nearby terrain as the spacecraft embedded itself in the
volcanic mountain. Silence fell as quickly as it had been broken.
ARK TWELVE, SECONDARY BRIDGE
His systems rebooted. Prime rose groggily to his feet. The
shock from the crash had been severe indeed. The Ship was smashed
to pieces, barely any of the room he was in was intact. Debris was
strewn across all surfaces. The clouds of dust from impact were
incredible, making vision difficult. He was momentarily uncertain
as to where he was and what had happened.
Then his situation resolved itself with sickening clarity just as the
Narrators within reasserted their presence. He had survived. He had
survived the crash. He was supposed to be dead and so were the
Narrators.
He fell, unable to hold himself up, all energy draining
away from him.
No! The horror was immense and all consuming. He lost
all track of time for a while.
He never went outside, he could not face it. He roamed
the remains of the Ship for a while, utterly lost, a ghost haunting the
dead. During one pointless sortie, he came across the ruins of his
quarters. The book the Narrators had made him write and also read
was still intact. They became excited at the sight of it and bade him
read it now, in keeping with their obsession with fiction..
It sat uncomfortably in his hand. The book related the story of his life
and was entitled ‘The Last of the Great Arks’. The voices in his head
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told them that his end would come when he read the final chapter for
They had tied the book itself to his timeline. At the corresponding
points in his life They made him read a chapter, against his will.
He paused for a moment.
He had two chapters of life left to him. His hands trembled
as he turned the pages. Then he put it down. So They thought he still
had two chapters of life left to him? Then they would not expect him
to die, here and now for they believed his timeline still extended into
the future.
Yes. They would never see this coming. He could escape
at last, and find some meaning in his death. There was no one else
alive for Them to transfer to. With his death, it would be all over.
His rifle would suit the job. He would have to do it quickly, not give
them time to fully understand what was happening and for them to
re-assert their control. He doubted they had read this in the novels
they poured over. The hero never killed himself in those books.
Prime’s mind had amassed so much knowledge, so much
experience through his life that his mind was in many ways an ark
itself. Perhaps that is why the Narrators had named the book of his
life so. A repository of knowledge unique to him, the memories of
a being who had always, always tried to do what was right, yet was
crippled by fear and depression. His own story had been filled with
tragedy yet perhaps now there was a way to have the end of his story
carry some hope.
The Autobot leader placed the rifle against his temple. Almost at the
last, the Narrators became aware of his plan, but they were too late.
The trigger was pulled.
arks.
snowed.

Optimus Prime knew peace at last. The last of the great
Outside the volcano, it was quiet. In the evening it
THE END.
EPILOGUE 1: UNIWARP

In the far reaches of deep time, on the central promenade of
a Hunter-class Space Bridge in orbit round the Bridge Homeworld,
the Transformers known as Wheelie and Spanner were seated crosslegged. They were playing a game of scrabble. It had been a tense
game, and the score was even.
“Triple word score!” shrieked Wheelie.
Spanner frowned, “I’m not sure ‘gazumption’ counts’.” Beyond
them, a fleet of several thousand Space Bridges of various classes
and configurations hung in orbit round what had once been the
insignificant planet known as Earth. They were primed and ready
for the kill, ready to jump to their new destination, waiting only on
the final order from their leader, Spanner.
In the capital barracks on Earth, a golden arch with
protruding silver spikes looked up to the stars. The singularity
beating within its centre throbbed a deep orange, ready to switch to
red upon receipt of the command orders from Spanner to transmit
the ‘attack’ command to the assembled fleet. It was only a small
force of Bridges, clearly they expected to achieve their final result
without much difficulty. The arch creature hated Spanner with all
its being. The consciousness within had once been that of Samantha
Thorne, commander of the ground forces on Neptune in the final
push against the enemy forces in the fourth Earth/Cybertronian

War. The Bridges had been in the midst of their stage of farming
humanoids to provide the organic components for the heart of their
vessels. Humanoid minds were able to assist the vessels to cope
better with the dimensional stress when jumping across space and
time. So they had snatched Samantha and transmuted her into a
form that would suit their needs.
For several millenia thereafter, perhaps influenced by its
military training when as a human, the arch had been embroiled in a
bloody civil war between the Bridges who followed its direction and
those who sought out what they believed to be their God, Spanner.
In the end, Spanner’s followers had won, and the arch had been
depowered, existing only as a communication centre for command
orders. It had opposed Spanner’s quest upon the Universe and lost.
The arch quivered now in anticipation, “Orders?” it asked.
“No, not yet!” barked Spanner.
“Pardon?” asked Wheelie.
“Sorry. I wasn’t talking to you.”
Wheelie looked petulantly down at the scrabble board.
He had sensed a change in Spanner’s mood. Perhaps the games
were over now. He saw no need to ask Spanner if they had stopped
playing, he simply folded up the board and placed it in his sub-space
shunt for safe-keeping. He enjoyed playing word games, they kept
his mind active and diverted from the memories of the horrors he
had experienced during his long lonely exile on the scarred world
below. He had literally lived through the ages with no use for words,
no one to talk to. He found that all he wanted to do now was talk.
“Wheelie, walk with me please.”
He stood up and followed Spanner along the length of the
gleaming silver central promenade. Though there appeared to be no
protection from space, virtually invisible powerful barriers beyond
his understanding surrounded the Bridge. He may have felt like it
was possible to wander off of the edge and to fall into space, but it
was not.
Spanner walked stiffly, his arms behind his back, “These
Bridges are my family, Wheelie. I haven’t talked about this before,
but I feel I now must now unburden myself before events take their
course. Long, long ago, the Cybertronian tyrant Straxus used my
blueprints to turn me into a Space Bridge myself. I was forced
against my will to undertake many missions for the Decepticon
cause. Imagine how much torture that caused a neutralist. I saw
such things as you would not believe..” Wheelie walked behind
his friend, wondering where this was leading. He had of course
always longed to hear of where Spanner had come from, but the
issue had always been carefully avoided and he had been content
to be safe. “One day, a fuel line ruptured. A simple fuel line. It sent
me off course during a jump between Earth and Cybertron. I was
lost, falling between the dimensions until my people found me. All I
asked was to be restored to my true form. They agreed. I have been
with them ever since. They think I am their God and I am not going
to disagree with them. It would not be in my best interests.”
“I see.”
“No, I do not truly think that you do. Though I have a bond with
my Bridges the likes of which cannot be truly understood by you, I
wished for the company of a fellow Cybertronian. Someone of my
kin to exchange pleasantries with. The simple act of conversation.”
Wheelie could relate to that quite easily. “Following the capture of
the Earth for conversion into the Homeworld, your energy signature
was detected. I rescued you and we became friends. Do you agree?”
Wheelie was puzzled. Then he noticed something: the stars were
completely blotted out. They were surrounded by darkness, complete
darkness. No, wait. It was the fleet of Bridges, they had manouvered
into a tight formation, blotting out the light from the red artificial
sun, obviously about to jump to somewhere, somewhen. “Wheelie,
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I have to send you away now.”
A haze surrounded the Bridge they were on. Clearly, a
jump was about to be initiated. There would be little time before
they left this area. “One of the advantages of having a race that can
jump through time and space is that you learn things through the
act of travel and exploring different places and people. Pertinent
information comes to light. Your journey through time and
subsequent long torment was not of your making, Wheelie. You did
not accidentally touch the wrong control on the Ark One. You were
the victim of an experimental time jump. The name of the being
who did this to you was Shockwave. He does not care what he did
to you.”
It felt so long ago, but the anger still remained. An anger
which had never once been mollified by the passage of time. Yes.
Shockwave. But he was beyond his reach now. Far, far beyond his
reach. “Take this device. It will allow you to reach him. Enact your
revenge.” Spanner held a curved ball in his hand. Curved spikes
extended out from its centre. It began to glow red as Wheelie took
it and peered at it curiously as it laid in his palm. It felt warm. “I’m
going on a journey, a very long journey. It is too dangerous for you
to come with me, my friend. For that I am truly sorry. But take this
chance, kill Shockwave. Have your revenge.”
Wheelie was uncertain. Yes, the anger remained but it
was all so long ago. He had given up his life as a warrior, pathetic
though it may have been. He did not want to face this Shockwave.
He wanted to stay here with his friend, play games, have a laugh.
This was his life now. It would kill him to leave it.
“Spanner, no. I want to stay-”
The glow from the ball enveloped the diminutive Autobot and he
vanished, through time, through space.
Spanner remained watching the spot where Wheelie had
stood for a long time, then he turned and gazed up at the spires
of the Ship. It was magnificent. Yes, these were his family now.
He had never belonged with the Autobots, with the Decepticons.
Despite his better efforts and help to them, they had both abused
him. And he never forgot the time he had spent in Shockwave’s cell.
He fervently wished that Wheelie could destroy him, but that was
out of his control now. He had to stay true to his course now. No
more delays.
Neutralism had proved to be a lie. Pacifism a failure. There
would be one way, and it would be his way. Already his Bridges had
pacified one quarter of the known Universe along one third of its
timeline. One way, the way of the Uniwarp, his Bridges traveling to
any known resistance and destroying it, offering a better way. Unity
through peace. His peace.
There remained one race in particular to eliminate though. Their
influence along the timelines was mostly negligible but they had to
be exterminated. For the sake of his conscience if no other. He gave
the order. Below on the Earth, the arch relayed it. The fleet jumped
forward towards their destination. On his Bridge, Spanner felt no
joy, no elation. His mind was calm. He was doing the right thing.
Wheelie materialised in the middle of a lush green wood and
stumbled. There was no sound in the air, a thick fog hung suspended
in the night sky of whichever world he had arrived on. There was
something familiar about it. Why had Spanner done this to him? He
thought he had been his friend!
Where-where was he? He turned to his left. Something very
small and organic, with what could have been two arms and two
legs stared up at him open mouthed. A glint of light on something
metallic caught his eye from his right hand side. He whirled.
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Shockwave!
And who was that with him? Was that- Lightning leapt
from Killer’s hand and Wheelie was disintegrated instantly. He
never had time to feel pain. Shockwave and Killer continued their
investigations of England, Planet Earth, 1899 without further
molestation from any others of their kind.
“Power up the time crystals, Cardinal!” The shriek of
metal was deafening as the craft was wrenched through several more
dimensions than the engineers who had designed it had originally
intended. Even more power was diverted to the time crystals down
in the engineering pit.
“I really wish you wouldn’t call me that,” complained Peter.
With sudden force, THE ARK: YEAR ONE exited
transwarp space and was thrown back into the normal continuum.
The shaking quickly subsided though the pot of coffee which had
managed to remain steady on the forward navigational console
throughout the tumult finally fell onto the steel deckplating,
shattering. The last coffee known to exist seeped away down a
ventilation grill. Anna, the last human, and survivor of the Earth
swore violently. After all, it wasn’t like she could get any more. The
coffee beans she had had in her jacket pocket had been all that were
retrieved before her abrupt departure.
“Cardinal, relative position please.”
Peter’s voice boomed out from several speakers in the Bridge. It
had been modified by Anna to resemble the voice of the ancient
Earthman, Morgan Freeman. Peter had liked this. He had thought it
made him sound more wise.
“Only if you stop calling me Cardinal.”
“You love it. Now, relative position. Please.”
The two had enjoyed many adventures since leaving the
Earth, deciding that they both needed a break from Cybertronian
related affairs. During these, the last human had chosen a name for
herself realising upon exposure to lifeforms that she had none. Anna
had sounded nice. She and Peter had been caught in the backlash
of the Earth’s destruction, apparently being thrown back in time
through means which they had been unable to explain, though Peter
had detected signs of a Space Bridge incursion at the edges of his
radar. A lengthy and occasionally thrilling quest had begun to find
suitable time travel technology to allow them to reach their mutual
destination. They had finally acquired the ‘time crystals’ on the
planet Forfar Four, but not before Peter had become accidentally
embroiled with the planet’s primary religious leaders, seemingly
gaining the rank of Cardinal before Anna had persuaded him to
leave. He was faintly embarrassed by the whole affair.
“Anna. My readings show clear across the board. A minor hullbreach on deck five. I am dispatching nanocytes to repair it promptly.
I can confirm that we have landed in the correct Universe, shortly
after the destruction of the one we both originated from. Which is
fascinating if you ask me.”
Anna sat back in her chair in the centre of the Bridge and shrugged,
“I wasn’t.”
Peter harumphed, “Oh very well. Yes, we are in orbit around the lost
planet of Cybertron. Lost no longer, it would appear.” Anna jumped
to her feet, ignoring her companions’ good humour, the fever of
impending battle flowing through her. Yes, now, now was the time!
The destiny of her race would be fulfilled,
“Cardinal, how many life-signs?” Peter took several seconds to
respond, unusual for him.
“One,” he burbled.
Anna’s mind raced. So only one had survived. No matter,
she would kill it soon enough. Earth would win in the end. That was
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all that mattered. The final part of her mission was at hand.
“Anna, the lifesign is hailing us.”
Now that was unexpected. Well, why not allow it to beg
for its life? It was only one Cybertronian. There was no possibility
of danger, her Ship had been heavily fortified during its travels.
She placed on her blue rimmed spectacles and the image of the last
Transformer on Cybertron was imprinted on the lenses.
Down on what had once been the homeworld of the
Transformers, a lonely inhabitant paced an empty hall in the capital
of New New New Iacon. Traachon was furious. How dare this
human interrupt his retirement! Since the Ark Ship carrying the
Units with the copied minds of the Autobot High Command had
arrived here, he had thought that for them the War was over. They
had initially been apprehensive as to why Cybertron had left its own
Universe and its apparently deserted yet undamaged condition, but
all planetary records had apparently been carefully wiped a long
time before their arrival. In time they relaxed, there appeared no
immediate threat and there was nothing else they could do now.
Then, one by one, they had begun to die. By the time they
realised that it was the vestiges of a virus programme left in all
planetary mainframes, it was too late. Their central cortexes were
over-written by the virus and burned out. They all died.
All except for Traachon. He had no explanation as to how
he had survived. Perhaps he was just lucky. Different enough in
design to be immune to the virus, perhaps.
They had originally planned to return to Cybertron in some
future time to re-assert control over the planet. To bring peace and
order to a troubled world should it survive the devastating Autobot/
Decepticon War. Traachon had never planned the Ark missions for
power or ambition. His goal was much more personal, he simply
wanted to survive. That was all he wanted. Detecting the arrival of
the unknown vessel in orbit, curiously shaped like one of the old
Ark vessels, he activated one of the ancient transmitter stations and
begged for his life. He pointed out that he was the last of his kind,
that to destroy him would be genocide. Have pity, he pleaded.
The alien being which had responded to his hail replied that
it did not care. That his kind had destroyed her own race. He replied
that he had known none of this, that he had had no part of this. He
was frightened by her manner and activated the planetary defences.
Across the Saturn sized world, whole citystates transformed into
powerful weapons batteries, trained on near-space.
Wait! The radar detectedBy P.R.I.M.U.S.!
On THE ARK: YEAR ONE, Anna moved to the gunner’s
position, “Peter, make ready to fire the main cannon.”
“At once, Anna. You know, I will be glad to be rid of this race.
All they did was treat me like another piece of machinery. Perhaps
afterwards, we could search for a world where you could get some
more coffee?”
Anna smiled, “That sounds lovely, Cardinal. Yes, I think I would
like that.”
“Anna...Anna, I’m detecting a large energy signature on radar. It’s”
In every inch of space around the planet of Cybertron,
the Space Bridge fleet appeared, their journey over. The time to
annihilate the planet and with it, the last vestiges of Transformers
from this Universe, was at hand.
On his personal Bridge, Spanner made ready to give the
order to fire on Cybertron.

On the ARK: YEAR ONE, Anna primed the main cannon
for the opening salvo on the metallic world.
On Cybertron itself, Traachon’s hand hovered over the
control to activate the planetary defensive systems, capable of
cleaving suns in two with a single shot.
begin.

The next stage of the Cybertronian Wars was about to

EPILOGUE 2: THE DEATH OF FICTIONAL PEOPLE
“Is that not correct, Doctor Nathanial Thorne?”
I remained in my chair, glowering contemptuously at my monstrous
captor. Fear was mixed in with my emotions, strong enough to smell
and yet my contempt was more marked, more directed. Somehow
more real than anything else I was experiencing.
I was not strapped or held down in any way to the
unremarkable oak chair in which I sat. I sat in it as I would usually,
behind my large desk strewn with untidy papers. A daisy in a vase
had wilted due to neglect. Musty law books adorned the ceiling
height bookcases: three in all, without doors, lining the walls. A
sketch of man similar to myself poked out incongruously from one
of the books. One of Wells’ more flamboyant romances. I had never
read it properly, there never seemed the time.
I was of good health, in my late thirties. Alas, there was
the suggestion of a gut brought on by too much expensive alcohol
and rich foods. I was young for a man of my apparent professional
standing, having excelled well at Cambridge. As always, I was
well groomed, a tidy beard. Blue eyes, rakish eyebrows. I was an
unremarkable man in a remarkable situation.
Unremarkable, that is, save the presence of two alien
metal men in my office. I was unable to be rid of the uncomfortable
notion that the intruders should not have not able to fit into the
confines of the room. The larger of the two, the cyclops, turned to
his compatriot and asked him to wait outside,
“Your presence may increase the fear responses in Doctor Thorne.”
I was glad to see the heavily spiked body of the smaller of the two
mechanical devils leave. I sipped once more from my glass of water.
I had found that I had developed a terrible thirst. I imagine most of
my countrymen would have been terrified by what their eyes were
showing them but I resolved not to show my fear.
The cyclops took a chair and sat at the other side of my
desk.
“Let me rephrase my earlier question, Doctor. This planet is unaware
of the existence of alien life-forms such as myself?” I did not answer
the question, for in truth the nightmarish reality of my situation had
stunned my senses somewhat more than I had at first admitted to
myself. I went to take another sip of water from my crystal glass
though to my dismay it was empty and so I quickly refilled it from
the chipped decanter beside a pile of especially untidy papers. The
last few days London Times. I had not had sufficient time to read
them yet, for I had been kept busy with my work in the last few
days.
The cyclops, who was a curious shade of purple, spoke
once more. An itchy voice that scratched at the back of my brain,
and spoke in numbers, not letters. ‘One’ ‘s and ‘Zero’ ‘s somehow
changing into the Queen’s English through some process beyond
my divining. “Doctor Thorne, your silence merely confirms my
hypothesis. Excellent. I have been observing the local population
of this planet’s dominant life-form for quite some time. Now I have
concluded my study of your behaviour, I wish to learn more of your
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genetic make-up. Namely, what you are constructed from.” Though
I did not comprehend the true meaning of all its words, I understood
the intent,
“No.”
“No? Doctor, I had begun to fear your systems were not capable of
speech.”
“No. Torture me if you like, you devil. I will tell you nothing.”
The cyclops pointed the appendage fitted at the end of
one of his arms directly at my head. It had no hand but a sickening
stump ending in what seemed to be a weapon of some description. I
could deduce this from the manner in which it was held.
“My science is capable of determining a great deal about what you
are. I only need a sample. I could use the device that I am pointing
at you to forcibly remove the genetic information from you. I have
the use of powerful x-rays and many other sciences.”
I remained silent. Lord, I was thirsty. I swallowed another
glass of water.
“However, there is no need for such invasive procedures.”
“Then, how-“
“You will have to pass waste at some point, Doctor Thorne.” I was
sickened to the pit of my stomach. Such ungodly behaviour! What
madness had I stumbled into? And how had the cyclops gained entry
to my study? I was frightened to find I could not clearly recall how
this turn of events had come to pass. I searched my memory intently
but no answer was forthcoming. I found that I could not even clearly
recall how I had arrived at my office on this day. By hansom cab as
normal I presumed, but when? When?
My vision wavered and I felt a terrible coldness grip me,
mostly in my hands. I rubbed them for warmth, they felt dirty and
grimy yet to my eyes they appeared as clean as always. My wife
insisted on strict standards of cleanliness and my daughter had come
to expect it. The cyclops rose from his chair and walked steadily
towards me, bearing down on me at an inhuman speed. Involuntarily,
I flinched as the cyclops leaned past me and drew aside the heavy
curtain drapes of the only window in the room.
“ I shall leave my examination until later. Observe the outside
elements. It is snowing outside, Doctor Thorne.”
“Yes…yes it has been snowing steadily for almost two weeks now.
That is not so unusual.”
“It is the month of July. I have been observing this planet for several
of your years. This is not typical weather for this time of year. It
should not be snowing. It is curious that you think it normal for snow
to fall in July. There is something awry with your world, Doctor.”
My world. Yes. When had I begun to think of this as my
world? Not my study, not my town, but my world? When had my
thinking expanded outwards so? I barely knew of a world beyond
India and the Crown’s colonies.
forgotten.

There was something terribly important that I had

The cyclops, apparently either disinterested in receiving
a response from me or not caring what that response was, carefully
strode over to the door and opened it without first asking my
permission. I was outraged. It was treating my study as if it was its
own! How dare it!
The door opened and its companion entered. It turned to
look at me, and I was astonished to see it was clearly in pain. Yet
I felt no pity for it, as the cyclops had informed me of some of
what its compatriot had inflicted on others of its kind in its lifetime.
Horrors I could barely begin to imagine the scope of, irregardless
of the details. Yet how could it have told me this if this meeting was
our first?
The cyclops’ companion glowed with a colour that was
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not its own. The cyclops addressed it as a General might address
one of its subordinates, “It would appear the same side effect of
temporal travel which reduced us in size continues its assault on
our positions in time and space. My calculations posit a 99.8%
probability I shall return to my correct spatio-temporal coordinates
at the correct dimensions within the next 5.4567 minutes.”
The other nodded mutely. It grasped what could be its
stomach area, apparently wincing in pain. The cyclops continued
with its monotonic report, seemingly oblivious to the condition of
its comrade, now bent over double. “Alas, I have deduced that you
were infected with a higher dose of chronal energy than I. I suspect
you will jump to some other time-”
The spiked metal man vanished instantly, between one blink of my
eye and the next.
“-promptly.” finished the cyclops.
The coldness in my hands spread to my arms. The purple
metal man swung its one eye back towards me, the glow from it
seeming to penetrate to the depth of my very soul, “You look unwell,
Doctor Thorne.” I steepled my fingers, trying to concentrate on my
desk. Trying to divert my thoughts from the unreality of my present
situation, attempting to focus on something real,
“Perhaps I am just feeling unwell. I feel as though I may still be
asleep in my bed, dreaming of monsters,” A sharp pain caught
my attention and I looked down at my hands, noticing a splinter
embedded in my thumb. A small stream of blood slid down the
length of it as I stared at it curiously. Bright red, “And yet I think I
am not, am I?”
“How would you be able to tell, Doctor?”
“I...I would know. The ability of all men to take true note of their
surroundings, to use the senses that God gave them to deduce the
true nature of their world. That is an unalterable fact.”
“I have heard you speak of this ‘God’ before, Doctor. I must inform
you, I have found no evidence for the existence of it.”
As I often did in times of stress, I gripped my lapels
sternly. It was an affectation that often amused my wife, “God
created me!”
“There is no God, Doctor.”
Despite myself, I laughed, “Then, Sir, if there is no God, who
created us?”
The cyclops sat down once more, “That is a fact I will deduce in
time.”
I shivered. Not a reaction to the absurd notions the cyclops
enunciated, but due to the pervading coldness spreading through
my body.
“You really do look unwell, Doctor Thorne. I do not feel the
conditions here are conducive to your continued health.”
“What arrant nonsense! It’s perfectly warm in here!”
The metal man leaned over the desk, pushing its bizarre head
towards me, “I only have one eye, look at it.”
Despite myself. I could not tear my gaze away from its monoptic
light. My vision wavered and I blinked my eyes.
I opened them. Impossibly, I found I was no longer in my
study. I was somewhere else entirely, outside. It took a moment for
my mind to fully process my location.
“There is no logic in ice-cream, Doctor Nathanial Thorne.” The
cyclops held the cone almost with disdain for a moment before
tossing it onto the cobblestones below. The sweet vanilla ice-cream
spilled out upon impact and immediately attracted a crowd of eager
seagulls, gulping up the sticky substance greedily. Out here they
grew to magnificent sizes – though such large specimens were rare
indeed - far larger than those which ventured inland. They could
rarely tolerate the smog in the capital.
There was no snow here. The local weather conditions
were much more agreeable and I felt hot in my suit. I would have
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felt more comfortable had I loosened my collar but that would
not have been at all appropriate when outdoors. I still had a few
standards left. I dabbled at the sweat on my forehead with a cream
coloured silk handkerchief. It had been a present given to me by
my father from a period when I been on better terms with him. His
initials were stenciled in red on the lower right-hand corner.
The cyclops prodded inquisitively with one foot at the
sand piled up at the edge of the promenade. His appearance had as
yet gone unnoticed.
I knew now that we were on the Central Pier. The hustle
and bustle of a sea-side town in the peak of its yearly season
carried on with gay abandon around us. I then took a moment to
regard a wonder of the modern age as it towered high above us.
A magnificent tower that had been constructed just a few years
ago, in the year of our Lord eighteen hundred and ninety-six. A
marvelous testament to well-bred intent, painted a lovely and most
appealing red. Apparently the excellent view afforded from the top
allowed a visiting patron to gaze upon many miles of fine English
progress. Around its base was a miniature entertainment complex
which offered a variety of delights from comedy to vaudeville to
dancing. The Ballroom’s Wurlitzer was said to be most agreeable.
The melodies it could produce when handled by a skilled player
were - by all accounts – excellent. There were many achievements
in this resort but none as impressive as the Tower itself.
“Oh to be in Blackpool now that summer’s here,” I said aloud,
caught up in the moment.
The coldness had by now permeated my entire body but my
fear of it was vanquished for I was now gaining a true appreciation
of exactly where and when I was. The light of understanding was
upon me.
The cyclops spoke in the cold flat tone I had come to
alternately hate, alternately enjoy. It had visited me many times. I
knew that now.
“Doctor Thorne. It can snow in June yet now be extremely hot. You
can both be in your study and at this resort. I have learned much
from you throughout our many conversations, but now it is my time
to leave. Your emotional state often appears erratic. I am unsure
how your limited conscious mind will record our meetings. I am
unable to calculate the exact probabilities. This has not happened
before. Will you remember me as I truly was or will your mind
interrupt its memories of me with fantasies? ”
“I think not. I know that you are real.”
“Am I? We are all fictional people, Doctor Thorne. I learned that a
long time ago.”
My puzzlement was great, “I am sorry, but I do not understand.”
“You do not have long to live, Doctor. Record your thoughts while
you can. I must go now from this place. Indeed, perhaps I was
never really here.” Then, as with the spiked metal man before it, the
cyclops vanished within an instant, as I knew he must. As perhaps I
always knew, yet was often unable to comprehend.
The temperature was becoming more conducive to
my composure now. I strolled along the promenade before it too
vanished, taking pleasure in how I envisioned it to be. I knew I
was unlikely ever to gaze upon it with my own true eyes. I had
fancied taking a trip to the top of the Tower, but it was closed early
this day. The staff had apparently taken ill with a malady of some
description.
The sun set and the world disappeared slowly.

men swam through the shattered vestiges of what remained of his
mind. They were extremely vivid and had more colour to them than
any recollections of this place.
The metal men! They had spoken to him again! He had to
write this down as quickly as possible so as not to forget the salient
details. Yes, the metal men often spoke to him. He hoped they did
not speak to anyone else.
He wrote furiously in the diary he had been allowed to
keep, handwriting scampering off to a spidery script in his haste to
record every detail before it was gone from his memory. He cursed
his dirty hands, for they easily smudged the pages. Perhaps one day,
someone of knowledge would read his writings and would learn
the truth. He had not lost his mind. He knew the truth. He knew
all about ‘the Transformers’. The truth that one day the metal men
would threaten this world and not even God may be able to stop
them.
He wrote steadily throughout the night.
-Mary Thorne closed the diary and checked the time. It
was certainly interesting material, if clearly delusional. Little had
been known of her great great grandfather until very recently
when a cache of documents from turn of the 20th Century English
psychiatric institutions in England had been discovered during a
demolition. It had taken several months to trace Mary and to send
the diary to her in America however. Nathanial Thorne’s wife and
daughter, unable to bear the social shame of his incarceration, had
fled to a new life in the new world that was America. Such a journey
had been risky, taking several weeks but they had survived and
prospered. Unusually, the surname had been kept, some feelings for
her disgraced husband perhaps still lingering in his wife’s heart.
Still, four weeks for the diaries to arrive! Mary thought dark thoughts
of the postal service, apparently no quicker in 1984 than in 1899.
A quick check of her watch told her she had wasted too
much time on this. The museum did not pay her to study family
history. It was not unreasonable of them to expect her to devote her
time to the studies of the local North American tribes that she was
actually paid for. Some material relating to the local Raven myth
had been uncovered recently which she was dying to get into. It lay
accusingly on her desk.
She would do that after lunch. She pulled out her homemade cheese sandwich from her rucksack and switched on the radio.
Down here in the basement, there was no one who could be annoyed
by it.
“...-olcanic explosion in Mount St Hilary occurred shortly after 3pm
this afternoon, according to eyewitness reports. Experts are baffled,
many claiming the mountain had been not been expected to erupt
for at least another 50 years. We have with us now GB Blackrock,
who owns many oil fields in the area who was on a company survey
near the volcano when it erupted. Mr Blackrock, could you tell-”
Mary switched off the radio. Hardly news that would
affect her. She went to bite into her sandwich but was dismayed
to find it had grown soggy in her rucksack. A quick search showed
that the bottle of Coke in her rucksack had leaked. Oh well, she
would grab a bite to eat later. She threw the sandwich in the general
direction of the bin and got back to work.

-The ruins of the man who had once been Doctor Nathanial
Thorne woke in his cell from fitful slumber. Images of the metal
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The Eye of the Storm
The great Ship sleeps here within the earth. She is a dream made manifest, the product of a will to survive that outlasts the ages. Once she
was called Ark 12, last of her sisters, but now she is the last of the Great Arks. This is not the end of her story. It is merely a pause between
one chapter and the next. And if this period – that has seen thousands of years of recorded history pass, civilisations rise and fall – has been
merely a comma, a pause for breath, how far then do the threads of her story run?
In this static moment it is almost as if we can see them, shining threads of narrative that extend backwards into the past and
onward into the future. Threads that are woven and plaited, for the Last of the Arks carries not only her own story but that of her sisters.
Two that died in fire, one that rode the wave of now out of the present and into realms unknown, others gone into history. Their stories
are hers now, she carries them ingrained into the lines of her hull – as real a weight as the pull of gravity upon her mass.
Ark 12 has added in her own right to the legacy that she carries, her own odyssey into space saved an entire world from
destruction and will change the course of another’s history. Even as she has slept here in the mountain, heroes and villains who wore the
faces of beasts have fought to control her and the power that she represents. In a moment this mountain will speak with a fury that will
awaken the sleeping Ark and she, and the passengers that she has carried through the years will awaken and their stories will resume once
more.
But for now we have a moment to see something of the history of past and future that surround her, to tease out the threads of
other stories that wind around her, carried across the gulf of time and space by the last, and greatest of the Great Arks….
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